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Problem description

In the competitive Nordic electricity markets, power producers try to develop bidding
strategies that maximize their revenues. With lower prices in the day-ahead market, the
producers are looking to other markets, seeking to maximize revenues by dividing capacity
between different markets. This thesis focuses on bidding in the day-ahead and primary
reserve market for a price-taking hydropower producer.

The resulting bidding problem is as a two-stage stochastic optimization problem, with
continuous first stage and mixed-integer second stage variables. The stochasticity is rep-
resented by discrete price scenarios. To ensure stability the scenario tree quickly becomes
large in size and the problem hard to solve. This thesis will investigate scenariowise
decomposition methods in order to decrease solution time.
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Abstract

With an increasing number of ancillary services and energy markets, the decision making
process for a power producer is becoming more complex. This thesis investigates the
bidding problem of a Norwegian hydropower producer bidding in the sequential primary
reserve market and day-ahead market. The model implemented is a stochastic mixed
integer programming (SMIP) problem with continuous first stage variables and mixed
integer second stage variables. SMIP problems are known to be hard to solve and by
having continuous first stage variables combined with second stage mixed-integer variables
the complexity further increases. This thesis investigates the potential benefits of solving
the problem by scenariowise decomposition. A comprehensive case study of the problem
is conducted with realistic input data. Stochastic problems are dependent upon a good
representation of the uncertainty and realistic price scenarios based on historical price
data are therefore created.

The results show that scenariowise decomposition of the problem results in better opti-
mistic bounds compared to solving the linear programming relaxation. When the number
of scenarios grow, the decomposition methods perform better compared to solving the
standard deterministic formulation of the deterministic equivalent. The decomposition
methods are however sensitive to the size and complexity of the subproblems, resulting
in low scalability with respect to the size of the subproblems. This results in longer solu-
tion times than what may be acceptable for a power producer. However, combined with
heuristics the methods return bounds which can provide information about the quality of
the heuristic solution.
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Sammendrag

Med et økende antall reserve- og energimarkeder har budgivningsproblemet for kraftpro-
dusenter blitt mer komplekst. Denne avhandlingen tar for seg budgivningsproblemet til
en norsk vannkraftprodusent som sekvensielt byr kapasitet i primærreservemarkedet og
deretter energi i døgnmarkedet. Den implementerte modellen er en stokastisk tostegsmod-
ell med kontinuerlige variable i første steg og blandede heltallsvariable i andre steg.
Stokastiske modeller med blandede heltall er kjente for å være vanskelige å løse, og med
kontinuerlige variabler i første steg og blandede heltall i andre steg øker kompleksiteten yt-
terligere. Avhandlingen undersøker den potensielle nytten av å dekomponere problemet
med hensyn p̊a scenarier. Problemet er undersøkt gjennom et omfattende casestudie
med realistisk inputdata. Stokastiske problemer er avhengige av god representasjon av
usikkerhet, og realistiske prisscenarier som baserer seg p̊a historisk pridata har derfor blitt
generert.

Resultatene viser at dekomponering med hensyn p̊a scenarier gir bedre optimistiske grenser
enn den lineære relaksasjonen av problemet. N̊ar antall scenarier øker, viser dekomponer-
ingsmetodene bedre ytelse enn ved å løse den standard formuleringen av den determinis-
tiske ekvivalenten. Dekomponeringsmetodene er derimot sensitive for økt kompleksitet i
subproblemene. N̊ar kompleksiteten øker blir løsningstidene lenger enn det som kan tenkes
å være akseptabelt for en kraftprodusent. De øvre grensene fra dekomponeringsmetodene
kan likevel være nyttige dersom de kombineres med heuristiske løsninger fordi de vil kunne
gi nyttig informasjon om kvaliteten p̊a de heuristiske løsningene.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past years, almost all areas within the European Network of Transmission Sys-
tem Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) have experienced an increasing number of
frequency deviations and an increase in the amplitude and duration of the deviations
(Eurelectric/ENTSO-E, 2011). These patterns are most prominent at the change of hour
in the morning and evening due to higher demand and correspondingly higher produc-
tion during these periods of the day. Frequency deviations are also the result of critical
stochastic events such as outages of power plants and loads. The increased amount of
reserves needed to counteract the deviations at the change of hour necessarily reduces the
available reserves in case of stochastic events. The result is a tighter reserve limit and a
risk of insufficient availability of reserves in the case of an outage. These challenges are
changing the way power markets are operated.

Over the past 25 years, electricity markets in the Nordic countries have been deregulated
in order to improve efficiency and increase security of supply. This means that the op-
eration of power markets have moved from being centralized to competitive, and that
the operation of generating units is subject to market rules. To keep a secure supply of
electricity and keep the system in balance, several markets have been established. The
goal is for markets further away from operating time to settle the majority of demand,
while markets closer to operating time take care of smaller deviations (Jiang and Powell,
2015).

Today, by far the largest amount of electricity is traded in the day-ahead market, but
the demand for reserves is expected to grow in the years to come. This is due to a
closer connected European power system and a larger share of non-flexible renewable,
intermittent energy. The intermittent, renewable resources are characterized as being non-
dispatchable. Hence, the generating units cannot be regulated in order to match changes
in demand. The remainder of the generation capacity consequently has to complement the
variability of the non-flexible resources (Lorubio, 2011). This will increase the potential
revenue for power producers from bidding in this market. With expected lower prices
in the day-ahead market, the producers are also looking to other markets, seeking to
maximize revenues by dividing capacity between different markets.

Thus, several markets can provide revenue for power producers, but the amount bid in
one market reduces the possible amount that can be bid in other markets. Coordinating
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the multi-market bidding decisions can potentially increase the revenue of the power
producers, but the bidding decisions are interdependent and the decision problem becomes
more complex. There is therefore an increasing need for decision support models that are
consistent with the new market conditions (Ventosa et al., 2005).

Much of the research on multi-market bidding has been within the field of optimization.
Optimization models consider a single supplier, whose objective is to maximize profit given
either exogenous prices, or prices as a function of the producer’s decisions. This thesis
is a contribution to the optimization literature. We present a stochastic mixed integer
programming (SMIP) formulation based on work by Klæboe (2015a) for a short-term
hydropower bidding and scheduling problem of a Norwegian hydropower producer who
bids in the sequential primary reserve market and day-ahead market and whose objective
is to maximize profit. The model includes continuous first stage variables for bidding
in the primary reserve market and mixed-integer second stage variables for scheduling
generators and bidding in the day-ahead market.

The stochasticity of the model is used to capture the inherent uncertainty in market prices.
When incorporating stochasticity in the model, the bidding decisions reflect the possible
corrective actions that can be made after the market price has been settled. This flexibility
is not captured when uncertainty is ignored. A realistic representation of the uncertainty
usually requires a large number of scenarios, resulting in stochastic models being large in
size. The problem presented is, in addition, further complicated by the presence of mixed-
integer variables in the second stage, making the recourse function lower-semicontinuous
with respect to the first stage variables. Such models are particularly difficult to solve
within reasonable time.

Due to the size and complexity of the large scale SMIP model considered, it cannot be
solved within reasonable time by using off-the-shelf solution methods. Decomposition
methods that exploit the structure of the stochastic problem are therefore considered as
applicable. Decomposing the problem into smaller subproblems can contribute to mitigate
part of the computational difficulty associated with solving larges-scale SMIP problems.
The purpose of the thesis is to investigate whether scenariowise decomposition methods
can be used to speed up the solution process of solving SMIP models for sequential
market bidding that contains continuous first stage variables and mixed-integer second
stage variables.

We investigate two different scenariowise decomposition methods that are applicable to
a wide range of problems. Essentially, scenariowise decomposition methods exploit the
scenario-structure of the stochastic problem by decomposing the problem into one sub-
problem for each scenario. The methods two methods investigated are Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition and Lagrangian decomposition. They are compared with respect to their
convergence properties and the quality of the optimistic bounds they provide compared
to each other, and to the linear programming (LP) relaxation of the deterministic equiv-
alent.

We show that the decomposition methods can outperform the LP relaxation with respect
to bounds, but they suffer from long solution times due to high complexity of the sub-
problems associated with the large number of binary unit commitment decisions. Using
early stopped solutions from the decomposition methods as a starting point for heuristics,
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thereafter combining the heuristic solutions with the valid optimistic bounds provided by
the decomposition methods, are therefore considered as relevant practical application of
the decomposition methods.

Effort is also put in making a realistic representation of the uncertainty of the stochastic
model since high quality results from the stochastic model is dependent on high quality
scenarios that manage to capture the characteristics of the separate price processes and
their interdependency. A Realistic discrete representations of the joint distribution of day-
ahead and primary reserve prices have been achieved by combining time-series analysis
and principal component analysis (PCA) with moment matching.

The contribution of this thesis is threefold. To our knowledge, no other work has analysed
coordinated multi-market bidding in the Nordic primary reserve market and day-ahead
market. Secondly, the problem investigated is a two stage stochastic mixed integer prob-
lem (SMIP) with continuous first stage variables and mixed integer second stage variables.
Little work has been done investigating decomposition methods for problems with the
characteristics of first stage continuous and second stage binary variables. Lastly, the ap-
proach of combining principal component analysis with moment matching to create joint
discrete scenarios for the panel of prices in the day-ahead and primary reserve market
has, to our knowledge, not been used to generate discrete scenarios of electricity prices
before.

The implemented model has been tested on data from two watercourses in the NO2 price
area operated by Hydro ASA. Hydro is a large integrated global aluminium company
with businesses in the whole value chain of aluminum production, and is today the second
largest hydropower producer in Norway with an installed capacity of 10 TWh (Hydro,
2016).

The thesis is structured in 11 chapters. Chapter 2 begins with a presentation of the
bidding problem for power producers operating in competitive electricity markets. This
problem is often modeled as a large-scale stochastic problem and the remainder of the
chapter presents the characteristics of a stochastic problem and discusses decomposition
methods that exploit the structure of the problem to decrease solution times. Chapter 3 is
devoted to —a detailed presentation of the scenariowise decomposition methods that have
been implemented, Lagrangian and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. Chapter 4 presents
the fundamentals of the power markets included in the model and the functioning of a
hydropower plant. The SMIP model implemented and analyzed in the thesis is presented
in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the implementation of the decomposition methods is described.
Chapter 7 is devoted to an analysis of the historical primary reserve prices and day-
ahead prices and scenarios are thereafter generated. A description of the cases studied is
presented in Chapter 8. Results from solving the deterministic equivalent are presented in
Chapter 9, in which an analysis is conducted to study the affect different input parameters
have on solution times and the quality of the solutions. From this discussion two test
instances, that are tested with the decomposition methods presented in Chapter 6, are
presented. In Chapter 10, a comprehensive computational study of the decomposition
methods is presented. Chapter 11 provides concluding remarks and points at potential
areas of future research.
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Chapter 2

Optimization theory in electricity
market modeling

In this chapter, we present the bidding problem in more detail with references to rele-
vant literature. We then relate the characteristics of the problem to optimization theory
and show how it can be represented as a stochastic mixed integer program (SMIP). We
give a general introduction and develop a notation for stochastic programs, with main
focus on SMIPs. Exact algorithms for solving stochastic programs containing integer
decision variables are known to be hard to solve and the solution time grows exponen-
tially with problem size. The final part of this chapter is therefore devoted a review of
solution approaches that can be applied to SMIPs to solve this type of problems more
efficiently.

2.1 The bidding problem

There exist a variety of approaches to model the behaviour of participants in the power
markets. The types of models that exist, differ in time scope, uncertainty, interperiod
links, transmission constraints, market representation and game theoretic aspects included
(Ventosa et al., 2005). Ventosa et al. (2005) classify the modeling approaches in three
categories; equilibrium models, simulation-based models and optimization models. Equi-
librium models consider several firms with an overall objective of profit maximization.
Models of this type represent the overall market behaviour by using market equilibrium
frameworks that include competition between firms and the concept of Nash equilibri-
ums. An example of a paper modeling the electricity markets with an equlibrium model
is Baldick et al. (2004). Electricity market models are however often considered to be
too complex to solve using equilibrium models and simulation-based models then be-
come an alternative. Simulation-based models are based on simulation instead of exact
mathematical modeling. These models are known to be flexible and they facilitate incor-
poration of complex assumptions. Equilibrium models and simulation models are suitable
for long-term planning decisions and analysis of the competitive behaviour of the market
participants.
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2.1. THE BIDDING PROBLEM

The third class of models, optimization models, considers a single supplier whose objective
is to maximize profit, given either exogenous prices or prices as a function of the producer’s
decisions, subject to operating constraints. Optimization models include more details than
the equilibrium and simulation-based models and are therefore better suited for modeling
short-term decisions (Ventosa et al., 2005). Optimization models can be divided in two
subgroups; single-market and multi-market models.

Single-market models typically consider only the day-ahead market, in which the largest
quantities of electricity are traded. The day-ahead market is a short-term market where
electricity is traded one day before delivery. The majority of the models of the day-ahead
market, focus on constructing optimal bidding curves. A review of different modeling
techniques and solution approaches can be found in Kwon and Frances (2012). Construc-
tion of the bids depend on the market rules and the physical and economical restrictions
on the operation of the power plant. In many models the producer is modeled as a price
taker, meaning that the producer has no capability to alter the market prices. Prices are
then included as exogenous parameters. Examples of this approach comprise e.g. Conejo
et al. (2002) and Fleten and Kristoffersen (2007). In other models, prices are modeled as a
function of the firms decisions. This is often done by incorporating the bidding behaviour
of competing producers in the optimization model as in Wen and David (2001). Such
bidding is also denoted strategic bidding, and a survey covering this topic can be found
in David and Wen (2000).

With the increasing number of electricity markets that have been established, market par-
ticipants are becoming more aware of the opportunities offered by these markets (Fjelldal
et al., 2014). In this regard, single market models have their limitations; they do not
consider the sequential structure of the electricity markets and cannot capture the op-
portunity cost associated with bidding in several markets. Thus, multi-market models
become relevant. Some references that model optimal bidding in sequential electricity
markets are Ugedo et al. (2006) who model a power producer optimizing the bid in a
daily, secondary and first intraday market, Boomsma et al. (2014) and Faria and Fleten
(2011) who model sequential bidding in a day-ahead market and a balancing market and
Attaviriyanupap et al. (2005) who optimal bidding in a day-ahead market and primary
reserve market.

When solved by optimization techniques, the bidding problem is usually formulated as
a unit commitment (UC) problem (Takriti et al., 2000). The UC problem consists of
deciding which units to run in each time step and the amount to dispatch from every gen-
erating unit, with the objective of profit maximization (Wallace and Fleten, 2003). The
unit commitment problem is an important problem in the operations of power plants, be-
cause the problem is aimed at reducing the power production cost by optimal scheduling
of the generating units (Zheng et al., 2013). A bibliographic survey covering the unit com-
mitment problem can be found in Padhy (2004). When including the unit commitment
decision, the problem is often model as a mixed integer linear programming (MIP) model
due to the need to include binary variables to model the on-off decision of the producer.
Such models are non-convex and non-differentiable, thus including binary variables re-
sults in models of high complexity. If the unit commitment decision is made ex-ante of
the bidding decision, other modeling frameworks can be used, such as in Dicorato et al.
(2009). Other approaches to reduce the complexity of the unit commitment decision is
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2.1. THE BIDDING PROBLEM

by relaxing the binary restrictions, and model the unit commitment decision by partial
start-ups (Klæboe, 2015b). There is however a trade-off between the complexity of an
optimization model and the realism it provides.

Another important aspect affecting the bidding decision, and that can be incorporated
in optimization models, is uncertainty in the input parameters. Stochastic programming
is an often used method for optimization problems that includes uncertainty and has
become an important modeling framework within the energy sector. A survey of the
use of stochastic programming in both regulated and deregulated electricity markets is
written by Wallace and Fleten (2003). In deregulated electricity markets, producers
have to commit generators without having a certain forecast of the future clearing price.
The decision made today should reflect the possible corrective actions that can be made
after the market price has been settled. Moreover, the decision made today should be
taken with the objective of minimizing the possible cost of recourse since operational
decisions often involve irreversibility. A stochastic programming approach is therefore a
meaningful and natural framework to use (Kwon and Frances, 2012). This can also be
shown to be even more important in sequential electricity markets, in which the decisions
made for one market can limit the decisions that can be be made in consecutive markets.
Fleten and Kristoffersen (2007) provide an example of using stochastic programming in
electricity market modeling. They explore the effect of using a stochastic model compared
to a deterministic model for a hydropower producer bidding into the Nordic day-ahead
market. The expected profit is shown to be larger in the stochastic model in which the
uncertainty in day-ahead market prices is included. This supports modeling the bidding
and scheduling problem with stochastic parameters.

When including the unit commitment decision in a stochastic program, there is a question
of when the unit commitment decision is made and in what stage it should be included.
The timing of the decision is closely related to the flexibility of the power station (Zheng
et al., 2013). For flexible power plants, such as hydropower plants, the unit commitment
decision can be made close to operating time. Thus, the unit commitment decisions can
be included in later stages when additional information from observing realized prices can
be taken advantage of. See Faria and Fleten (2011) for an example of this approach. For
less flexible plants, such as large coal-fired power plants, the unit commitment decisions
have to be taken a longer time in advance since it usually takes longer time for less-flexible
generators to be committed (Carøe and Schultz, 1998). The unit commitment decisions
must then be included in earlier stages. The complexity of the stochastic problem and
the solutions approaches differ depending on the type of variables in each stage. Thus, in
which stages the unit commitment decision is included is an important determinant for
the complexity of the model.

Different modeling and solution techniques have been used within electricity market mod-
eling for problems that include uncertainty. Historically, the stochastic dynamic modeling
approach has been widely applied. Stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) is a solution
approach in which the problem is solved by recursively maximizing profit in the current
stage and the expected profit in future stages. An example of this approach given by
Helseth et al. (2015) who optimize sales of energy and capacity in a multi-market set-
ting. There are however limitations associated with a using SDP, the method cannot
handle very complicating constraint and problem definitions. It is furthermore limited
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2.2. STOCHASTIC MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING

by the stochasticity it can handle (King and Wallace, 2012a). Stochastic dual dynamic
programming (SDDP) is a variant of SDP in which all future states do not need to be
explored. Stochastic programming is another well-known approach in which the uncer-
tainty is represented by scenarios. This approach is explored in the thesis, and is therefore
further described in the next section. Among the benefits of modeling the problem by
scenario-based stochastic programming is that the method facilitates using well-studied
approaches within the area of stochastic and linear or mixed-integer programing. On the
other hand, the size of the problem grows exponentially with the number of scenarios,
which complicates common solution-approaches.

2.2 Stochastic mixed integer programming

Stochastic programs are optimization models where some of the data incorporated into
the objective function or constraints are uncertain. Models of this type contain several de-
cision stages. A stage can be defined as a point in time where decisions can be made based
on the revelation of new information. In this thesis, two-stage stochastic programs are
considered. For the two-stage case, decision variables are divided into two groups; first-
stage and second-stage variables. First-stage decisions are decided upon before realization
of the uncertain parameters, whereas the second-stage decisions, also called recourse de-
cisions, are made after the realization of the uncertainty. Consequently, the second-stage
decisions capture the opportunity to adapt to the new information. This flexibility is
usually not captured when uncertainty is ignored.

A standard two-stage stochastic maximization problem, has a structure as given below
(Lubin et al., 2013),

z = max {cx+Q(x) : Ax ≤ b, x ∈ X} (2.1)

in which Q(x) is the recourse function given by

Q(x) = Eξ [min {q(ξ)y : W (ξ)y ≤ h(ξ)− T (ξ)x, y ∈ Y }] (2.2)

The objective coefficient vector for the first stage variables in the vector x is c, q(ξ)
is the objective coefficient vector of the second stage variable vector y, ξ is a random
variable with |S| possible realizations and the sets X and Y express the feasible first and
second stage decisions. The variables x and y can be defined as continuous or integer,
or a combination of the two. When the stochastic problem contains both integer and
continuous variables, it is characterized as a SMIP problem. During the solution process
of solving a SMIP that contains integer variables, it is of interest to know the distance
between the best integer solution found and the upper bound of the problem. This
distance can be denoted a duality gap (Beasley, 1996). Note that the same terminology
is used to describe the difference between the primal and dual solution when solving a
linear optimization problem, but must not be confused with this in the thesis.

Stochastic programs can be categorized based on their type of recourse. If defining the
set of first stage feasible set, K1 = {x ∈ Rn0

+ |Ax ≤ b} and the second stage feasible set
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K2 = {x ∈ Rn0|Q(x) ≤ ∞}, a problem is said to have complete recourse if the second-
stage is feasible for any value of x. The problem is characterized as having relatively
complete recourse if K1 ⊆ K2, meaning the second-stage is feasible for any x that is
also feasible in the first-stage (Zenios and Ziemba, 2006). The recourse of the stochastic
problem is also given by the type of variables in the recourse function, for example integer
or mixed-integer recourse.

The uncertainty of the above model is approximated by a discrete probability distribution,
and the possible outcomes are represented by scenarios. When considering each of the
possible scenarios explicitly in the model, we get the deterministic equivalent formulation
of the problem as given in (2.3), in which Prs is the probability of scenario s, and Zs
represents the feasible solutions of the variables when scenario s is realized.

z = max

{
cx+

∑
s∈S

Prsqsys : (x, ys) ∈ Zs, s ∈ S

}
(2.3)

Alternatively we can introduce a separate first stage variable for each scenario and ex-
plicitly define non-anticipativity constraints to ensure feasibility across scenarios, a so-
called split-variable formulation. The split-variable formulation results in the determinis-
tic equivalent being formulated as in (2.4).

The non-anticipativity constraints comprise a set of common constraints that link the
first stage-decisions together. This results in the problem having a dual block angular
structure characterized by common variables and the dual having a primal block-angular
structure (Birge and Louveaux, 2011). These structures are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

z = max

{∑
s∈S

Prs(cxs + qsys) : (xs, ys) ∈ Zs, s ∈ S, x̂ = x1 = ... = x|S|

}
(2.4)

Figure 2.1: Primal and dual block angular structure.

There exist several ways to represent the non-anticipativity constraints. Introducing an
additional variable x̂, the non-anticipativity constraints can be represented by (2.5). An-
other representation, that does not include an additional variable, is given by (2.6) for a
suitable matrix H that can be defined such that cyclic or all-versus-all non-anticipativity
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constraints are defined. In theory, these representations are equivalent, but as we will see
in Chapter 3, one may be more advantageous than the other depending on the solution
algorithm implemented.

xs − x̂ = 0 s ∈ S (2.5)∑
s∈S

Hsxs = 0 (2.6)

Evaluating the results from a stochastic optimization model can be done by measuring
the expected value of perfect information (EVPI) and the value of the stochastic solution
(VSS) (Birge and Louveaux, 2011). The EVPI measures the value of receiving perfect
information of the realization of future events. Hence, the EVPI is a benchmark for the
value of the stochastic model. For a maximization problem, the EVPI is given by (2.7),
in which WS is the value of the wait-and-see solution as given by (2.9), and is RP the
value of the recourse problem solution as given by (2.10). The wait-and-see solution is
found by removing the non-anticipativity constraints, solving each scenario separately and
thereafter finding the expected value. The VSS on the other hand, measures the value of
solving the model with stochastic parameters compared to using the expected value of the
uncertain parameters. For a maximization problem the VSS is given by (2.8), in which
EEV is the expected value of the expected value solution given by (2.11). The optimal
decision of the expected value problem, x̄(ξ̄), is found by solving the optimization problem
when replacing the random variables by their expected value. The relationship between
the EEV, RP and WS is given by EEV ≤ RP ≤ WS for a maximization problem (Birge
and Louveaux, 2011).

EV PI = WS −RP (2.7)

V SS = RP − EEV (2.8)

WS = Eξ[max
x

z(x, ξ)] (2.9)

RP = max
x

Eξz(x, ξ) (2.10)

EEV = Eξ(z(x̄(ξ̄), ξ)) (2.11)

.

2.3 Decomposition of stochastic mixed integer pro-

grams

Stochastic programming (SP) and mixed integer programming (MIP) are both fields that
have solid mathematical foundations and several algorithms and software exist to solve
problems of these classes. See for example Birge (1997) and Geoffrion and Marsten (1972)
for surveys of solution procedures for SP and MIP problems respectively. The fields of
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SP and MIP have however developed independently, and for many years little interest
was shown around the combination of the two fields, SMIP problems (Sen, 2005). The
applications of SMIP problems however arise in an increasing number of areas (Zhu, 2006),
and it is therefore of large interest to find efficient algorithms to solve such problems.

Solving the deterministic equivalent of the SMIP problem is equivalent to solving a large-
scale MIP problem. Thus, any solution approach for a general MIP problem is applicable
(Zhu, 2006). Some of the many solution methods for MIP problems are guaranteed to
give exact solutions. Other methods only provide heuristic solutions that may converge
to the optimal solution for certain problem instances but that cannot guarantee con-
vergence in all cases. The explosion in problem size associated with including a large
number of scenarios in a SMIP problem complicates the common solution procedures.
The dual-angular structure of the stochastic program however enables decomposition of
the problem. In many cases it will be computationally advantageous to first separately
solve a series of smaller MIP problems, and ultimately combine these solutions into a
solution of the large SMIP problem (Sen, 2005). Exploiting the structure of the SMIP
problem by decomposition is therefore interesting.

Depending on when (in what stage) the integer decisions are made, different types of
SMIPs arise. Stochastic problems with continuous second stage variables are generally
easier to solve than stochastic problems containing integer second stage variables. This
is because the value function is continuous with respect to the first stage variables when
the second stage is continuous. When the second stage variables are integer, the recourse
function is however lower semi-continuous with respect to the first stage variables, making
the second stage problem non-convex. Given any first stage decisions and the realization
of the uncertainty, the second stage decision is an integer programming problem which
by itself is a difficult optimization problem. These kinds of problems turn out to be more
difficult to solve.

Many solution methods also take advantage of integer variables in the first stage during
the solution process. Thus, some methods are constrained by only being applicable when
the stochastic program contain integer variables in the first stage. For problems containing
continuous first stage variables, and integer second-stage variables the solution methods
become more challenging. Few algorithms to solve such problems exist. Based on the
importance of variable restrictions in SMIP problems, this will be emphasized in the
following presentation of the decomposition methods.

Two of the main groups of decomposition methods for stochastic problems are scenario-
wise decompostion (also known as primal decomposition or price directive decomposition)
and stagewise decomposition (also known as dual decomposition or resource-directive de-
composition). As the name suggests, the problem is decomposed with respect to scenarios
in scenariowise decomposition and with respect to stages in stagewise decomposition. In
the following, some of the main decomposition methods within the two categories will be
presented. The methods will also be classified based on their applicability for only two
stage or multi-stage scenariotrees. An overview of the decomposition methods and their
characteristics are thereafter summarized in Table 2.1.
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2.3.1 Stagewise decomposition

The most widely used decomposition method for solving two-stage SP problems is the
L-shaped method developed by Van Slyke and Wets (1969). The L-shaped method is a
stagewise decomposition method that can be compared to applying Benders decompo-
sition (Benders, 1962) to a stochastic problem. The original L-shaped method requires
convexity of the feasible region, meaning that both the second stage variables need to be
continuous. Laporte and Louveaux (1993) developed an integer L-shaped method which
extended the L-shaped method to include a branch and cut procedure that can be applied
in the presence of binary first stage variables and arbitrary second stage variables. Due
to the need to find valid optimality cuts, the method however works best if all first stage
variables are binary or all second stage variables are integer (Zhu, 2006). Building on this
work, Carøe and Tind (1998) developed a general framework for the L-shaped method in
the presence of integer recourse variables. Their work did not address the computational
difficulties associated with the method applied to problems with such characteristics, but
contributed to close the conceptual gap between MIP and SMIP problems.

Other stagewise decomposition methods for stochastic problems that involve a binary first
stage and an integer or mixed integer second stage are the disjunctive decomposition (D2)
algorithm (Sen et al., 2003; Sen and Higle, 2005) and a modified Benders algorithm using
the reformulation-linearization technique (RLT) to generate cuts (Sherali and Fraticelli,
2002). For problems with only few scenarios in the second stage, decomposition with
branch and cut (D-BAC) has been successfully applied, while for problems with many
scenarios in the second stage, the D2 with branch and cut (D2-BAC) has shown to be
more suitable (Sen and Sherali, 2006). Ntaimo and Sen (2007) present a branch and
cut algorithm called D2-CBAC for SMIPs with continuous first stage variables and finite
convergence is established for mixed-binary second stage. The method is based on the D2

method to derive valid inequalities to the second stage of the SMIP. Branching is done on
the first-stage continuous domain, which on its own does not guarantee finiteness. The
branch and bound search is therefore guided by disjunctive variables in the second stage,
whose number is finite and therefore leads the branch and bound algorithm to terminate
in a finite number of steps. Sen et al. (2003) summarize these and other methods for
solving two-stage SMIPs using stagewise decompositon.

2.3.2 Scenariowise decomposition

Lagrangian relaxation is a well-known decomposition method for large scale IP and MIP
optimization problems that can be applied to both two-stage and multi-stage stochastic
problems. The method is applicable to problems with integer restrictions on the vari-
ables in the first stage and/or the second stage since the method does not take advantage
of specific variable restrictions in the solution procedure. Consequently, the method is
applicable to solve quite general SMIP problems (Sen, 2005). Several different updating
schemes to update the Lagrangian multipliers exist, resulting in a wide variety of solution
approaches proposed within the Lagrangian literature. A survey of different multiplier
updating procedures can be found in Bertsekas (2011). The duality gap from using La-
grangian relaxation might be large and Carøe and Schultz (1999) developed the dual
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decomposition method for stochastic programs to decrease the duality gap when using
Lagrangian relaxation. The method is based on Lagrangian relaxation combined with
branch and bound.

Another method to decompose the stochastic problem by scenarios is Dantzig-Wolfe de-
composition. The decomposition method was first presented by Dantzig and Wolfe (1960),
and is one of the most used tools to solve large and complex optimization problems. The
method is applicable to solve general SMIP problems containing both pure and mixed
continuous/integer or binary decision variables. When using Dantzig-Wolfe decomposi-
tion on problems with integer restrictions, the integrality restrictions can be imposed
through a branch and bound procedure, also known as branch and price when combined
with column generation. The branch and price procedure can result in large branching
trees and heuristics can then be applied to attempt to reduce the size of the trees and
to find feasible solutions earlier. Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is furthermore applicable
to multi-stage stochastic programs. An algorithm to solve multi-stage SMIP problems
based on column generation combined with branch-and-price is presented in Lulli and
Sen (2004). The method they present handles variable restrictions requiring all or some
of the variables in all stages to be integer. Another example of decomposing a stochastic
program with Dantzig- Wolfe reformulation by scenariowise decomposition is presented
in Schulze et al. (2015).

It is also important to note that Lagrangian relaxation and Dantzig-Wolfe reformula-
tion can be applied to decompose the stochastic problem based on units (generating
units, ships, cars etc.). In Nowak and Römisch (2000) a dynamic (multi-stage) stochastic
programming model is decomposed using Lagrangian relaxation by assigning multipliers
to constraints coupling power units. Shiina and Birge (2004) decompose the stochastic
unit commitment problem with Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition by imposing separate sub-
problems for each generating unit. Their method is based on the work of Takriti et al.
(2000).

Another scenariowise decomposition method that can be leveraged to solve multi-stage
SMIP problems is progressive hedging. The standard progressive hedging algorithm is
presented in Rockafellar and Wets (1991). It was originally developed for problems con-
taining only continuous variables, but has later been successfully applied as a heuristic
solution procedure for stochastic programs with integer variables in both stages, see for
example Løkketangen and Woodruff (1996) and Fan and Liu (2010).

Scenariowise decomposition mitigates part of the computational difficulty associated with
solving large problem instances when the number of scenarios increases. The subproblems,
which are associated with one scenario each, are much smaller than the original SMIP,
and they can be solved in parallel. The methods furthermore exploit the general structure
of stochastic programs and scenariowise decomposition methods remain applicable to a
wide range of problems, including multi-stage models.A summary of the classifications of
the decomposition methods presented is given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Stagewise and scenariowise decomposition methods

Decomposition method Stages
First stage
variables

Second stage
variables

Stage-
wise

L-shaped method 2 Binary Continuous
Integer L-shaped 2 Binary Mixed-integer
Disjunctive decomposition (D2) 2 Binary MIP
Modified Benders’ using RLT 2 Binary MIP
D-BAC 2 Binary MIP
D2 −BAC 2 Binary MIP
D2 − CBAC 2 Continuous Mixed-binary

Scenario-
wise

Lagrangian relaxation Multiple Arbitrary Arbitrary
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition Multiple Arbitrary Arbitrary

Progressive hedging Multiple
Continuous
MIP (heuristic)

Continuous
MIP (heuristic)
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Chapter 3

Scenariowise decomposition by
Lagrangian and Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition

This chapter is devoted to a thorough description of the decomposition methods that are
applied on the hydropower bidding SMIP problem. We have chosen to explore different
variations of Lagragian decomposition, as well as Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition combined
with branch and price.

The two methods considered are both scenariowise decomposition methods. Decomposing
the problem by scenarios has several advantages for the SMIP problem considered. Having
continuous first stage variables and mixed-integer second stage variables, several of the
stagewise decomposition methods are not applicable as seen in the previous chapter. The
scenariowise decomposition methods chosen are methods that can handle integer and/or
continuous variables in both stages. The methods are furthermore applicable to multistage
stochastic problems. This is relevant for the sequential hydropower bidding problem since
it might be of interest to include more markets in the model, making it necessary to
extend the model to include more stages. The dual block-angular structure of the SMIP
problem implemented also makes it suitable for decomposition by scenarios.

Lagrangian duality and column generation are alternative approaches for getting better
relaxations of MIP problems than what can be obtained by LP-relaxation. The bounds
obtained by standard Lagrangian dualization and column generation are, in fact, the same
(Lemaréchal, 2001; Geoffrion, 1974; Brooks and Geoffrion, 1966). The Lagrangian multi-
pliers that belong to the relaxed constraints correspond to the dual variables of the same
constraints in the master problem of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. Consequently, a
choice between the two methods would largely depend on which of the methods that can
find the optimal multipliers or dual values more efficiently (Barnhart et al., 1998). When
the optimal multipliers are found, for instance using the cutting plane method, the convex
hull of the solution space is expressed in terms of its faces, while the master problem of
the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation expresses the convex hull in terms of its extreme points
(Frangioni, 2005). A detailed discussion of the deep link between Lagrangian techniques
and column generation is provided by Frangioni (2005).
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3.1. LAGRANGIAN DECOMPOSITION

For a SMIP problem Lubin et al. (2013) show how the cutting plane algorithm, which can
be used to update the Lagrangian multiplier in Lagrangian relaxation, is computationally
equivalent to column generation used to solve the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposed problem
presented in Lulli and Sen (2004).

3.1 Lagrangian decomposition

Lagrangian relaxation is based on relaxing certain complicating constraints and adding
a penalty in the objective function for breaking the relaxed constraints. The method
works well for models with a block angular structure since coupling constraints may be
relaxed and the problem can then be decomposed to smaller subproblems. The only
coupling constraints between scenarios in a SMIP problem are the non-anticiaptivity
constraints. By relaxing these constraints, the SMIP problem can be decomposed into
separate subproblems for each scenario. Lagrangian relaxation provides optimistic bounds
(Lagrangian dual bounds) on the solution to the optimization problem containing integer
variables, and the bound is guaranteed to be equal to or better than the bound from the
LP-relaxation. Sometimes the bound is exact and an optimal solution is found. Even
when this is not the case, the method provides a good starting point for recovering primal
feasible solutions. Several different Lagrangian decompositions of the same problem are
possible, depending on which constraints are relaxed.

If we relax the non-anticipativity constraints of the stochastic problem given by (2.4), we
get the Lagrangian dual function of the problem, as given by (3.1) (Lubin et al., 2013), in
which non-anticipativitiy constraints are represented with a target variable formulation.
Infeasibility with respect to the relaxed non-anticipativity constraints are penalized by
the Lagrangian multipliers, denoted by µs in (3.1).

D(µ) = max

{∑
s∈S

[Prs(cxs + qsys)− µs(xs − x̂)] :
∑
s∈S

µs = 0 (xs, ys) ∈ Zs, s ∈ S

}
(3.1)

With the restriction on µs given by
∑
s∈S

µs = 0, the target variable is eliminated and the

Lagrangian dual function is separable with respect to scenarios. Each scenario subproblem
is then given by (3.2).

Ds (µs) = max {Prs(cxs + qsys)− µsxs : (xs, ys) ∈ Zs} (3.2)

To find the best possible bound of the Lagrangian problem, the Lagrangian dual function
should be minimized with respect to the Lagrangian multipliers. The resulting problem,
given by (3.3), is denoted the Lagrangian dual problem. The Lagrangian dual function is
piecewise linear, and the corresponding Lagrangian dual problem is thus a concave, but
non-smooth optimization problem.
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3.1. LAGRANGIAN DECOMPOSITION

zLD = min
µ
D(µ) = min

µ

∑
s∈S

Ds(µs) (3.3)

Lagrangian relaxation is an iterative algorithm. In every iteration, the subproblems are
solved and the Lagrangian multipliers are updated based on a predefined procedure. This
is repeated until all first stage decisions agree across scenarios or have converged suffi-
ciently. The algorithm for solving the reformulated problem consists of the steps given in
Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the Lagrangian relaxation procedure.

Several variations of Lagrangian relaxation exist, differing with respect to the Lagrangian
multiplier updating procedure. The multiplier updating is an essential ingredient of the
implementation of the Lagrangian relaxation. Well-known methods from the power sys-
tems literature are subgradient, cutting plane and bundle methods. These updating
methods are compared with respect to solution time in Escudero et al. (2013). They con-
clude that the best method is instance dependent. Redondo and Conejo (1999) present
a similar comparison using the subgradient method, bundle method and a dynamically
constrained cutting plane algorithm. Their tests show that the cutting plane algorithm
performs significantly better compared to the others. The multiplier updating procedures
explored in this thesis are inspired by the results from these studies. The different meth-
ods studied are described in detail below.

3.1.1 Subgradient method

The subgradient method is a simple algorithm for minimizing a non-differentiable convex
function, and can be used for solving convex optimization problems. The method is very
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3.1. LAGRANGIAN DECOMPOSITION

similar to the ordinary gradient method for differentiable functions, but in addition it also
applies to non-differentiable functions. The subgradient method iteratively updates the
Lagrangian multiplier vector according to (3.4).

µ(k+1) = µ(k) + π(k)g(k) (3.4)

in which g(k) is the subgradient and the vector π(k) is the step length. How the step
length is updated may vary across implementations. A commonly used updating function
is given in by (3.5) (Escudero et al., 2013),

π(k) = t(k) zLD − z̄LD(µ(k))

‖g(k)‖
(3.5)

in which z̄LD is the best feasible solution found so far and t(k) is a scalar that is gradually
decreased.

The full subgradient procedure is given by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Subgradient method

Choose desired step length updating function π, step length parameter t and its updating
scheme, and termination criteria

1. Initialization: k := 0, µ(0) ∈ Rn

2. Compute D(µ(k))

3. Choose a subgradient g(k) =
r∑
s=1

Hx
(k)
s

4. If termination criteria reached: quit
5. µ(k+1) = µ(k) + π(k)g(k)

6. k := k + 1, return to step 2

An important factor of the performance of the subgradient is the tuning of the step size
parameter. If too short steps are used, the method suffers from slow convergence, while too
long steps result in instability and large oscillations. Absolute convergence to the optimal
multipliers is guaranteed if, g(k) → 0 and

∑∞
k=0 t

(k) →∞ (Boyd et al., 2003).

The subgradient method usually converges slowly and produces oscillating solutions (Feng
and Liao, 2006). Still, it is commonly used in practice due to ease of implementation and
minimal computational overhead. For practical applications, it is usually combined with
warm start procedures or other techniques to speed up the convergence.

3.1.2 Cutting plane method

The cutting-plane method is an outer approximation scheme that solves the Lagrangian
dual problem by iteratively adding linear inequalities to narrow down the feasible region.
The linear inequalities are also called cuts. In each iteration of the cutting plane algorithm,
the Lagrangian multipliers are updated by solving the minimization problem in (3.6)-(3.8).
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3.1. LAGRANGIAN DECOMPOSITION

For the cutting plane algorithm, we adopt the target variable formulation of the non-
anticipativity constraints, and therefore also the version of the Lagrangian dual function
given by (3.1).

min
∑
s∈S

θs (3.6)

s.t.
∑
s∈S

µs = 0 (3.7)

θs ≥ Ds(µ
k
s)− (xks)(µs − µks) s ∈ S, k = 1, .., K (3.8)

The number of the last iteration at a point in time is given by K, and a given iteration
up to that point is indexed by k. In order to avoid oscillations, it is possible to put an
upper limit on the maximum absolute value of µs.

The cutting plane formulation in (3.6)-(3.8) always underestimates the value of the La-
grangian dual, but the two formulations gradually get closer as cuts are added to the
problem. A common stopping criteria of the algorithm is therefore to stop when the
difference between the Lagrangian dual and the cutting plane dual value is less than a
predefined tolerance.

The full algorithm as described in Lubin et al. (2013), but adjusted for a maximization
problem, is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Cutting plane method

Choose a relative convergence tolerance ε
1. Initialization: k := 1, µks := 0 ∀s ∈ S.

Solve (3.2) ∀s ∈ S and save the optimal value Ds(µ
k
s) and solution xks .

2. Solve (3.6)-(3.8), obtaining optimal θ∗s and µ∗s ∀s ∈ S.
3. k:=k+1, µks := µ∗s ∀s ∈ S

Solve (3.2) ∀s ∈ S and save the optimal value Ds(µ
k
s) and solution xks .

4. If
∑

s∈S[Ds(µ
k
s)− θ∗s ]/[1 + |

∑
s∈S Ds(µ

k)|] < ε terminate;
else add Ds(µ

k
s)− (xks)(µs − µks) to (3.8).

5. Go to step 2.

Redondo and Conejo (1999), present a modified version of the cutting plane algorithm
called the Dynamically Constrained Cutting Plane (DCCP) algorithm. This method has
been developed to prevent excessive growth in problem size of the master problem due to
large numbers of cuts when the number of iterations increases. In this algorithm, only a
maximum number of cutting planes, n̂, and not the full set, is considered when solving the
problem in each iteration. The feasible region of the multipliers is dynamically updated.
As long as k < n̂ all constraints are considered, but when the number of iterations is
larger than the maximum number of cutting plane constraints, the k − n̂ most distant
cuts are not considered in the model. The distance, dk, to determine which cuts should be
considered, and is computed according to (3.9). The distance is always positive because
the cutting plane formulation of the dual function always underestimates the actual dual
function.
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3.1. LAGRANGIAN DECOMPOSITION

dk = zLD(µ(K))− (zLD(µ(k))−
∑
s∈S

(
µ(K)
s )− µ(k)

s

)
g(K)) k = 1, .., K − 1 (3.9)

Redondo and Conejo (1999) report less oscillating behavior than with with the standard
cutting plane algorithm. A disadvantage to the method is that the best choice of maximum
limit is problem dependent and needs to be carefully tuned.

3.1.3 Proximal bundle method

The proximal bundle method is closely connected to the cutting plane algorithm, and
it is the most widely used regularization methods for updating Lagrangian multipliers
(Lubin et al., 2013). In order to stabilize cutting plane oscillations, the proximal bundle
method updates the multipliers, µs, by solving the master problem depending on a given
stability center, µ̂s, instead of just using the multiplier from the previous iteration (as in
the standard cutting plane algorithm). It uses a quadratic penalty term,

∑
s∈S ‖µs − µ̂s‖2

2,
and penalty factor, τ , in the objective to regulate the step length in each iteration.

The mathematical formulation of the proximal bundle method is achieved by modifying
the master problem of the cutting plane algorithm directly. The new master problem
containing the stability center is given in (3.10)-(3.12).

min
∑
s∈S

θs −
1

2
τ
∑
s∈S

‖µs − µ̂s‖2 (3.10)

s.t.
∑
s∈S

(µs − µ̂s) = 0 (3.11)

θs + xks(µs − µ̂s) ≥ Ds(µ
k
s)− (xks)(µs − µks) s ∈ S, k ∈ K (3.12)

The stability center µ̂(k) is a point one would like µ(k) to be close to. This is done in order
to center the algorithm in the region of interest. Stability centers can be problem specific,
or more general, as when the multiplier resulting in the best solution so far is used.

In order to center the search properly, it is necessary to carefully tune-up the penalty and
other parameters. The tune-up is problem dependent and can be hard to achieve (Redondo
and Conejo, 1999). Kiwiel (1990) present work on how to tune these parameters. For a
small enough penalty factor, the algorithm is transformed back to the ordinary cutting
plane algorithm and we move back to the stability issues. If, on the other hand, the
penalty is large, convergence is slow.

The quadratic program may become very time-consuming to solve. The quadratic term
makes the objective function non-linear which potentially results in a more complex master
problem compared to standard cutting plane method. In return, the bundle method
usually stabilizes faster and uses significantly fewer iterations.

The full procedure is presented in Algorithm 3. It is based on Lubin et al. (2013), who also
suggest a termination criteria and an updating scheme for the penalty factor, τ .
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3.1. LAGRANGIAN DECOMPOSITION

Algorithm 3: Proximal bundle method

Choose a termination criteria and updating scheme for τ .
1. Initialization: k := 1, µ̂ks := 0 ∀s ∈ S, τ := 1, m := 0.1.

Solve (3.2) with µ̂s ∀s ∈ S and save the optimal solution xks .
curObj := Ds(µ̂

k
s) .

2. Solve (3.10)–(3.12), obtaining optimal θ∗s and µ∗s.
3. If the termination criteria is reached, terminate, else continue.
4. k := k + 1.
5. Solve Ds(µ

∗
s) ∀s ∈ S, saving the optimal value Ds(µ

k
s) and solution xks .

6. newObj :=
∑

s∈S Ds(µ
k
s).

7. Update τ .
8. If newObj < curObj, then µ̂s := µ∗s and curObj := newObj
9. Go to step 2.

3.1.4 Progressive hedging

Progressive hedging is a method related to the Lagrangian relaxation in terms that the
non-anticipativity constraints are relaxed and penalty terms are added to the objective
function for violating the constraints. Progressive hedging was first described in Rock-
afellar and Wets (1991).

In every iteration, the first-stage variables are updated based on (3.13)–(3.15) in order to
coordinate these decisions across scenarios.

x(k+1)
s = argmaxx,ys

{
cx+ ω(k)

s x− ρ

2
‖x− x̂(k)

s ‖2 : (x, ys) ∈ Zs
}
, (3.13)

in which,

ω(k)
s = ω(k−1)

s + ρ(x(k)
s − x̄(k)), (3.14)

and

x̄(k) =
∑
s∈S

Prsx
(k)
s . (3.15)

The full algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 4 (Watson and Woodruff, 2011).

The distance variable of the progressive hedging algorithm, ωs, can be seen as somewhat
analogous to the Lagrangian multiplier. The quadratic term used to update the first stage
decisions constitutes the stabilizing element of the algorithm and is somewhat similar to
the quadratic term of the bundle method. However, in contrast to the bundle method,
the quadratic term in is part of the subproblems, not the master problem and contains
first-stage variable instead of multipliers. Due to the addition of the quadratic term, the
subproblems of the progressive hedging algorithm are non-linear. Non-linear subproblems
distinguishes the progressive hedging method from the Lagrangian multiplier updating
methods.

Convergence of the progressive hedging method for convex problems is proven in Rock-
afellar and Wets (1991), but no results of convergence of the algorithm are presented in
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Algorithm 4: Progressive hedging

Input: penalty factor ρ > 0 and termination threshold ε.
1. k := 0
2. For all s ∈ S, x

(k)
s := argmaxx,ys(cx+ qsys) : (x, ys) ∈ Zs

3. x̄(k) :=
∑

s∈S Prsx
(k)
s

4. For all s ∈ S, ω
(k)
s := p(x

(k)
s − x̄(k))

5. k := k + 1
6. For all s ∈ S, solve (3.13)

7. x̄(k) :=
∑

s∈S Prsx
(k)
s

8. For all s ∈ S, update ω
(k)
s according to (3.14).

9. g(k) :=
∑

s∈S Prs‖x
(k)
s − x̄(k)‖

10. If g(k) > ε, then go to step 5. Otherwise, terminate.

the non-convex case. The first general purpose methods for finding good solutions to mul-
tistage SMIPs was presented in Løkketangen and Woodruff (1996). It uses the progressive
hedging algorithm described in Rockafellar and Wets (1991) and solutions to the subprob-
lems are obtained using a tabu search algorithm. Watson and Woodruff (2011) discuss
issues related to the use of progressive hedging as a heuristic to solve SMIPs and present
algorithmic innovations to find effective values for the penalizing factor, termination cri-
teria and to accelerate convergence. In Watson and Woodruff (2011) issues related to the
use of progressive hedging as a heuristic to solve SMIPs are discussed and algorithmic
innovations are presented to find effective values for the penalizing factor, termination
criteria and to accelerate convergence.

The standard progressive hedging method does not give any bounds on the objective value
function, making it impossible to draw any conclusions about the quality of the solution
obtained. Watson et al. (2013) present a method for computing optimistic bounds by
using the estimates of the dual prices in each iteration, and they prove that the best
possible optimistic bound obtained using dual prices of the progressive hedging algorithm
is as tight as the bounds obtained with Lagrangian decomposition.

The bound equivalence between Lagrangian relaxation and progressive hedging has been
utilized to derive a Lagrangian multiplier updating scheme based on progressive hedging
as described in Escudero et al. (2013). This variant has no addition of extra terms in
multipliers but, similar to progressive hedging, uses the average first stage solution in the
multiplier updating formula. It can be seen as a variant of the subgradient method, but
instead of using the standard subgradients, the gradient vector is calculated based on the
difference between the first stage variables and a common first stage solution based on a
weighted average over all first stage decisions, as given by (3.15)

Similar to the subgradient method and the standard progressive hedging, the multiplier
updating of is based on a formula and not on an optimization problem. In contrast to the
standard progressive hedging algorithm by Rockafellar and Wets (1991), the subproblems
are kept as is and are not modified with a quadratic term. We will refer to this new
method as the simplified progressive hedging algorithm.

The full procedure is given in Algorithm 5.
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3.2. DANTZIG-WOLFE DECOMPOSITION

Algorithm 5: Simplified progressive hedging

Choose desired step function π, step length factor ρ and termination criteria
1. Initialization: k := 0, µ(0) ∈ Rn

2. Compute D(µ(k))

3. Calculate subgradients by g(k) = x
(k)
s − x̄(k)

4. If termination criteria reached: quit
5. Calculate ω(k+1) = ω(k) + π(k)g(k)

6. k := k + 1, return to step 2

The step length πs is calculated by (3.16)

π(k) = ρ(k) zLD − z̄LD(µ(k))

‖g(k)‖
(3.16)

3.2 Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

Dantzig-Wolfe decompositon is a method that combines a Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation
of an optimization problem with a method to solve the decomposed problem. The idea
behind a Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation is to formulate the optimization problem with an
inner representation, defined through the extreme points of the feasible region. In the
inner representation, also denoted the master problem, the number of constraints is re-
duced but the number of variables is increased. Finding the full set of solutions that
together comprise the solution space of the problem is challenging. Most inner points in
the master problem will furthermore not be used in the optimal solution, and are not
necessary to include in the formulation. By only including a subset of all the extreme
points of the master problem, we get what is called the reduced master problem (RMP).
To find the extreme points, or columns, that should be included in the RMP in order
to find the optimal solution of the problem, we can use column generation. From opti-
mization theory it is known that the optimal solution to a linear maximization problem
is found when the reduced costs of all non-basic variables are less than or equal to zero
(Lundgren et al., 2012). In column generation, new columns to be added to the RMP are
found by solving a subproblem with the objective of finding the maximum reduced cost
(for maximization problems). Columns, or extreme points, with positive reduced cost are
added to the master problem as they can improve the objective function of the RMP.
The RMP and the subproblems are solved iteratively until an optimal solution is found
or the duality gap is of an acceptable size. An overview of the process is given in Figure
3.2.

Applied to a stochastic problem, we are able to decompose the stochastic problem by sce-
narios. Using the general stochastic problem defined by (2.4), the decomposition method
is outlined below (Lulli and Sen, 2004). The master problem is given by (3.17)-(3.21) and
is stated through its interior representation in which xs =

∑
m∈M xms λ

m
s . The weight on

each on each extreme point m ∈M in scenario s is given by λms .
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition procedure.

max
∑
s∈S

Prs
∑
m∈M

cxms λ
m
s (3.17)

s.t
∑
m∈M

xms λ
m
s = x̄ s ∈ S (3.18)∑

m∈M

λms = 1 s ∈ S (3.19)

λms ≥ 0 m ∈M, s ∈ S (3.20)

x̄ ≥ 0 (3.21)

For the RMP, not all the extreme points of the solution space are included in M and the set
grows with iterations. The dual values associated with the non-anticipativity constraints
(3.18) are given by αs and the dual values associated with the convexity constraints (3.19)
are given by βs. The reduced cost associated with a column is given by (3.22).

cms = Prsc
m
s −

∑
s∈S

αsx
m
s − βs (3.22)

The search for columns with positive reduced cost is done by solving the subproblem given
by (3.23) for each scenario. Solutions to the subproblems that give c̄s ≥ 0 are added to
the RMP. Note that not only the columns with the highest positive reduced cost can be
added.

cs = max

{
Prscsxs −

∑
s∈S

αsxs − βs : (x, ys) ∈ Zs

}
(3.23)
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The subproblems are independent and similar. This permits the use of parallelization to
speed up the solution process.

Before all necessary columns to find an optimal solution to the master problem have been
found and added to the RMP, we can find an upper bound on the solution. This optimistic
bound, zMP , is the sum of the objective value in the RMP, zkRMP , in an iteration k and the
optimal reduced costs in the subproblems in the next iteration (Lundgren et al., 2012).
Thus,

zMP ≤ z
(k−1)
RMP +

∑
s∈S

c̄(k)
s k = 1, .., K (3.24)

in which K is the number of iterations performed so far. The bound is not monotone, and
it is the lowest bound found so far that gives the best optimistic bound.

3.2.1 Stabilized column generation

It is well known that column generation can suffer from slow convergence. Some of the
reasons for slow convergence can be the size of the master problem, in which a bigger
problem converges slower than a small one, primal degeneracy in the optimal solution of
the RMP, and instability in the behaviour of the dual variables (Ben Amor et al., 2009;
Du Merle et al., 1999). To speed up convergence, several dual stabilization techniques have
been developed, both linear and non-linear. Ben Amor et al. (2009) present a study in
which the performance of different stabilization techniques are evaluated and the impact
of different stabilizing functions and parameters are assessed.

Du Merle et al. (1999) present the first linear stabilization scheme with a focus on Kelley’s
cutting plane algorithm (Kelley, 1960). Applying column generation to a program P
amounts to applying Kelley’s cutting plane algorithm to its dual D.

(P ) min cx

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0

(D) max bλ

s.t. ATλ ≤ c

Kelley’s algorithm can show undesirable behaviour with slow convergence and when one
tries to prove optimality of a degenerate solution of P. To overcome degeneracy we can
add bounded surplus and slack variables. We then get the primal problem P̃ and its dual
D̃.

(P̃ ) min cx̃− δ−y− + δ+y+

s.t. Ax̃− y− + y+ = b

y− ≤ ε−

y+ ≤ ε+

x̃, y−, y+ ≥ 0

(D̃) max bλ̃− ε−w− − ε+w+

s.t. AT λ̃ ≤ c

−λ̃− w− ≤ −δ−

λ̃− w+ ≤ δ+

w−, w+ ≥ 0
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In P̃ , y− and y+ are surplus and slack variables which are bounded by ε− and ε+ respec-
tively. In the objective function, the surplus and slack variables are used in a stabilizing
function and are penalized by δ− and δ+ respectively. In the dual program, D̃, the penal-
izing parameters work as bounds for the dual variables λ̃ such that dual variables outside
the stability center, the interval [δ−, δ+], are penalized.

It is of importance to develop good strategies for adjusting the parameters δ−, δ+, ε−

and ε+ to achieve convergence. The strategies for updating the parameters must together
ensure finite convergence. Du Merle et al. (1999) suggest different updating strategies for
adjusting the parameters. Some of these suggestions are to use the dual values from the
RMP as the penalizing parameters, δ− and δ+. For the updating of the bounds, ε− and
ε+, on the surplus and slack variables, they suggest to decrease the bounds after a given
number of iterations such that they vanish in a finite number of iterations.

Ben Amor et al. (2009) suggest to improve the method of Du Merle et al. (1999) by adding
additional stabilizing terms to the procedure. They refer to the method of Du Merle
et al. (1999) as a method with a 3-piecewise linear stabilizing function, and argue that
it is difficult to find penalizing parameters that will provide good convergence. This is
because the parameters must be high enough to ensure boundedness, such that only small
steps in the non-penalized region can be taken, which, in turn, slows down convergence.
They therefore suggest to use a 5-piecewise linear stabilization function with two sets of
penalties; one with large values to ensure stability, and one with small values to allow for
significant changes in the dual variables.

3.2.2 Branch and price

When the problem contains integer variables, the optimal solution from the column gen-
eration procedure does not necessarily provide feasible integer solutions. The branch and
price framework can then be applied to find the optimal feasible solution. Branch and
price is a version of branch and bound in which column generation is used to solve the
problem in each node of the branch and bound tree. The general methodology of branch
and price is presented in (Barnhart et al., 1998) and an illustration of the general proce-
dure is provided in Figure 3.3. Branch and price is an exact solution method, guaranteed
to find the optimal solution.

An example of branch and price applied to a stochastic problem that is decomposed
by scenarios can be found in Lulli and Sen (2004). The branch and price procedure
they present is stated for a maximization problem in Algorithm 6. The set of generated
columns is denoted Gs, and the lower bound from the procedure is denoted LB.
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Figure 3.3: Flowchart of branch and price procedure.

Algorithm 6: Column generation with branch and price

1. Initialization: Gs = {}, αs = 0 and βs =∞ ∀s ∈ S, LB = −∞ or the objective
function of some computed feasible solution.

2. Solve the pricing subproblem given by (3.23) ∀s ∈ S. If cs ≥ 0 add the column to
the current RMP and m→ Gs with total cost gms computed using the original cost
vector. Otherwise, go to step 6.

3. Solve the linear relaxation of the RMP given by (3.17)–(3.21), and update the dual
variables αs and βs.

4. If all the integrality conditions are satisfied, update the incumbent solution if
necessary, and go to Step 6, otherwise go to Step 5.

5. Start a branch phase using the following rule: find a fractional component of X,
say i, required to be integer. Define two subproblems adding the constraints
Xi ≤ bX̃ic or Xi ≥ dX̃ie, respectively. In the successor nodes, eliminate all those
columns whose components do not satisfy the new branching constraints.

6. If there are no more active nodes in the branching tree, then we declare the
incumbent solution as the optimal one and STOP. Else, we select an active node
and go to Step 2.

3.3 Accelerating convergence

There exist several general techniques that can be combined with different decomposition
algorithms in order to achieve tighter bounds or speed up convergence. Two such methods
are outlined below.

Scenario clustering
Scenario clustering is a method where a scenario set, S, is partitioned into disjoint subsets
called scenario clusters. The scenarios within the same cluster are regarded as observation-
ally indistinguishable and the non-anticipativity is defined implicitly within the cluster.
This can be done in order to achieve tighter bounds, but at the cost of more complex
subproblems.
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Escudero et al. (2013) propose a scenario clustered version of Lagrangian decomposi-
tion for two-stage stochastic mixed 0–1 programs. The mathematical formulation of the
Lagrangian dual function is given in (3.25).

max

{∑
Ω∈C

∑
s′∈SΩ

Prs′ (cxΩ + qs′ys′)−
∑
Ω∈C

µΩ(xΩ − x̂):

(xΩ, ys) ∈ Zs, s ∈ S, x̂ = x1 = ... = x|C|

}
(3.25)

Each cluster is given by the index Ω ∈ C, and the scenarios s′ ∈ SΩ are the scenarios that
belong to cluster Ω. For clustering applied to Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, the resulting
master problem would be as follows:

max
∑
Ω∈C

∑
s′∈SΩ

Prs
∑
m∈M

cxms λ
m
s (3.26)

s.t
∑
m∈M

xms λ
m
s = x̄ Ω ∈ SΩ (3.27)∑

m∈M

λms = 1 Ω ∈ SΩ (3.28)

λms ≥ 0 m ∈M,Ω ∈ SΩ (3.29)

x̄ ≥ 0 (3.30)

In the subproblems, non-anticipativity constraints are added for the scenarios that belong
to each cluster.

Warm-start
Warm start procedures aim to seed the decomposition methods with good initial values.
Instead of guessing at random or using zero values, another choice would be to use dual
values from the relaxed problem as the initial guess. Borghetti et al. (2003) propose using
warm-start procedures for the Lagrangian relaxation based on the solution to a relaxed
version of the original problem.

For column generation, the initial set of columns can affect the number of iterations
needed. By starting out with a good set of columns, better dual values can be ob-
tained in the beginning of the procedure, which can help reduce the number of iterations
needed. Vanderbeck (2005) provides details on initializations of the column generation
procedure.

3.4 Heuristics for recovering primal feasible solutions

Heuristics are solution methods that can be used to find feasible solutions within a limited
amount of time. As opposed to exact methods, heuristic methods sacrifice optimality,
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accuracy, precision, or completeness for speed. Even though heuristics do not provide a
guarantee of the quality of the solution, they are much appreciated solution methods for
problems that are too complex to be solved efficiently by an off-the-shelf optimization
solver.

There exist many types of heuristics, with two of the main groups of heuristics being con-
structive heuristics and local search heuristics (Lundgren et al., 2012). While constructive
methods aim at building a feasible solution, local search methods are used to find better
solutions by searching through the landscape of feasible solutions. Heuristics can also
be combined with decomposition methods in order to find good feasible solutions within
reasonable time. In the case of the decomposition methods described above, we can take
either the master problem or the subproblem solution from the latest iteration of the de-
composition algorithm and construct a primal feasible solution by making adjustments to
the solution chosen. However, there is no guarantee that the subproblem solution is close
to the optimal solution of the primal problem. Thus, great adjustments might be required
and the quality of the heuristic solution is usually hard to control. Most heuristics are
very specific and problem-dependent and require great knowledge about the problem to
be solved.
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Chapter 4

Nordic electricity markets and
hydropower

The power markets in the Nordic countries were deregulated in the early 1990s and the
individual day-ahead markets were then brought together to form a common Nordic mar-
ket run by Nord Pool. The implemented model in this thesis considers a hydropower
producer bidding power in the day-ahead market, also known as Elspot, and capacity
in the primary reserve market. These two markets are only two of the Nordic power
markets, as illustrated in Table 4.1. Due to the majority of power production in Norway
being hydropower, the model includes only hydropower production.

This chapter begins with a presentation of the two power markets included in the model.
Thereafter the functioning of a hydropower plant will be described. This will set the
stage for the next chapter where the optimization model implemented is described in
detail.

Table 4.1: Electricity markets in Norway (Eriksrud and Braathen, 2014).

Market place Physical trade Financial trade

Nord Pool Spot (NPS)
Elspot
Elbas

Transmission system
operator (TSO)

Primary reserves (FNR/FDR)
Secondary reserves (FRR)
Tertiary reserves (Balancing market)

Nasdaq OMX
commodities

Futures
Forwards
Options
Contracts for differences

Bilateral
Full delivery
Load factor contracts
Cap and floor contracts
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4.1. DAY-AHEAD AND PRIMARY RESERVE MARKET

4.1 Day-ahead and primary reserve market

The day-ahead market, called Elspot, is an auction-based exchange where power is traded
for delivery the day after gate closure (Nord Pool, 2016b). Nord Pool is the world’s largest
market for trading power, resulting in high liquidity and little market power. Trading in
the day-ahead market can be done using different types of orders. Single hourly orders,
in which the auction participant specifies the purchase and/or sales volume for each hour,
accounts for the largest share (Nord Pool, 2016b). Bids must be placed before 12.00 the
day before delivery and when when all bids are received, the system price is calculated
as the equilibrium between the aggregated supply and demand curves. This type of price
formation is called marginal price setting. The capacities between bidding areas are not
taken into account when finding the system price and is thus an unconstrained market
clearing price. Due to grid congestion, the Nordic area is however divided into several
price areas. Prices in each area are calculated in a similar manner to the system price,
including only the members of that area (Nord Pool, 2016b).

Most of the balancing between supply and demand in the power market is carried out in
the day-ahead market. However, there is also a need for a final balancing process and it is
the transmission system operator (TSO) who is responsible for the stability of electricity
in an area and for security of supply. In Norway the responsible TSO is Statnett. To
maintain the balance between production and consumption, reserves that can be activated
when the frequency in the power grid deviates from 50 Hz are needed. The reserves
are divided into primary, secondary and tertiary reserves. Momentary imbalance is first
regulated by primary reserves and if further reserves are needed for balancing, secondary
and tertiary reserves are activated (Statnett, 2016).

The primary reserve market is split into a weekly and a daily market. The weekly market
is cleared before the spot market while the daily market is cleared after the spot market to
cover remaining demand and possible exchange. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Actors
in the primary reserve market can choose to participate in one or both of the markets
(Statnett, 2016). The weekly market is divided between weekdays (Monday to Friday)
and weekends (Saturday and Sunday), and both are again divided into three blocks; night,
day and evening. The night block covers the hours from 00:00 to 08:00, the day block
runs from 08:00 to 20:00 and the remaining hours from 20:00 to 24:00 are covered by the
evening block. All bids for the auction for weekend blocks must be submitted by 12:00
Thursday before delivery, and bids for the weekday blocks must be submitted before 12:00
Friday before delivery (Statnett, 2015). Statnett decides which bids to accept, and the
primary criteria for acceptance is the price. Normally, all accepted offers in the same price
area receive the marginal price.

The primary reserve capacity is based on a suppliers portfolio of power plants and there
is no link between a specific generator and the primary reserve bid. Hence, a supplier
can freely distribute the capacity over the portfolio of its generators, allowing the reserve
capacity available at a single generator to vary within the delivery week. The TSO must
be informed of which generators that are available, so that it is clear that the contracted
reserves are available within the portfolio of the supplier. In the Norwegian primary
reserve market, there is however a symmetry requirement on unit-level, meaning that
the upward and downward reserve delivery has to be equal for a generator delivering
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reserves.

Figure 4.1: Bidding in the weekly and daily primary reserve market.

4.2 Hydropower

Hydropower is a well-established and cost-competitive technology. The technology is fur-
thermore flexible and the response time is fast. Hydopower stations can be classified
in three categories; reservoir (or storage) hydropower plants, pumped-storage plants and
run-of-river systems (IEA, 2012). The hydropower stations analysed in this thesis are
reservoir hydropower plants, and this will consequently be the focus of this section. Hy-
dropower plants have various operational constraints governing their hydraulic operation.
In addition, there are regulations that restrict the way a hydropower plant can be oper-
ated. These constraints should be included in an optimization model to the extent seen
as necessary in order to achieve the technical accuracy wanted. This section provides a
brief introduction to the functioning of a hydropower plant and the value of water. For
more information regarding their operation see Kjølle (1980).

4.2.1 Operation of hydropower plants

In a hydropower plant, potential energy stored in the water is converted to mechanical
energy in turbines before being converted to electricity in generators. The power output
from discharging water is given by (4.1) in which ρ is the density of the water given in
kg/m3, g is the gravitational constant given in m/s2, Q is the discharge given in m3/s,
H is the head level given in m, and ηa is the overall efficiency of the power plant (Kjølle,
1980).

P = ρgQHηa (4.1)
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The power output varies with the difference between the water level in the up- and
downstream reservoirs of the hydropower plant, also denoted the head. The relationship
between power output, discharge and head level is non-linear and an optimization model
that includes head level dependencies will therefore be non-linear, regardless of the type
of turbine (Klæboe, 2015b).

However, for hydropower plants with large storage capacity and high head levels, the head
level has negligible influence on operating efficiency (Catalão et al., 2010). In such a case,
the discharge dominates and the output of the power plant can be modeled as a function of
discharge alone. This relationship is usually concave, with the point of maximum efficiency
denoted the best point (Kjølle, 1980). Efficiency varies due to the need to compensate for
the change in rotational speed of the turbine when the electric load changes. This is done
by changing the settings of the turbine, making the the turbine less efficient. Operating
at the best point is optimal if only energy is delivered. But, if e.g spinning reserves
are to be provided or if the producer wants to avoid start-up costs, operating at lower
efficiency might be desirable (Klæboe, 2015b). Running at lower efficiency might however
contribute to lower the life-time of the turbine and increase maintenance costs.

Hydropower plants are designed and constructed to function optimally with continuous
production and few starts and stops. Production patterns are however changing, resulting
in higher costs associated with start-stops and with general load changes. There is always
deterioration on equipment associated with starting and stopping the plant. Costs asso-
ciated with repairs and replacement of equipment will thus increase with more start-ups
and stops. These are costs that together are in the magnitude of millions of NOK (Bakken
et al., 2001). Some of the costs can be directly linked to a specific start-up or stop, while
other costs are accumulated over time and only indirectly linked to a specific start-up. In
addition, some water is always lost when a unit is started, leading to a cost of lost water.
Bakken et al. (2001) propose two approaches to model the start-stop costs; one in which
costs are dependent and proportional with the number of start-stops during a period, and
one in which costs are a function of accumulated operating time.

4.2.2 Water value

The fuel of hydropower is free, but there is an opportunity cost associated with using the
water since it is a scarce resource that can be stored and used in later periods. This means
that the hydropower producer has to weigh the profit today against possible future profit,
making the hydropower planning problem a challenging one (Klæboe, 2015b).

Ideally, short term planning decisions should take all long-term effects into account with
a high level of detail in both the short- and long-term. However, it is not possible to
run one optimization model that takes all time periods into account due to computa-
tional difficulty. The planning problem is consequently divided into several phases. Fosso
and Belsnes (2004) divide the process in four phases; long-term scheduling (1-5 years),
medium-term scheduling (3-18 months), short term scheduling (1-2 weeks) and detailed
simulation (1-12 weeks). In long-term scheduling optimal storage and dispatch strategies
are made by aggregating the system and leaving out the details. In seasonal scheduling,
schedules from long-term models are disaggregated to storage and dispatch plans for indi-
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vidual reservoirs and power plants. This phase is seen as an intermediate step necessary to
give correct boundary conditions to short-term models. Short-term scheduling thereafter
concerns the actual operations of the hydropower plants and results in operational plans.
If needed, simulations can be performed to account for other aspects not included in the
short-term models, and are also used to verify the short term plans.

Since the different scheduling phases cover different time-periods, there are boundary
conditions that need to be taken into account when coupling them together. In the
end, the short-term scheduling decision should reflect the strategies in the long-term
schedules. There are two main methods in use; volume and price coupling (Fosso and
Belsnes, 2004). In volume coupling the optimal use of water is based on set end-period
reservoir levels calculated in longer-term models. In price coupling the expected future
income of the stored water is used. The expected future income of a marginal unit of
water is also denoted the water value. Volume coupling is known as a less flexible method
than price coupling because changing conditions, e.g prices, will have a larger impact
on the optimality since end-period reservoir levels are most probably not optimal when
conditions change. Volume coupling is hence not consistent with the fact that optimal
decisions in a market based system should be price dependent (Fosso and Belsnes, 2004).
The coupling in the model in this thesis is based on price coupling, and this method is
therefore further explained.

Water values for each reservoir are calculated in the seasonal model with initial and end
period reservoir levels as input parameters. The water value is found as the shadow price
of the reservoir balance constraint in the optimization problem. Since the risk of spilling
increases with increasing reservoir level, the water value as a function of reservoir level
is a concave function. Hence the marginal water value is positive but decreasing. The
price coupling should be based on multidimensional water value functions, meaning that
the water value of one reservoir depends on the reservoir levels in all other reservoirs in
the system. This is because a hydropower system often is cascaded and therefore has an
inter-reservoir dependency. Using one-dimensional water value functions should therefore
be seen as only an approximation (Fosso and Belsnes, 2004). The multidimensional water
value function is often presented as cutting planes and an illustration is given in Figure
4.2.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of multidimensional water value function for two watercourses and 16
cuts (Eriksrud and Braathen, 2014).
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Chapter 5

Problem formulation

This chapter presents the mathematical formulation of a two-stage SMIP model with
relatively complete recourse for coordinated sequential bidding in the primary reserve
market and the day-ahead market. The model presented is based on work by Klæboe
(2015a). Trading in the day-ahead market is for many power producers the main source
of revenue and is seen as a natural choice to include in a multi-market model. Demand
for ancillary services, including primary reserves, is expected to grow in the years to come
and it is therefore relevant to develop models that take these markets into account. The
primary reserve market has been chosen because the market is bid into once a week, and
therefore serves well as a start point for developing multi-market models and investigating
possible decomposition strategies. The model can later be extended to include other
reserve markets instead of, or in addition to, the primary reserve market. Otherwise the
model can be used as part of a a set of two-stage rolling-horizon problems representing
multi-market bidding.

The model implemented includes only hydropower bidding, but other technologies could
be included by adding different technological restrictions. It is noteworthy that a hy-
dropower bidding model must include sufficient details in order to reflect the realistic
income and cost of production. Otherwise, bids from the model may lead to production
obligations that are not executable (Klæboe, 2015b). It is also preferable that the model
is solved fast, but these two objectives are however often conflicting (Nygreen et al.,
1998). Considering this, the model implemented and the input data used in the model
are carefully chosen.

5.1 Assumptions

The model focuses on the Norwegian electricity market, and the markets are therefore
modeled according to the market rules described in Section 4.1. As described, the primary
reserve market consists of both a weekly and a daily market. In the model, only the weekly
market is taken into account and the modeled primary reserve market is cleared before
the day-ahead market.

According to the market rules for primary reserves, producers are only remunerated for
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the reservation, not activation, of primary reserves. Producers are remunerated accord-
ing to the marginal pricing principle, meaning that all producers are paid the market
clearing price, regardless of their bid. This principle is also applicable in the day-ahead
market.

The producer operates a portfolio of hydropower plants. The number of plants and
generators in each plant can be varied based on the modeler’s objectives. The plants
can be different regarding e.g size and location, but all plants are operated under the
same type of constraints. The risk of not being able to deliver contracted capacity is not
taken into account. It is assumed that the producer is risk neutral and seeks to maximize
expected profit.

For the day-ahead market, only single hourly orders are considered, a simplification that
removes complexity at minimal cost (Fleten and Kristoffersen, 2007). Market prices are
modeled as stochastic since the benefits of solving the model with stochastic prices are
considered high due to the uncertainty associated with electricity price.

5.2 Market modeling

The objective of the producer is to maximize profit when bidding in the primary reserve
market and the day-ahead market. Bidding in these two markets takes place sequentially;
the market for primary reserves is settled before the day-ahead market, hence the accep-
tance of a bid in the primary reserve market limits the possible bids in the day-ahead
market.

Figure 5.1: Two-stage scenario tree for bidding in the primary reserve market and the day-
ahead market.

The here and now decision is the amount to bid in the primary reserve market and
in the second stage, the producer decides the day-ahead bid and the scheduling of the
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generators. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Generating units have to be running in order
to deliver primary reserves and the capacity delivered may not be used in the day-ahead
market. There is consequently an opportunity cost associated with delivering primary
reserves.

The objective function of the SMIP problem is given by (5.1). Income in the primary
reserve market is given by the price of primary reserves, ρRsb and the contracted capacity
in the primary reserve market, xRsb. In the day-ahead market, the income is similarly
given by the price of day-ahead energy, ρDsh and the contracted capacity in the day-ahead
market, xDsh. The cost of production is given by the change in the water value, ws,w, and
the induced start-up cost cshi.

max
∑
s∈S

Prs

[∑
b∈B

|Hb|ρRsbxRsb +
∑
h∈H

ρDshx
D
sh −

∑
w∈W

(W 0 − wws)−
∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

cshi

]
(5.1)

The producer bids continuous volumes in both the primary reserve market and day-
ahead market. Bidding is only modeled explicitly in the first market clearing process
in the primary reserve market. Bids are given as volume-price points (zsbp, Pbp) that
together constitute a bidding-curve. For each block b ∈ B the market is cleared by linear
interpolation between these volume-price points. This is given by (5.2). The cleared,
contracted capacity in the primary reserve market is given by xRsb. There are also market
rules imposing a non-decreasing bid curve which is imposed by (5.3). The maximum
amount of capacity that the producer can bid is limited by the capacity in his portfolio.
Because the delivery of primary reserves is symmetric on units, the delivery of primary
reserves is restricted by half of the difference between the maximum and minimum capacity
of the generator. Thus, the maximum amount of reserve capacity a unit can deliver lies at
the midpoint between the maximum and minimum production of the unit. This is given
by (5.4), in which Qmin

i and Qmax
i denote the minimum and maximum production of a

unit i ∈ I, respectively. The non-anticipativity constraints for the first-stage variables are
given in (5.5), in which z̄bp are common target variables for the capacity volume bid in
the primary reserve market.

xRsb = zsbp + (zsb(p+1) − zsbp)
ρRsb − Pbp

Pb(p+1) − Pbp
if Pbp ≤ ρRsb ≤ Pb(p+1)

b ∈ B, p ∈ P \ {|P |}, s ∈ S
(5.2)

zsbp ≤ zsb(p+1) s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P \ {|P |} (5.3)

zsbp ≤
1

2

∑
i∈I

(Qmax
i −Qmin

i ) s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (5.4)

zsbp = z̄bp s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (5.5)

The producer must cover its delivery obligations from the market clearing process. Con-
straint (5.6) and (5.7) handle this for the day-ahead market and reserve market respec-
tively. The resulting production and capacity reservation for each unit i ∈ I in the
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producers portfolio, are given by qDshi and qRshi, for each market respectively. Note that
the producer freely can distribute the capacity over the portfolio of its generators. Thus,
different units within the portfolio can deliver primary reserves during the different hours
in a block. The capacity available at a single generator is hence allowed to vary, but the
producer is always obligated to cover total delivery obligations.

∑
i∈I

qDshi = xDsh s ∈ S, h ∈ H (5.6)∑
i∈I

qRshi = xRsb s ∈ S, b ∈ B, h ∈ Hb (5.7)

In the Nordic market, reserves are symmetric on unit level. This means that upward
and downward regulation reserves have to be the same for each unit. Constraints on
production, qDshi, are thus restricted by contracted delivery in the reserve market and the
minimum and maximum production limits as given by (5.8) and (5.9), in which ushi is 1
if a unit is on, and 0 when it is not producing.

Qmaxushi − qDshi ≥ qRshi s ∈ S, h ∈ Hb, i ∈ I (5.8)

qDshi −Qminushi ≥ qRshi s ∈ S, h ∈ Hb, i ∈ I (5.9)

5.3 Hydropower modeling

Change in the volume of water, vshj, in a reservoir is determined by the inflow to the
reservoir, Ihj, and the discharge, dshi, and spill, sshj from the reservoir. The reservoir
balancing constraints are given in the general case by (5.10), and by (5.11) for the first
hour. Indicator matrices, Γij and Λjj′ , are used to represent connections between different
generators and reservoirs.

vshj − vs(h−1)j = Ihj +
∑
i∈I

Γijdshi +
∑
j′∈J

Λjj′shj′ s ∈ S, h ∈ H, j ∈ J (5.10)

vs,1,j − V 0
j = I1,j +

∑
i∈I

Γijds,1,i +
∑
j′∈J

Λjj′s1,j′ s ∈ S, j ∈ J (5.11)

There are known head loss effects of running multiple units in the same plant simulta-
neously. Production is modeled per unit and this effect is not taken into account. The
model, furthermore, does not take the production’s dependency on head water level into
account. The head water dependency is considered negligible for the problem at hand,
and not modeling head water dependency facilitates using linear programming. The ef-
fect of the discharge rate on the efficiency of the plant is however important to include.
This is included in (5.12), which models the production discharge-curve by a piece-wise
linear approximation, in which Aif is the constant and Bif is the slope of the production
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function for segment f ∈ F for unit i ∈ I. Maximum discharge is modeled in (5.13), in
which Di is the maximum discharge of unit i ∈ I.

qDshi ≤ Aifushi +Bifdshi s ∈ S, h ∈ H, i ∈ I, f ∈ F (5.12)

dshi ≤ Diushi s ∈ S, h ∈ H, i ∈ I (5.13)

Costs arise when units are started and stopped. Start-up costs, Csu
i , are larger than the

shut-down costs and are the only costs included. Shut-down costs can also be incorporated
in the start-up costs such that a shut-down and start-up is modeled as one single event.
This is handled in the general case by (5.14), and by (5.15) for the first hour.

cshi ≥ Csu
i (ushi − us(h−1)i) s ∈ S, h ∈ H, i ∈ I (5.14)

cs,1,i ≥ Csu
i (us,1,i − U0

i ) s ∈ S, i ∈ I (5.15)

The water value represents the expected future income of a marginal amount of stored
water in the reservoir. For each watercourse w ∈ W the future income Flw and the
marginal water value Wjl for each reservoir j ∈ Jw are estimated for l ∈ L different
reference reservoir levels Vjl. The reference level l ∈ L is also called a cut. The end water
value in the short-term model, wsw, for each watercourse is approximated as given by
(5.16), in which Flw and Vjl are parameters from a seasonal model and vshj is the water
level in the reservoirs at the end of the planning period.

wsw ≤ Flw −
∑
j∈Jw

Wjl(Vjl − vs|H|j) s ∈ S, l ∈ L,w ∈ W (5.16)

Constraints (5.17)-(5.28) are the domain restrictions of the variables.

z̄bp ≥ 0 b ∈ B, p ∈ P (5.17)

zsbp ≥ 0 s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (5.18)

xDsh ≥ 0 s ∈ S, h ∈ H (5.19)

xRsb ≥ 0 s ∈ S, b ∈ B (5.20)

wsw ≥ 0 s ∈ S,w ∈ W (5.21)

qDshi ≥ 0 s ∈ S, h ∈ H, i ∈ I (5.22)

qRshi ≥ 0 s ∈ S, h ∈ H, i ∈ I (5.23)

dshi ≥ 0 s ∈ S, h ∈ H, i ∈ I (5.24)

vshj ≥ 0 s ∈ S, h ∈ H, j ∈ J (5.25)

sshj ≥ 0 s ∈ S, h ∈ H, j ∈ J (5.26)

cshi ≥ 0 s ∈ S, h ∈ H, i ∈ I (5.27)

ushi ∈ {0, 1} s ∈ S, h ∈ H, i ∈ I (5.28)
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Chapter 6

Implementation of the
decomposition methods

The decomposition methods investigated in this thesis were presented in general terms
in Chapter 3. This chapter is more problem-specific and presents the mathematical for-
mulation of the decomposition methods when applied to the hydro bidding SMIP prob-
lem.

6.1 Implementation of Lagrangian decomposition

When applying Lagrangian decomposition to the bidding problem we relax the non-
anticipativity constraints. The Lagrangian decomposition formulation of the hydro bid-
ding problem is given in (6.1) or (6.2), depending on how the non-anticipativity constraints
are formulated in the original; either cyclic or using a target variable respectively. Both
of these approached have been implemented, since different versions are used depending
on the multiplier updating scheme.

D(µsbp) = max
∑

s∈S/|S|

Prs

[∑
b∈B

ρRsbx
R
sb +

∑
h∈H

ρDshx
D
sh −

∑
w∈W

(W 0
w − wws)−

∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

cshi−

∑
b∈B

∑
p∈P

µsbp(z(s+1)bp − zsbp)

]
+ Pr|S|

[∑
b∈B

ρR|S|bx
R
|S|b+

∑
h∈H

ρD|S|hx
D
|S|h −

∑
w∈W

(W 0
w − ww|s|)−

∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

c|S|hi −
∑
b∈B

∑
p∈P

µ|S|bp(z1bp − z|S|bp)

]
(6.1)
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D(µsbp) = max
∑
s∈S

Prs

[∑
b∈B

ρRsbx
R
sb +

∑
h∈H

ρDshx
D
sh −

∑
w∈W

(W 0
w − wws)−

∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

cshi−

∑
b∈B

∑
k∈P

µsbp(zsbp − ẑbp)

]
(6.2)

The constraints in the subproblems are similar to those in the deterministic equivalent.
The difference is that each constraint is only defined for the scenario in the given sub-
problem, and that the non-anticipativity constraints have been relaxed. The constraints
are given by (6.3)–(6.27).

xRsb = zsbp + (zsb(p+1) − zsbp)
ρRsb − Pbp

Pb(p+1) − Pbp
if Pbp ≤ ρRsb ≤ Pb(p+1)

b ∈ B, p ∈ P \ {|p|}
(6.3)

zsbp ≤ zsb(p+1) b ∈ B, p ∈ P \ {|P |} (6.4)

zsbp ≤
1

2

∑
i∈I

(Qmax
i −Qmin

i ) b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.5)∑
i∈I

qDshi = xDsh h ∈ H (6.6)∑
i∈I

qRshi = xRsb b ∈ B, h ∈ Hb (6.7)

Qmaxushi − qDshi ≥ qRshi h ∈ Hb, i ∈ I (6.8)

qDshi −Qminushi ≥ qRshi h ∈ Hb, i ∈ I (6.9)

vshj − vs(h−1)j = Ihj +
∑
i∈I

Γijdshi −
∑
j′∈J

Λjj′shj′ h ∈ H, j ∈ J (6.10)

vs,1,j − V 0
j = I1,j +

∑
i∈I

Γijds,1,i +
∑
j′∈J

Λjj′s1,j′ j ∈ J (6.11)

qDshi ≤ Aif +Bifdshi h ∈ H, i ∈ I, f ∈ F (6.12)

cshi ≥ Csu
i (ushi − us(h−1)i) h ∈ H, i ∈ I (6.13)

cshi ≥ Csu
i (ushi − us(h−1)i) h ∈ H, i ∈ I (6.14)

cs,1,i ≥ Csu
i (us,1,i − U0

i ) i ∈ I (6.15)

wsw ≤ Flw −
∑
j∈Jw

Wjl(Vjl − vs|H|j) l ∈ L,w ∈ W (6.16)
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zsbp ≥ 0 b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.17)

xDsh ≥ 0 h ∈ H (6.18)

xRsb ≥ 0 b ∈ B (6.19)

wsw ≥ 0 w ∈ W (6.20)

qDshi ≥ 0 h ∈ H, i ∈ I (6.21)

qRshi ≥ 0 h ∈ H, i ∈ I (6.22)

dshi ≥ 0 h ∈ H, i ∈ I (6.23)

vshj ≥ 0 h ∈ H, j ∈ J (6.24)

sshj ≥ 0 h ∈ H, j ∈ J (6.25)

cshi ≥ 0 h ∈ H, i ∈ I (6.26)

ushi ∈ {0, 1} h ∈ H, i ∈ I (6.27)

The upper bound is minimized through the Lagrangian dual problem given by (6.28). We
will consider this as the master problem of our implementation.

min
µsbp

D(µsbp) = min
µsbp

∑
s∈S

Ds(µsbp) (6.28)

s. t.

µsbp free s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.29)

Because all constraints that have been dualized are equality constraints, the corresponding
Lagrangian multipliers are unrestricted in sign.

The multiplier updating schemes applied are mathematically described below. Two of
the methods, the subgradient and the simplified progressive hedging algorithm, update
the multipliers according to a formula and makes use of the formulation in (6.1). The
other three solve an optimization problem in order to update the multiplier vector, thus
allowing for adding the constraint

∑
s∈S µs = 0 and the target variable formulation of

(6.2) can therefore be used. The target formulation of the non-anticipativity constraint
is also the one adopted in the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition.

The different multiplier updating procedure are described in detail in the following sec-
tions.

6.1.1 Subgradient method

When implementing the subgradient method we adopt the objective function formulation
given in (6.2). Due to the cyclic nature of this formulation, we define a separate constraint
for the border case s = |S|, denoted by the (x.b) equations.
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The subgradient does not perform any optimization as part of the master problem. In-
stead, the master problem consists of a loop where in each iteration, the multipliers are
updated according to (6.30a)-(6.30b).

µ
(k+1)
sbp = µ

(k)
sbp + π

(k)
sbp(z(s+1)bp − zsbp) s ∈ S \ |S|, b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K (6.30a)

µ
(k+1)
|S|bp = µ

(k)
|S|bp + π

(k)
|S|bp(z1bp − z|S|bp) b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K (6.30b)

The subgradient g
(k)
sbp is a measure for the violation of the corresponding non-anticipativity

constraint and is given by (6.31a)-(6.31b).

g
(k)
sbp = z(s+1)bp − zsbp s ∈ S \ |S|, b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K (6.31a)

g
(k)
|S|bp = z1bp − z|S|bp b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K (6.31b)

The vector π
(k)
sbp is the step length. The step length formula for calculating π may vary

across implementations. We adopt the step size formula of (Escudero et al., 2013) given
in (6.32a)-(6.32b).

π
(k)
sbp = t(k) ·

zLD − z̄LD(µ
(k)
sbp)

‖z(s+1)bp − zsbp‖
s ∈ S \ |S|, b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K (6.32a)

π
(k)
|S|bp = t(k) ·

zLD − z̄LD(µ
(k)
|S|bp)

‖z1bp − z|S|bp‖
b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K (6.32b)

in which z̄LD is the best feasible solution found so far and t(k) is an initial step size
parameter, a scalar that is gradually decreased to ensure convergence.

6.1.2 Cutting plane method

In contrast to the subgradient method, the cutting plane master problem is solved as an
optimization problem. In each iteration (6.33)–(6.35) are solved.

min
∑
s∈S

θs (6.33)

s.t.
∑
s∈S

µsbp = 0 b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K (6.34)

θs ≥ Ds(µ
(k)
sbp)− (z

(k)
sbp)(µsbp − µ

(k)
sbp) s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K (6.35)

6.1.3 Proximal bundle method

The master problem of the proximal bundle method is similar to that of the cutting plane
method, but with an additional quadratic term in the master problem objective. It is
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given by (6.36)–(6.38)

min
∑
s∈S

θs −
1

2
τ
∑
s∈S

‖µsbp − µ̂bp‖2 (6.36)

s.t.
∑
s∈S

(µs − µ̂sbp) = 0 b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K

(6.37)

θs + z
(k)
sbp(µsbp − µ̂bp) ≥ Ds(µ

k
sbp)− (z

(k)
sbp)(µsbp − µ

k
sbp) s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P, k ∈ 1...K

(6.38)

6.1.4 Progressive hedging

In every iteration k, the variables included in the non-anticipativity constraints are cal-
culated based on (6.39)–(6.41).

z
(k+1)
sbp = argmax

z,x,w,c

 ∑
s∈S/|S|

Prs

[∑
b∈B

ρRsbx
R
sb +

∑
h∈H

ρDshx
D
sh −

∑
w∈W

(W 0
w − wws)−

∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

cshi

−
∑
b∈B

∑
p∈P

(
ω

(k)
sbkx−

ρ

2
‖zsbp − z̄(k)

bp ‖
2
)]}

s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.39)

s. t.

(6.3)− (6.27)

in which,

ω
(k)
sbp := ω

(k−1)
sbp + ρ(z

(k)
sbp − z̄

(k)
bp ) s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.40)

where

z̄
(k)
bp :=

∑
s∈S

Prsz
(k)
sbp b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.41)

6.1.5 Extensions to the Lagrangian relaxation

Warm-start
The choice of initial multipliers can sometimes significantly impact the overall performance
of the Lagrangian decomposition method. In order to try to speed up convergence, the
Lagrangian decomposition algorithm has been seeded with non-zero initial multipliers.
We apply a warm-start procedure where the dual variables from the non-anticipativity
constraints from the solution to the LP-relaxation have been used as initial Lagrangian
multipliers.

Scenario clustering
When clustering scenarios, the non-anticipativty constraints between the scenarios within
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the same cluster are merged and considered implicitly. This can result in tighter bounds
and also decrease the number of iterations required, but the size and complexity of these
aggregated subproblems do also increase.

A mathematical formulation of the clustered Lagrangian dual function is given in (6.42).
The clusters are indexed by Ω, the set of scenarios and reserve bid of cluster Ω are denoted
by SΩ and zpbΩ respectively.

D(µ) = max
∑
Ω∈C

∑
s∈SΩ

Prs

[∑
b∈B

ρRsbx
R
sb +

∑
h∈H

ρDshx
D
sh −

∑
w∈W

(W 0
w − wws)−

∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

cshi

]
−
∑
p∈P

∑
b∈B

∑
Ω∈C

µpbΩ(zpbΩ − ẑpb) (6.42)

6.2 Implementation of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

In the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition of the SMIP problem we let the master problem
consist of the objective function (5.1) and the non-anticipativity constraints (5.5) of the
deterministic equivalent. Its interior representation is used and the resulting master prob-
lem is given by (6.43)–(6.47), in which (6.43) is the objective function and (6.44) represents

the non-anticipativity constraints. The convexity constraints of the weights, λ
(m)
s , on each

extreme point m ∈M in scenario s ∈ S are given by (6.45). Constraints (6.46) and (6.47)
are the domain restrictions on the variables. For the RMP the set of extreme points, M ,
does not include all extreme points of the feasible solution space of the problem, but are
added iteratively.

max
∑
s∈S

Prs

[∑
m∈M

∑
b∈B

|Hb|ρRsbx
R(m)
sb λ(m)

s +
∑
h∈H

ρDshx
D(m)
sh λ(m)

s −

∑
w∈W

(W 0
w − w(m)

ws λ
(m)
s )−

∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

c
(m)
shi λ

(m)
s

] (6.43)

s.t.
∑
m∈M

z
(m)
sbp λ

(m)
s = z̄bp s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.44)∑

m∈M

λ(m)
s = 1 s ∈ S (6.45)

λ(m)
s ≥ 0 m ∈M, s ∈ S (6.46)

z̄bp ≥ 0 b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.47)

Each subproblem is defined for a specific scenario s and consists of the remaining con-
straints of the deterministic equivalent. The constraints in the subproblem are thus the
same as those in the subproblems of the Lagrangian decomposition, and are given by
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(6.3)–(6.27). The objective function of the subproblem is given by (6.48). It includes the
dual values αsbp and βs of (6.44) and (6.45), respectively, and forms the reduced cost of
the columns.

max Prs

[∑
b∈B

|Hb|ρRsbxRsb +
∑
h∈H

ρDshx
D
sh −

∑
w∈W

(W 0
w − wws)−

∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

cshi−

∑
b∈B

∑
p∈P

αsbpzsbp − βs)

] (6.48)

6.2.1 Improving convergence by stabilization

To accelerate convergence, the stabilization method of Du Merle et al. (1999) can be
implemented. The stabilization procedure is implemented by including slack variables,
y−sbp, and surplus variables, y+

sbp, which are restricted by ε− and ε+ respectively. The slack

and surplus variables are added to the objective function with parameters δ−sbp and δ+
sbp

deciding the penalization of surplus and slack.

max
∑
s∈S

Prs

[ ∑
m∈Mt

∑
b∈B

|Hb|ρRsbx
R(m)
sb λ(m)

s +
∑
h∈H

ρDshx
D(m)
sh λ(m)

s −

∑
w∈W

(W 0
w − w(m)

ws λ
(m)
s )−

∑
h∈H

∑
i∈I

c
(m)
shi λ

(m)
s

]
− δ−sbpy

−
sbp + δ+

sbpy
+
sbp

(6.49)

∑
m∈Mt

z
(m)
sbp λ

(m)
s − y−sbp + y+

sbp = z̄bp s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.50)∑
m∈Mt

λ(m)
s = 1 s ∈ S (6.51)

y−sbp ≤ ε− s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.52)

y+
sbp ≤ ε+ s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.53)

λ(m)
s ≥ 0 m ∈M t, s ∈ S (6.54)

z̄bp ≥ 0 b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.55)

y−sbp ≥ 0 s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.56)

y+
sbp ≥ 0 s ∈ S, b ∈ B, p ∈ P (6.57)

6.2.2 The implemented solution process

The solution process is divided in three separate phases that are linked together as illus-
trated in Figure 6.1 for the branch and price algorithm, in which the problem is solved
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Figure 6.1: Solution procedure of the column generation procedure implemented.

by Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition in each node. The column generation process needs an
initial set of columns in the RMP to start the solution process. These solutions are found
in an initialization process, that we call Phase 0, in which each subproblem is solved once
with all dual values set to zero. Phase 0 is only executed once in the first node.

Phase 0 does not assure that the non-anticipativity constraints are adhered to. Thus,
Phase 1 is started after Phase 0 to find a feasible solution to the RMP. This is done by
penalizing surplus and slack in the non-anticipativity constraints. This results in an RMP
which is similar to the stabilized RMP, but without the bounds on the surplus and slack
variables. The RMP in Phase 1 is thus given by (6.49)–(6.51) and (6.54)–(6.57).

In phase 2 the main column generation procedure is executed using the stabilized version
given by (6.49)–(6.57). Phase 2 ends when no subproblems return columns with strictly
positive reduced cost.

To find integer-feasible solutions from the column generation procedure, branch and price
is implemented. When branch and price is applied, the current optimal solution is checked
for fractional values in the unit commitment decisions. Pruning is conducted if the solu-
tion is integer-feasible or if the the objective function value is lower than a feasible integer
solution already found. The best-first strategy is used to select the node in which branch-
ing should be performed. That is, the node with the highest objective value is chosen to
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be the parent node of the two next nodes that are to be solved. In the first new node, the
unit commitment decision with the most fractional value is fixed to 1, and only columns
in the parent node that have a value of 1 for this variable are transferred to the new node.
In the second new node, the same variable is branched to 0, and the remaining columns
from the parent node are transferred to this node. Note that branching is done on the
original variables from the outer representation of the problem. When each of the new
nodes are solved, the variables that have been branched on are fixed in the subproblems.
The branch and price procedure originally continues until the optimal integer solution is
found.

The iterative nature of the column generation procedure, might result in a large number
of iterations to find the optimal solution. To test if the number of iterations could be
decreased, a version of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition in which scenarios are clustered
in the subproblems was implemented. This is inspired by the scenario clustering in La-
grangian relaxation. The method is implemented by clustering two or more scenarios
together, and including non-anticipativity constraints in the scenarios that belong to the
same scenario cluster in the subproblem. The non-anticipativity constraints in the RMP
are thereafter redefined such that they are defined for each scenario cluster instead of each
scenario.

6.2.3 Early stopping in the subproblems

It is possible to determine criteria for when to stop the subproblems if they are considered
to be too hard to solve until optimality. Two such criteria are used during testing of
the decomposition methods. These are maximum time and relative duality gap. When
putting a limit on the relative duality gap, the search for better solution stops when that
particular gap is reached. When a maximum time is set, the subproblem returns the best
feasible solution it has found when it has been solved for the given number of seconds. If
no feasible solution is found at that time, the solver will continue to solve the problem
until the first feasible solution is found and return this solution.

It is not straightforward to choose which cutoff is the best one. If a maximum time is
set, there is no guarantee of the size of the gap in the subproblem when time has run out
and columns are sent to the RMP. If the column has negative reduced cost it will not be
added to the RMP, and the RMP will register that the subproblem could not provide any
new columns. If this happens in the iteration in which Phase 2 terminates, it cannot be
determined if the current solution in the RMP is the optimal one.

If the the duality gap is used to terminate the search for better solutions in the subprob-
lems, more can be said about true upper bound of the RMP when Phase 2 terminates. If,
for instance, we set the relative duality gap to 5%, it is known that the optimal column
from a subproblem can be at most 5% higher than the reduced cost of the column that
will be returned by the subproblem. It can therefore be guaranteed that when Phase 2 is
over, the upper bound of the problem is at most 5% higher than the objective value in
the RMP. However, nothing can be said about the time the subproblems spend to find a
solution that gives a gap smaller than the gap limit that has been set.

Interrupting the subproblems based on the the criteria mentioned above will not neces-
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sarily return an optimal solution. Still, the solutions can be used to recover an upper
bound for the overall problem when Phase 2 is finished. This upper bound is found by
(3.24), which states that an upper bound to the solution in the RMP is the current ob-
jective value plus the reduced cost for the optimal columns from the subproblems. In the
case when the optimal column is not found in the subproblem, the duality gap from the
subproblem is also added to this bound to find a valid upper bound. The two stopping
criteria can also be combined. In this case, the one that is first reached will be used.

6.3 Heuristics for finding feasible solutions

Because Lagrangian relaxation may not find feasible solutions and the solution time of the
branch and price procedure can potentially last for a long time, two simple heuristics are
implemented for each of the decomposition methods in order to find feasible solutions.
The heuristics implemented for each decomposition method are similar and are based
on either fixating the primary reserve bid made in the first stage or fixating the unit
commitment decisions made in the second stage stage. Because the problem has relative
complete recourse, the heuristics that fixate the primary reserve bid should always return
feasible solutions. The same holds for when the unit commitment decisions are fixated
because always possible to find a set of reserve bids that corresponds to scenario with the
minimum reserve commitments, and excess production from the other scenarios can be
delivered to the spot market.

When the reserve bids are fixated based on the solution from Lagrangian relaxation, the
bids for each scenario are aggregated into one common bid across scenarios in order for the
solution to admissible. We experiment with different aggregation techniques; minimum,
maximum, mean and mode. The first stage decisions are then potentially adjusted such
that they comply with the restriction of having an increasing bid curve and fixated to
the values of these aggregated bids. The standard deterministic equivalent is then solved
with these reserve bid fixated. When we apply the heuristic that fixates the reserve bid to
the best solution found in the RMP of the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition we can use the
last reserve bid that is found before the column generation is interrupted or has stopped.
The deterministic equivalent is then solved with the reserve bid fixated. With the first
stage decisions fixated the deterministic equivalent should be easier to solve, but because
the number of integer variables is large, the solution time of this heuristic may still be
long if it is to be solved to optimality. One may therefore have to use integer solutions
that are found before optimality is proved.

The heuristic based on fixating the unit commitment decisions is for Lagrangian relaxation
done by using the the unit commitment decisions that belong to the solution that gives the
best bound found so far. This can be done without any adjustments. The deterministic
equivalent is then solved with these variables fixed. For the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition,
the unit commitment decisions that belong to the last solution found in the RMP are not
necessarily binary and need to be rounded to the nearest integer value before they are
fixated. Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the column generation algorithm are then run again to
reach optimality given the fixed unit commitment decision. When the unit commitment
decisions are fixated, the resulting problems are LPs, and this should reduce the solution
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times of both the deterministic equivalent and the subproblems in the Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition significantly.
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Chapter 7

Price modeling and scenario
generation

In order to obtain valid and interesting results from the stochastic optimization model,
a good representation of the uncertainty is important. Careful generation of scenarios
can contribute to reduce the computational time of a stochastic optimization problem
(Boomsma et al., 2014), and the quality of the scenario tree is also an important deter-
minant of the quality of the solutions obtained from the model (Kaut, 2014). Forecasting
and representation of the uncertainty of electricity prices is furthermore becoming in-
creasingly important in today’s electricity markets where decisions on when and to which
market to deliver electricity is becoming a more complex task.

Similar to King and Wallace (2012b), we view the representation and the discretization
of the random variables as part of the modeling, and this part is therefore emphasized
in the thesis. This chapter begins with a presentation of historical day-ahead prices and
primary reserve prices before we present the details of the scenario generation process.
The hydropower station modeled in this thesis is located in the NO2 price area. Hence
area prices from NO2 are used as input data for the scenario generation. Technical and
hydrological data received from Hydro that are used as input in the model are valid for
the period between 2016-04-23 until 2016-04-29, hence price forecasts for this period are
generated.

7.1 Historical prices

As described in Chapter 4, day-ahead energy and primary reserves are bid in hourly and
weekly block intervals respectively. Since the day-ahead prices for all hours are quoted
at the same time, one day in advance, hourly prices cannot be seen as a time-series, but
should rather be considered as a panel of 24 cross-sectional hours that vary from day to
day (Huisman et al., 2007). The same holds for the block-prices in the primary reserve
market.
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7.1.1 Day-ahead prices

Figure 7.1 illustrates the historical day-ahead prices in the NO2 area for all 24 hours
from 2013-01-01 to 2015-04-22. Several features that stem from the physical conditions
governing electricity production, transmission and consumption can be spotted in the
dynamics of these electricity prices.

Table 7.1: Day-ahead price characteristics, 2013-01-01 to 2016-04-22 [NOK/MWh].

Hour Mean Median SD Skewness Kurtosis Min Max

00:00-01:00 217.44 226.96 68.64 -0.61 3.16 14.61 398.36

01:00-02:00 211.01 220.40 70.13 -0.61 3.11 5.93 390.70

02:00-03:00 207.12 215.90 71.08 -0.59 3.08 4.93 387.44

03:00-04:00 205.30 215.00 71.82 -0.59 3.04 7.10 388.00

04:00-05:00 207.27 217.43 72.00 -0.62 3.07 10.28 389.72

05:00-06:00 214.11 223.47 71.70 -0.64 3.11 9.29 391.05

06:00-07:00 223.93 231.44 70.42 -0.57 3.16 10.37 438.97

07:00-08:00 237.96 243.21 79.97 0.49 6.08 14.97 713.01

08:00-09:00 247.31 248.55 86.63 1.04 7.66 19.11 824.22

09:00-10:00 245.59 248.14 79.07 0.53 5.35 19.65 809.59

10:00-11:00 243.03 247.55 73.94 0.20 4.53 24.34 726.24

11:00-12:00 239.72 246.03 70.28 -0.12 3.87 24.79 679.53

12:00-13:00 236.65 245.11 68.75 -0.33 3.38 24.79 580.59

13:00-14:00 234.57 243.72 68.10 -0.45 3.16 23.98 564.76

14:00-15:00 233.23 241.81 68.87 -0.44 3.18 23.71 561.98

15:00-16:00 232.90 242.94 69.57 -0.45 3.16 25.61 591.64

16:00-17:00 236.25 244.66 73.22 -0.08 4.09 31.29 668.86

17:00-18:00 242.19 247.69 78.47 0.40 5.12 38.86 912.21

18:00-19:00 242.64 248.47 77.28 0.54 6.50 51.88 833.52

19:00-20:00 239.00 246.51 72.13 0.15 5.52 52.44 720.12

20:00-21:00 234.57 243.25 66.81 -0.46 3.13 50.45 480.77

21:00-22:00 231.45 240.57 65.86 -0.52 3.07 47.27 416.78

22:00-23:00 227.47 237.18 65.46 -0.57 2.99 45.28 405.47

23:00-24:00 220.53 231.28 66.86 -0.58 3.06 35.41 400.30

There is a clear annual seasonal pattern during the year; prices increase during early
winter and decrease again moving towards spring and summer. Due to the high share of
hydro power in the Norwegian electricity system, electricity prices are highly dependent
on the hydrological conditions. Prices generally increase when there is less water available
and decrease when there is more water available, for instance due to snow fall or melting
respectively. In addition, changes in the consumption pattern during the year affect the
seasonal pattern.

The historical price data fluctuates around a mean value. The mean value, however,
varies from hour to hour, as can be seen in Table 7.1. The prices are lowest during the
night and early afternoon, with the lowest mean price being 205.30 NOK/MWh between
03:00-04:00. Prices are highest during the morning and late afternoon, with prices being
above 240 NOK/MWh between 08:00-11:00 and 17:00-19:00. The highest mean price
is 247.31 NOK/MWh between 08:00-09:00. Since prices are dependent on demand, the
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Figure 7.1: Hourly DA prices in NO2, 2013-01-01 to 2016-04-22.
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price pattern during the day is a clear indication of the daily consumption pattern, and
the common daily load profile is characterized by a pattern of higher demand during the
morning and late afternoon.

Electricity prices furthermore show a mean reverting behaviour after periods of positive or
negative spikes, meaning that they move towards the mean value of the price process. The
direction and frequency of spikes vary throughout the year. During times of high prices,
positive spikes occur more frequently and during times of low prices negative spikes are
more frequent. There are several reasons for the occurrence of spikes, including unexpected
outage of power plants, problems with the transmission grid, extreme temperature, high
loads and bidding behaviour of market participants to mention some (Janczura et al.,
2013). One common explanation for price spikes in the Norwegian system is the difference
in supply and demand level throughout the year. During winter, when there is less water
available and higher demand, positive spikes can be the result of sudden scarcity. Negative
spikes are often present during spring when the snow is melting. During this period, hydro
producers might be obligated to release water to avoid flooding, which again will affect
the prices. Table 7.1 also shows that the higher frequency of spikes affects the distribution
of the prices. During hours of more spikes, the variance, skewness and kurtosis are higher.
The skewness is higher because the spikes are either positive or negative, leading to a less
symmetric distribution around the mean. The kurtosis is furthermore higher because the
higher spike frequency results in a distribution with larger tails.

The historical data shows that the hourly prices are highly positively correlated. The
correlation is on average 0.918, with the smallest correlation being 0.787 and the highest
correlation being 0.997. Correlation is largest for consecutive hours. For example, the
correlation between consecutive hours is close to 1 from 00:00 and 06:00, while it is closer
to 0.8 for hours further apart. The large positive correlation can be explained by the
common information set for the panel of 24 hourly prices since they are quoted at the
same time. This observation consequently supports modeling electricity prices as a panel
of hourly prices. The full correlation matrix can be found in Appendix A.

7.1.2 Primary reserve prices

Figure 7.2 illustrates the historical weekly prices in the NO2 area for the different primary
reserve blocks from 2013-01-01 to 2015-04-22. The prices are plotted together with weekly
average day-ahead prices for each block. These prices are found as the average weekly
price for the hours within the corresponding block in the primary reserve market.

It can be seen that the characteristics and patterns of primary reserves differ considerably
from what is seen in the day-ahead market. The most prominent difference is the lower
price levels of primary reserves compared to the price levels in the day ahead market.
As previously mentioned, producers receive only payment for the reserved capacity, not
the possible generated electricity. Most often, the reserves are not generated, and Allen
and Ilić (2000) argue that primary reserves generally have an expected low cost and that
the price of primary reserves, consequently, is expected to be lower than the price of
electricity in the day-ahead market. The volatility of primary reserve prices and the
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Figure 7.2: Weekly primary reserve prices and average weekly block-wise day-ahead prices,
2013-01-01 to 2016-04-22.
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Table 7.2: Primary reserve price characteristics, 2013-01-01 to 2016-04-22 [NOK/MW].

Block Mean Median SD Skewness Kurtosis Min Max

Week - night 80.65 65.00 66.02 2.66 11.55 0.00 480.00

Week - day 52.73 40.00 31.14 2.60 12.54 0.00 240.00

Week - evening 56.74 45.00 43.50 3.29 16.58 0.00 240.00

Weekend - night 68.81 50.00 75.34 2.51 10.66 0.00 440.00

Weekend - day 41.76 35.00 42.25 2.12 8.89 0.00 210.00

Weekend - evening 48.15 38.00 44.40 1.88 7.31 0.00 300.00

presence of spikes also differ from what seen in the day-ahead market. A further analysis
of the primary reserve prices reveals that the price level is higher during the night blocks
with a corresponding higher standard deviation. These results are presented in Table
7.2.

Another difference between the two markets is that the seasonal pattern of primary re-
serves is both less prominent and different from the seasonality in the day-ahead market.
Reserve prices are seen to increase during spring and to be on a generally lower level at
other times during the year. These variations are negatively correlated with the seasonal
variations in the day-ahead market. The negative correlation varies from -0.224 between
the weekend-night block and the corresponding average price in the day-ahead market for
this block to -0.013 for the week-evening block. The full correlation matrix can be found
in Appendix A.

Based on the above discussion, it can be argued that the primary reserve prices are
negatively correlated with the expected day-ahead price. The day-ahead market is settled
after the primary reserve market, but considering the volumes traded in the primary
reserve market compared to the day-ahead market, we argue that the price in the day-
ahead market should be modeled as independent of the price of primary reserves. As
the day-ahead market prices are not known at the time of bidding in the primary reserve
market, the primary reserve market is modeled as dependent on the expected price in the
day-ahead market.

As for the day-ahead market, the correlation between the different primary reserve blocks
is positive, see Appendix A. The information set is updated at the same time for the
weekend block and week blocks separately, thus the correlation is largest between blocks
at the same time of the week. The overall positive correlation can be explained by the
conditions governing the price formation in electricity markets, such as temperature and
rainfall, which will affect the overall price level in the period. The historical prices also
show that the correlation is somewhat larger for the weekend blocks compared to the week
blocks.

7.2 Scenario generation

Solving a stochastic program with the original continuous distribution can only be done
for small instances, otherwise the problem will become too large to solve in a reasonable
amount of time with available computational power. Hence, the random variables in
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a stochastic optimization problem are often represented in a scenario tree in which the
continuous distribution of the random variables is discretized into a set of scenarios.

There are several methods developed to generate scenario trees. Kaut and Wallace (2007)
provide a survey of some of the main scenario generation methods. The paper also de-
scribes how to evaluate the scenario tree by stability requirements and testing for bias.
Another short presentation of relevant scenario generation methods can be found in Conejo
et al. (2010). Conejo et al. (2010) divide the methods in four different categories; path
based methods, moment matching methods, internal sampling and scenario reduction.
Path based methods are methods in which complete paths are built from econometric
and time series models. In moment matching methods, a discrete distribution satisfying
the statistical properties of the underlying distribution is generated. Internal sampling
is a scenario generation method based on sampling from the original distribution. Sce-
nario reduction can be combined with other methods in order to reduce the number of
scenarios to a prescribed cardinality. This is often needed because the possible number of
scenarios is limited by the computational power when solving the stochastic optimization
problem.

The distribution of prices in the day-ahead and primary reserve market is multivariate.
Their interdependency is modeled such that both price processes are dependent on the
expected price in the day-ahead market, and they are assumed to be independent con-
ditional on the expected day-ahead price. The conditional independence between them
is due to the small volumes traded in the primary reserve market, which is the market
that is settled first. Because the volumes in the reserve market are much smaller than the
volumes in the day-ahead market, totally ∼ 1 GW traded primary reserves compared to
a 374 TWh in the Nordic-Baltic day-ahead market in 2015 (Statnett, 2016; Nord Pool,
2016a), the revelation of the reserve price is assumed to not affect the realization of the
prices in the day-ahead market. An illustration is provided in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Illustration of the relationship between prices in the primary reserve market and
day-ahead market.
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Many of the methods for scenario generation are only suitable when the probability dis-
tribution is univariate. Having a multivariate distribution, only some of the methods
are seen as applicable. Amongst these are sampling, path based methods combined with
scenario reduction (Conejo et al., 2010), moment matching (Høyland et al., 2003) and
copula based methods (Kaut, 2014).

The method chosen in this thesis is based on moment matching, and scenarios are gen-
erated in a C, C++ and Fortran IDE with an algorithm for moment-matching provided
by Kaut (2003). Moment matching is conducted as one of several steps in a method
that combines forecasting and scenario generation as presented in Schütz et al. (2009).
By first fitting time-series models to historical prices and thereafter generating scenarios
based on the residuals, the correlation between the variables is captured in two ways. The
time-series will capture the characteristics of the price processes which implicitly results in
capturing the correlation between them. The correlation that is not captured, is included
in the correlation between the residual that is input to the moment matching algorithm.
The method presented in the articles is adjusted to the specific problem analyzed. An
overview of the scenario generation method is given below, and is also presented in the
flowchart in Figure 7.4. The flowchart also indicates which programs are used in the
different steps of the procedure.

1. Parametrize autoregressive models on historical data.

2. Find the distribution of the historical prediction errors. Error terms are assumed
to be identically distributed. The error terms together form a multivariate discrete
distribution for all the error terms.

3. To reduce the dimension of the multivariate distribution, perform a principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA).

4. Denote all principal components P and the principal components explaining the
highest part of the variance K. K principal components are chosen as stochastic
in the scenario generation process, while P −K components are explained by their
mean value. Calculate the first four moments of the empirical distribution of the K
stochastic principal components.

5. Generate S scenarios for the K stochastic principal components (PCs) by using a
moment matching procedure as presented in e.g Høyland et al. (2003).

6. Transform the scenarios for the PCs back to scenarios of prediction error.

7. Combine the forecasting method with the prediction errors in the scenario tree by
using the parametrized autoregressive model with the realization of the error term.

7.2.1 Preprosessing of data

Electricity prices can be viewed as consisting of two separate components; one determin-
istic and one stochastic. The deterministic component origins from deterministic hourly,
daily and seasonal variations, while the stochastic component represents random errors
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Figure 7.4: Flowchart of scenario generation procedure.

in the data. As in Janczura et al. (2013), we follow the ”industry standard” where the
day-ahead price Zt is modeled as the sum of an independent deterministic component,
Pt, and a stochastic component, St, as given by (7.1). The price models to be fitted
to historical data in Step (1) in the scenario generation algorithm are used to model
the stochastic component. Hence, the data is adjusted for the deterministic trend and
seasonal component prior to model fitting.

Zt = Pt + St (7.1)

As seen in Section 7.1.1, a characteristic of the prices in the day-ahead market is the
occurrence of spikes. Statistical models perform poorly under the presence of spikes and
significant evidence has been found for better estimation of time-series components when
the data has been treated carefully for outliers and spikes (Weron, 2014). Estimation
routines for seasonal patterns are usually quite sensitive to extreme observations (Janczura
et al., 2013). Based on their results, Janczura et al. (2013) recommend to filter and
replace extreme observations prior to estimation of seasonal components and model fitting.
This will provide more appropriate estimates for both the seasonal pattern and better
parameters of the stochastic process. Hence, prices are seasonally adjusted before price
spikes are filtered and replaced. Thereafter the seasonality that was removed is added
such that the original data without spikes can be used as a starting-point for further
analysis. Following Geman and Roncoroni (2006), seasonality can be represented by
(7.2). For the time series analysed, the function consists of a constant, a linear trend and
Fourier sinusoids with yearly period of 365 days for the day ahead prices. The function
is estimated with the least squares method in R, and the parameters of the function are
given in B. Inclusion of shorter seasonal periods has been tested, but it has shown to
not improve the results of the seasonal adjustment. This matches the observation of the
price throughout the year having one high-price period and one low-price period. The
functional fit illustrated in figure 7.5 also shows this pattern.

f s(t) = α + βt+
∑
i∈I

(γisin(
2π

p
t) + υicos(

2π

p
t)) (7.2)
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There are several methods proposed in the literature to both detect and replace spikes.
Weron (2014) mentions recursive filters, variable price thresholds, fixed price change
thresholds and regime-switching classification as reasonable methods to detect spikes.
Determining which price variations are caused by jumps and which are only variations in
the underlying base signal is challenging. It can generally be said that price spikes are
prices that surpass a certain threshold for a short period of time, but there is no com-
monly accepted definition and no common consensus of what the threshold or time interval
should be (Weron, 2014; Janczura et al., 2013). In this thesis we define a price spike to
be an increase in the absolute value greater than three standard deviations of the mean
price. Spikes could be removed recursively, but this has by inspection shown to remove
high prices not seen as spikes in the data, we therefore remove all spikes simultaneously.
The threshold of three standard deviations from the mean value is a common threshold
(Trück et al., 2007), and it works well on our data, removing all obvious spikes.

Spikes need to be replaced in order to avoid the missing value problem when identifying
time-series models. This can be done by for example replacing the spike with a chosen
threshold, with the mean value of the price before and after the spike or with one of
the prices before or after the price spike or with similar day values (Weron, 2014). In
this thesis, both positive and negative spikes are replaced with the price for the hour
before the spike occurred. Figure 7.5 shows the spike-removal process for hour 8, from
07:00-08:00.

Figure 7.5: Example of spike removal for the hour between 07:00-08:00.
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As part of the preprocessing, we need to perform a variance-stabilizing transformation.
Such a transformation requires non-negative values, but the seasonal adjustment may
create some negative values. Hence, variance stabilizing transformations are conducted
first. There exist several variance stabilizing transformation methods, but two of the
most used ones are the Box-Cox transformation and logarithmic transformation, in which
the logarithmic transformation is a special case of the Box-Cox transformation (Wei,
2006). The logarithmic transformation contributes to normalize the data and stabilize the
variance to the extent necessary to achieve a stable variance, and is therefore applied.

After the variance stability transformation, the transformed day-ahead data is seasonally
adjusted with the same approach as given by Equation (7.2). The seasonal pattern for
the primary reserve prices are not prominent, hence primary reserves are not seasonally
adjusted. The stationarity of the tests was tested with the Augmented Dickey Fuller test,
and the results show that the hypothesis of the time series being stationary after the
transformations cannot be rejected. Thus the tests indicates stationarity.

7.2.2 Identification of time-series models

Following the variance stabilizing transformations and removal of deterministic price com-
ponents, price models can be fitted to the historical prices. In order to find models that
represent the historical data, previous work within the field of price modeling of electricity
prices can be used to establish preliminary hypothesis of possible models.

The majority of traded electricity is traded in the day-ahead market, and there has been
extensive research on modeling prices within this market. An overview of models can be
found in Weron (2014). The paper classifies the modeling approaches in five main groups;
multi-agent, fundamental, reduced-form, statistical and computational intelligence tech-
niques. In this thesis, statistical methods based on a mathematical combination of the
previous prices and/or previous or current values of exogenous factors are seen as most
applicable. Well known statistical models are ARMA and GARCH. ARMA models are
used to model time series with constant variance, while GARCH models are used in the
presence of heteroskedasticity. There are however examples where GARCH models have
performed poorly when applied to electricity price forecasting (Weron, 2014). The quality
of the methods generally depend on their ability to incorporate factors characterizing the
data. Contrary to day-ahead price modeling, there has been little research on modeling
primary reserve prices.

Analysis of the historical prices for the current case is also a necessity in the process
of identifying good candidate models. Looking at the acf and pacf plots of the prices
facilitates the analysis. Figure 7.6 illustrates the acf and the pacf of the day-ahead price
for the first hour and the primary reserve prices for the first block respectively.

Taking this into account, together with the historical use of ARMA models for modeling
electricity prices, ARMA models have been chosen to model all hours of the day-ahead
market. The ARMA model is given by (7.3). The residual, εt, in the model is i.i.d white
noise with 0 mean, E(εt) = 0, and has finite variance, E(ε2

t ) = σ2. The model consists of
both autoregressive and moving average terms.
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Figure 7.6: Acf (left) and pacf (right) of day ahead prices from 07:00-08:00 (upper) and primary
reserve prices for the week-night block (lower) after transformation and removal of trend and
seasonality.

yt = c+
∑
i∈I

φiyt−i +
∑
i∈I

Θiεt−i + εt (7.3)

Blockwise primary reserve prices are modeled with ARMAX models, with the expected
day-ahead price as an exogenous parameter. This is inspired by the method presented in
Boomsma et al. (2014) and it contributes to preserve the cross correlations between the
primary reserve market and the expectation of prices in day ahead market. The ARMAX
model is given by (7.4). The formula includes all of the same terms as the ARMA model,
but is expressed with different terms than the ARMA model above to distinguish the
models. The ARMAX models also includes an extra term for the exogenous parameter,
zt.

xt = d+
∑
i∈I

γixt−i +
∑
i∈I

Γiut−i +
∑
i∈I

αizt−i + ut (7.4)

All models have been fitted using auto.arima in R which uses unit root tests, minimization
of the AICc and MLE to obtain the best-fit model (Hyndman and Athanasopoulos, 2014).
Autofit is seen to give many terms for complicated processes, and the maximum number
of AR and MA terms are therefore set to 3 for the residuals in both the primary reserve
market and the day-ahead market since this gives small errors without overfitting the
model. The parameters and test-statistics of the model fit are given in Appendix A.1.
The quality of the model is estimated by the log-likelihood values and t-values. Estimation
of t-values and p-values indicate that the significance of the parameters are high, rejecting
the null-hypothesis that the coefficient has no effect.
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7.2.3 Principal component analysis

Principal components analysis (PCA) is a technique used to reduce the dimensions of
data sets by transforming correlated variables into a smaller set of uncorrelated variables,
while retaining a large share of the variance (Alexander, 2008). The assumption behind
the method is that the dimension can be reduced when the variables depend on a smaller
set of common factors, denoted principal components (PCs). It is beneficial to conduct
a PCA before performing moment matching because the moment matching algorithm
by Kaut (2003) is slower when the set of random variables increases (Høyland et al.,
2003).

The matrix of uncertain variables, ξ ∈ RT×n (n time series of length T), can be expressed
by the vector of PCs, ξ̃ ∈ RT×n, of the covariance matrix, Σ, multiplied with the inverse
of the orthogonal matrix, denoted X ∈ Rn×n. The eigenvectors of Σ are columns in the
orthogonal matrix (Alexander, 2008). This relationship is expressed in (7.5).

ξ = ξ̃X (7.5)

The variance of the PCs is given by the eigenvalues vi of Σ. By including the PCs that
describe most of the variance, the essential information is kept while the dimension of
the data is reduced. Keeping only the PCs that explain the highest share of variance
ξ̃∗ ∈ RT×ñ, the original uncertain variables ξ can be approximated by (7.6), in which
X∗ ∈ Rñ×n. Note that X is ordered after the size of the eigenvalues of Σ, with the largest
eigenvalue first.

ξ ≈ ξ̃∗X∗ (7.6)

The principal component analysis is conducted separately on the historical residuals in
the panel of 24 hourly prices in the day-ahead market and the panel of 6 blocks in the
primary reserve market. As can be seen from the results in Figure 7.7, the PCA reduces the
dimension from 24 to 10 dimensions for the day-ahead prices and from 6 to 3 dimensions
for the primary reserve prices while preserving above 95 % of the variance. Such a high
cut-off has been chosen because the time for the moment matching algorithm to converge
when including 13 stochastic variables is not considered as a barrier. Note that the Pcs
explaining most of the variance, p̃∗ are used as input in the moment matching algorithm.
Thereafter the resulting scenarios for the PCs are converted to original variables using
(7.6).

7.2.4 Moment matching

Moment matching is a scenario generation procedure, whose output is a discrete joint
distribution. It performs mathematical transformations on the moments of the marginal
distributions and their correlation matrix in order to generate scenarios. The method can
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Figure 7.7: Cumulative variance of principal components.

be adjusted to include any statistical property of the marginals, but Høyland and Wallace
(2001) refer to own empirical analysis and other studies showing that the important
statistical properties of the marginals are the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis. A
great advantage of the method is that there is no need to assume a specific distribution
of the marginals to facilitate the scenario generation process.

The moment matching procedure, as described by Høyland et al. (2003), is summarized
in Figure 7.8. The procedure is divided into two phases. In the first phase the moments
of the original marginal distributions are transformed such that independent univariate
outcomes can be generated. In the second phase the whole process is inverted so that the
generated outcomes get the desired statistical properties/moments.

Figure 7.8: Moment matching procedure.

1. Using (7.7), the original random variable Z̃ ∈ Rn is transformed to the random
variable Ỹ ∈ Rn such that Ỹ has µ = 0 and σ2 = 1 and the skewness and kurtosis
has the same value as Z̃. In (7.7) α is the square root of the standard deviation of
Z̃ and β is the mean value of Z̃. This transformation is conducted since the matrix
transformation in step 2 needs random variables with µ = 0 and σ2 = 1 as input.

2. The matrix transformation given by (7.8) transforms the correlated variables in Ỹ
to independent univariate outcomes X̃ . The matrix transformation uses the lower-
triangular matrix L ∈ Rn×n from the Cholesky decomposition of the correlation
matrix R ∈ Rn×n, given by LLT = R.
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3. Values from N (0, 1) are sampled and used in the cubic transformation given by (7.9)
to obtain discrete outcomes X̃ ′ with target moments of the random variable X̃ .

4 Using (7.7) the discrete outcome Ỹ ′ of Ỹ are obtained.

5 Using (7.8) the discrete outcome Z̃ ′ of Z̃ with correct correlation are obtained.

Z̃ = αỸ + β (7.7)

X̃ = L−1Ỹ (7.8)

X̃i = a+ bŨi + cŨ2
i + dŨ3

i (7.9)

The transformations in the second phase allow us to achieve the target moments and
correlations separately. However, the cubic transformation affects the marginal moments
and the matrix transformation affects the correlation. Thus, the algorithm only provides
approximate results, except from when the random variable X̃ is independent. Note
that the original random variables that are input to the moment matching algorithm
are uncorrelated, but not independent. The algorithm implemented by Kaut (2003) is
therefore iterative in step 3 and 4 with the errors εx and εy measuring the distance from
the target marginals and target correlation respectively. These errors are calculated as a
root-mean-squared-error, and the algorithm is set to iterate until the errors are within a
prespecified range.

In addition to the moments and correlation matrix of Z̃, the number of scenarios and their
probabilities are needed as input to the moment matching procedure. The probabilities
of the scenarios are chosen to be equiprobable such that ps = 1/|S| ∀s ∈ S where
|S| is the number of scenarios. In addition, the maximum errors εx and εy have to be
prespecified. We have experienced that the algorithm converges for 55 scenarios and more
with a maximum error of εx and εy set equal to 0.1. For less than 55 scenarios, the errors
have to be increased since the algorithm since it is more challenging to find the correct
distribution when fewer scenarios are included. Note however that the convergence of
the algorithm given a presoecified maximum correlation and moment errors is not only
determined by the number of random variables, but also the structure of their moments
(Høyland et al., 2003).

Part of the criticism towards using moment matching is that the method does not capture
asymmetric dependence, a situation in which the dependence in down-turns differs from
the up-turns. This is often the case in a power system with a large share of hydropower,
resulting in electricity prices being higly dependent on rainfall. However, in the short-term
model implemented, dependency between electricity prices and rainfall/inflow is not taken
into account. Correlation between electricity prices within and between the day-ahead and
primary reserve market can furthermore be assumed to not be asymmetrically correlated
since they depend on the same factors. Thus, including asymmetric dependence in the
scenario generation procedure would not increase the accuracy of the generated scenarios.
This is an argument towards using moment matching instead of e.g copula based scenario
generation which would require us to make more assumptions about the parameters of
the method.
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While the moments of the resulting distribution from the scenario generation match the
moments of the historical principal components, the maximum value of the resulting
distribution does not correspond to the historical maximum value. The kurtosis of the
distributions of the residuals are quite high, meaning that the distributions have fat
tails. There is only a small probability for the values at the tails to occur, but these
scenarios can still be generated. For the primary reserve price this results in scenarios
with much higher prices than the prices observed. Scenarios that deviate too much from
the historical maximum or minimum value are not desirable and are therefore deleted.
After deletion the moments of the resulting distribution is again compared to the moments
of the historical principal components since deleting scenarios from the distribution will
affect the moments. There is consequently a trade-off between removing outliers and
retaining moments of the historical distribution. The resulting prices for the day-ahead
market does not exceed the historical prices observed in the market to such an extent
that it is seen as beneficial to remove them.

The moment matching algorithm is implemented such that it generates outcomes for
one stage. Primary reserve prices for each block are the same for the whole week, and
scenarios from the scenario generation can therefore be used directly. However, day-ahead
price scenarios for seven consecutive days need to be generated. Høyland and Wallace
(2001) state that expanding the scenario generation algorithm from one to several periods
complicates the scenario generation procedure because also intertemporal dependencies
between stages need to be considered. The intertemporal dependencies between the stages
in the scenario generation procedure in this thesis is captured by the time-series models.
The residual distribution is the same for all days throughout the week. Based on this, the
multistage scenario tree is generated by random sampling scenarios without replacement
for all days during the week.

As previously discussed, the presence of spikes is a central characteristic of prices in the
day-ahead market. Including spikes in the final scenario tree is important in order to
value the opportunities to bid in the day-ahead and primary reserve market correctly.
Spikes are added to the scenario tree by random sampling spikes from historical spikes
during a period of +/- 15 days around the same time-period that is analysed. Spikes are
sampled conditionally on spikes the hour before because spikes often are seen to occur for
consecutive hours.

7.2.5 Resulting scenario tree

The resulting day-ahead scenarios and primary reserve scenarios are illustrated in Figure
7.9. The Day-ahead and primary reserve scenarios are seen to follow the true price process
closely, capturing changing prices between hours in the day-ahead market and between
blocks in the primary reserve market.

For the DA prices, it can be observed that the true price lies within the 1st and 3rd
quartile of the generated scenarios the first days before increasing to a generally higher
level just above the 3rd quartile. The scenarios capture the price movement during a
day well; there are lower prices during the night and higher prices during the morning
and late afternoon/evening. It can also be seen that the scenarios manage to capture
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Figure 7.9: Resulting scenarios for day-ahead and primary reserve prices for 2016-04-23 to
2016-04-29. Illustration based on scenariotree consisting of 100 scenarios.

the possibilities of higher prices during the first hours of the day, such as the high price
period during the penultimate day. There are historically only negative spikes in the
weeks around the time period analysed. Consequently only negative spikes are sampled
and added to the scenarios in the scenario tree. The minimum value of the scenario tree
therefore vary more than the maximum value.

The realized price of the primary reserves is also seen to lie within the 1st and 3rd quartile.
The scenarios capture the higher price level during the night and the lower price level
during the day. The last figure represents the relationship between the price scenarios
in the day-ahead market and the primary reserve market. Primary reserve prices are,
as previously discussed, modelled as dependent on the expected price in the day-ahead
market. The negative correlation between these prices are seen to be captured with prices
in the primary reserves being high when prices in the day-ahead market are low.
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7.2.6 Stability of the scenario tree

Using the same notation as earlier in the thesis, the stochastic random variables are
denoted by ξ and the discrete outcome of the stochastic variables are given by ξ̆. The
error of using the discrete random variables compared to the true distribution, is for a
maximization problem expressed by (7.10) (Kaut and Wallace, 2007). The quality of the
scenario generation method can be evaluated by investigating the size of this error and
the stability of the solutions to the optimization problem (Kaut and Wallace, 2007).

ef (ξ̃, ξ̆) = F (argmaxF (x, ξ̃); ξ̃)− F (argmaxF (x, ξ̆); ξ̆) (7.10)

There are two types of stabilities that should be evaluated; out-of sample and in-sample
stability. In-sample stability means that the solution to the optimization problem solved
with K different scenario trees generated with the same input data, should give the same
objective value. This is expressed through (7.11). Out-of sample stability means that the
solution of the approximated problem is close to the true optimal solution as expressed by
(7.12). Thus, the out-of sample test is the evaluation of the objective function value for a
given decision. Having an out-of sample stable solution means that the real performance
of the solution does not depend on the scenario tree that is being used.

F (x∗k, ξ̆k) ≈ F (x∗l , ξ̆l) k, l ∈ K (7.11)

F (x∗k, ξ̃) ≈ F (x∗l , ξ̃) k, l ∈ K (7.12)

For a random scenario-generation process, such as moment matching, several trees can be
generated with the scenario generation method. In-sample stability is tested for 40-100
scenarios in intervals of 15 scenarios. These tests are run for 10 hours each. The stability
of the tree is measured by the coefficient of variance (CV), which indicates the dispersion
of the objective function value around the mean value. It is calculated by dividing the
standard deviation by the mean. Figure 7.10 illustrates the mean value and the CV with
respect to the number of scenarios. The mean value can be seen to be varying around the
same value, but with little consistency in the variations given the number of scenarios.
The CV however show less variation in the objective function value when solving the
problem with 70-100 scenarios. Based on the stabilization of the CV, we conclude that
the scenario tree can be considered as stable for 70 scenarios.

In the out of sample tests, the k first stage solutions from the in-sample tests are used
as input. Out-of sample stability should be tested with the true distribution, but this
is considered very difficult. Approximation tests can be conducted instead by building
reference trees (Kaut and Wallace, 2007). The reference tree in this thesis is created by
merging 10 smaller trees with 100 scenarios each, resulting in a scenario tree with 1000
scenarios. Note that the problems solved in the out-of sample tests are not stochastic
problems since the first stage solutions are fixed. Consequently, the solution of the opti-
mization problem with solved with the reference tree with 1000 scenarios can be solved by
solving 10 smaller problems with 100 scenarios each, thereafter finding the expected value
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Figure 7.10: In-sample stability.

of the solutions. Similarly as for the in-sample stability testing, the results are given by
the CV. The out-of sample stability is only tested for the scenario tree with 70 scenarios
that are considered to be stable. The results of the out-of sample tests results in mean
value of that the out-of-sample stability of the scenario tree has a CV of 0.1 % with a
mean value of 1 970 895. These results show that the scenario tree can be considered as
out-of-sample stable.

7.2.7 Implementation considerations

The scenario generation procedure implemented results in realistic price scenarios that
manage to capture the price characteristics in both markets. This include the mean-
reverting, seasonal and spiky behaviour of day-ahead prices and the correlation between
the day-ahead and primary reserve prices. Modeling day-ahead and primary reserve prices
as a panel of prices, facilitate capturing the characteristic of the separate hourly day-ahead
prices and the blockwise prices. It is clear that the daily price pattern in the day-ahead
market is especially well capture with prices being higher in the morning and afternoon.
The historical prices for the week modeled is seen to fall within the max-min scenarios in
both the day-ahead market and the primary reserve market.

For the day-ahead market it is however seen that the price falls outside the 1st to 3rd
quartile for hours during the two last days. Hence, more complex price models that
capture the inherent spiky behaviour of the day-ahead price process can be tested to see
if they perform better. Including spikes by random sampling as done in thesis, is however
considered as sufficient for the purpose of this thesis.

The ARMAX model used for modeling primary reserve prices capture the correlation
between the expected day-ahead prices and the primary reserve prices through the ex-
ogenous parameter. Including this price response is considered valuable for the scenario
generation procedure implemented. Modeling the primary reserve prices with an autore-
gressive mean reverting process, similarly to the day-ahead prices, can be seen to result
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in realistic scenarios. However, considering the small quantities traded and the demand
being set by the TSO, other price models can be considered tested in order to capture
the large number of zero value prices that can be seen in the historical reserve price data.
Integrating other price processes in the scenario generation procedure can successfully
be done since the procedure uses the residuals from the price models fitted to historical
prices.

Random sampling of the residuals from the moment matching procedure for the day-ahead
prices results in a weekly forecast that can be seen to retain the uncertainty in market
prices further away from operating time. This is considered as a better approach than only
including uncertainty in the forecast for the first day, thereafter treating the residual as
zero when forecasting for the consecutive days during the week, which is another possible
approach. Due to the mean reverting behaviour of the ARMA model this approach would
have resulted in a forecast with less variance in prices further from operating time, which
is not seen as a realistic assumption.

The resulting scenario tree shows a highly stable behaviour, both in-sample and out-of-
sample. This indicate that the implemented scenario generation procedure function well
and that the problem can be solved with different scenario trees. However, as will be
discussed in Chapter 9, the optimal decisions of the problem, for which the stability has
been tested, strongly depend on the level of prices compared to the marginal water values.
Hence, the stability of the tree can be assumed to be lower when solving the problem for
other test instances.
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Chapter 8

Case description

Two watercourses located in the NO2 price area and operated by Norsk Hydro ASA
are modeled in the thesis. Both watercourses are part of larger watercourses with other
producers owning and operating power stations upstream and downstream of the modeled
part of it. However, in the model, the included power stations are operated independently
from the operation of power stations outside the analysis. This chapter begins with a
presentation of the two watercourses and the parameters associated with the operations
of the associated power stations. All topology and operational data are received from
Hydro’s operational optimization model and thereafter processed in Excel and R. The
data cover the same time-periods as the price forecast generated, 2016-04-23 until 2016-
04-29.

8.1 Watercourses

The first watercourse, referred to as watercourse 1, consists of four reservoirs and one
small intake reservoir as illustrated to the left in Figure 8.1. Upstream of the first power
station there are three reservoirs, which in the model is aggregated to one reservoir.
This aggregation will not result in large differences in the way the power station are
operated, since the upper reservoirs store an increasing amount of water if there is risk of
spillage Eriksrud and Braathen (2014). The three upper reservoirs, both independently
and aggregated, are considerably larger than the lower reservoir in the model. This can
also be seen from Table 8.1. There is furthermore a small intake reservoir upstream of
the lower reservoir, but this reservoir is not included in the model.
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Figure 8.1: Watercourse 1.

Watercourse 2 is illustrated in Figure 8.2. It consists of five reservoirs in cascade, all
connected to a power station. The upper reservoir is considerably larger than the other
four reservoirs which function only as intake reservoirs that do not store water over a
longer time period.

Figure 8.2: Watercourse 2.

For both watercourse 1 and 2, 63 water value cuts are included. The reservoirs within each
watercourse are interdependent, but the two watercourses are not. Hence, the watervalue
cuts are separate for each watercourse. For watercourse 1, the water value for the aggre-
gated upper reservoir is found as the volume weighted average of the water values for the
three aggregated, individual reservoirs. The time-period under analysis is characterized
by high inflows due to snow melting and the marginal water values are correspondingly
low.

There are seven power stations in the two watercourses altogether. The number and
characteristics of the generators in the power stations vary. This can be seen in Table
8.1. Both the minimum and maximum production level vary between the generators, with
the smallest production level being as low as 2.3 MW and the maximum production level
being as high as 102 MW. These limits and the maximum discharge through the generators
are amongst the determinants for the optimal operation of the power stations. Another
important determinant is the relationship between the power output and discharge of the
power stations.
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Table 8.1: Technical overview of watercourse 1 and 2.

Watercourse Res. V Gen. Pmin Pmax Qmax
[Mm3] [MW ] [MW ] [m3/h]

1
1 178 1 14.1 41.9 57600

2 1.6
2 29.2 76.0 55 887
3 29.2 78.0 5 760

2

3 1064 4 2.3 30.4 324 000

4 1.5
5 4.7 102 1.37961
6 4.7 102 141 481

5 0.6
7 14.3 63.8 95 346
8 15.1 59.4 95 346
9 13.3 59.4 99 648

6 0.6 10 4.3 26.5 277 200
7 0.6 11 10.1 30.3 374 400

The relationship between the power output of a power station and discharge through
the turbines are given by production discharge curves (P-Q curves). There are different
P-Q curves associated with the possible combinations of producing generators in the
power station. We have however chosen to model each generator independently, hence
only the combinations where each generator runs alone are included. These curves are
normally concave, but the optimization model implemented requires linear curves. The
P-Q curves are therefore approximated by piecewise linear curves. It is clear that the
best linearization is the one with the highest accuracy and the fewest lines. We have
chosen to model the P-Q curves by three lines since this results in production curves
with a good enough quality. Including more lines would result in more constraint in the
optimization problem and correspondingly higher solution times, which is not desirable
given the accuracy needed. The set of curves are chosen such that one line intersects the
best point, the point of highest efficiency, and one line intersects the point of maximum
production. Two lines have been chosen to approximate this part of the curve. The
last line intersect the point of zero discharge and the best point. This results in a break
point at the best point of the P-Q curve. This is desirable since the optimal production
point is near the best point, and the solution to a linear optimization problem lies at a
corner point. An example of the linearization is illustrated in Figure 8.3. Approximations
of all the P-Q curves can be found in Appendix C. The linearizations approximate the
curves well, except for the part of the curve close to the minimum discharge point. A
better approximation of this part of the curve could be included, but the optimization
model then needs to be adjusted to account for these changes. These adjustment includes
introducing binary variables associated with the unit commitment decision in the P-Q
constraint. Initial tests run with these adjustments show that the solution-time increases
considerably. The increase in solution time is considered as high compared to the added
value of better approximations of the P-Q curves. Hence, the model is implemented with
P-Q curves that go through intersect the point of zero.
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Figure 8.3: Example of piece-wise linear approximation of P-Q curves for generator 4.

Inflow is modeled as deterministic in the model. The expected inflow for the watercourses
is illustrated in Figure 8.4. The expected inflow for reservoir 2, 3 and 4 in watercourse 2
is zero and are not included in the figure. In watercourse 1, the expected inflow in the two
reservoirs is approximately at the same level and highly fluctuating in the beginning of the
week. The inflow in reservoir 3 and 7 in watercourse 2 is very high for the whole period,
with the inflow in reservoir 3 being more variable than in reservoir 7. The generally high
inflows are due to time of the year as previously mentioned.

Figure 8.4: Inflow in reservoirs 1, 2, 3 and 7. Inflow in all other reservoirs is zero.
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Chapter 9

Computational study of the
deterministic equivalent

This chapter presents the main findings from tests performed on the deterministic equiva-
lent of the model. To get an idea of the complexity of the model, the chapter begins with
a presentation of the size of the SMIP model. We will then conduct a sensitivity analysis
with respect to input parameters in order to investigate how different input parameters
of the model affect the complexity and solution time. The sensitivity analysis is then
used as a starting point for finding two distinct realistic test instances to be tested with
decomposition methods.

The optimization model has been implemented in the Mosel modeling language and solved
with Xpress-MP v7.8.0. When solving a problem with binary variables, Xpress first
finds the solution of the LP relaxed problem before using root cuts and heuristics and
thereafter branch and bound to find the best integer solution. Large-scale SMIP models
are difficult to solve to optimality within reasonable time. Feasible solutions found before
optimality is reached are therefore stated with the corresponding duality gap when the
time limit decided is reached. The duality gaps stated in this and the following chapters
are calculated by (9.1) in which LB is the primal feasible lower bound and UB is the
upper bound.

Duality gap =
UB − LB

LB
· 100% (9.1)

All tests have been run on a 64-bit Windows 7 PC with 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7-3770 CPUs
(4 cores, 8 threads) and 16 GBRAM.

9.1 Problem size

As can be seen from Table 9.1, the implemented problem is characterized by many con-
straints and variables, both continuous and binary, and the size of the model grows with
the number of scenarios. All restrictions except the bidding curve are given for each
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scenario, hence increasing the number of scenarios by a given percentage results in the
same percentage increase in the number of variables and approximately same percentage
increase in the number of restrictions. The size of the problem is also related to the size of
the watercourse. Watercourse 2 is more than twice the size of watercourse 1 with respect
to both the number of constraints and variables.

For large problems, there is often some sort of redundancy among the variables and con-
straints. Thus, as a first step of the solution process, Xpress tries to reduce the problem
size by identifying and removing redundant rows and columns by performing a set of
presolve procedures on the model. This collection of procedures will often contribute
to greatly improve the performance of the optimizer by modifying the problem matrix,
resulting in a reduction in both the number of constraints and variables. The results
in Table 9.1 show that the presolve procedure reduces the number of variables and con-
straints, but the percentage decrease is the same regardless of the number of scenarios
included. This means that the presolve procedure does not help counteract the increase
in problem size associated with including more scenarios in the stochastic optimization
problem.

Table 9.1: Problem size of deterministic equivalent before and after presolve for different
number of scenarios (S) and watercourses (W).

Before presolve After presolve

S W
Constraints Variables Bin. var. Constraints ∆ Const. Variables ∆ Var.

[#] [#] [#] [#] [%] [#] [%]

40
1 146 798 131 337 20 160 137 865 -6.1 115 852 -11.7
2 363 014 334 449 53 760 349 565 -3.7 320 922 -4.0

1&2 496 511 458 976 73 920 480 722 -3.2 480 722 -4.9

70
1 259 673 232 347 35 280 243 869 -6.1 204 951 -11.7
2 642 209 591 699 94 080 618 410 -3.7 567 762 -4.0

1&2 878 396 812 016 129 360 850 454 -3.2 772 344 -4.9

100
1 372 575 333 357 50 400 349 892 -6.1 294 042 -11.7
2 921 431 848 949 134 400 887 267 -3.7 814 587 -4.0

1&2 1 260 308 1 165 056 184 800 1 220 192 -3.2 1 108 110 -4.9

The solution time is highly related to problem size and complexity. As an illustration of
the relationship between solution time and the size of the problem, a comparison of the
solution times for watercourse 1, 2 and the two combined are given in the plot to the
left in Figure 9.1. It can be seen that the test for the combined problem instance does
not find a feasible solution, clearly indicating the large increase in problem complexity
and solution time when including more units. The differences between watercourse 1
and 2 are however not prominent even though watercourse 2 increases the size of the
model by above 50 % with respect to the number of variables and constraints. The small
difference might however be due to other input parameters such as the technicalities of
the power station and the marginal water values. In addition, the relationship between
the number of scenarios and the solution time is investigated by testing the model with
different number of scenarios. Figure 9.1 shows that the solution time increases with the
number of scenarios included. This is especially present when the number of scenarios is
high.
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Figure 9.1: Left: Relationship between solution time and problem instance. Tests run with a
scenario tree with 70 scenarios and maximum solution time set to 10 hours1. Right: Relationship
between average solution time given number of scenarios for watercourse 2. Tests run on 5
different scenario trees within each interval.

9.2 Computational results and sensitivity analysis

In addition to the number of scenarios, the input data can greatly impact the complexity
of the problem and hence the solution time. In this section we will therefore perform a
sensitivity analysis with respect to various input parameters. As a basis for the sensitivity
analysis, we use the original data from Hydro, and adjustments are made to these param-
eters to explore how the difficulty of the problem may be input-dependent. Through this
we try to identify test instances that would be particularly interesting to apply decompo-
sition methods on. The goal of the optimization model is to provide decision support to
power producers when the bidding decision is characterizes as complex. When the bidding
decision is seen as trivial, for example when the producer wishes to commit all generators
at all times, the need for such models is however considered to be small. It is further-
more assumed that the decomposition methods to be tested are more useful when it is
non-trivial for the producer to find the optimal bid in the coordinated bidding problem
since decomposition methods often only become truly useful when the non-decomposed
problem is too hard to solve with an optimizer such as Xpress.

Tests are performed on watercourse 1 and watercourse 2 separately. All tests are done
using the same scenario tree consisting of 70 scenarios, which is considered a stable number
of scenarios, such that the results and the solution times are easily comparable. The
maximum solution time is set to 10 hours. If the first MIP solution found is the same as
the last, it is indicated by writing the last MIP solution in italics.

The sensitivity analysis conducted considers thee factors; marginal water values, mini-
mum production level and variability in inflow. The analysis provides indications on how
difficult it is to solve the problem when prices are closer to the marginal water values, for
generators that are less efficient and when inflow to the reservoirs differ. Technical dif-

1No feasible solution found within 10 hours for the combined test instance
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ferences such as minimum production level exist between watercourses and hydro power
stations. In addition variations in inflow and marginal water value throughout the year
is a well known phenomenon. Looking at iso-price curves of the relationship between the
time of the year and the water value in a typical reservoir, for example in Doorman (2015),
it is clear that marginal water values differ throughout the year. Furthermore, looking at
the relationship between inflow in a watercourse and time of the year, it is clear that the
inflow is high during spring and low during winter. All changes to input parameters are
adjusted such that the case still can be considered realistic.

Increasing the marginal water values means increasing the cost of water, giving the pro-
ducer less incentive to use water today. The results from changing the marginal water
value by a given percentage relative to the water value in the original water value cuts are
provided in Table 9.2. Changes in marginal water value have been tested for every 10 %
increase within the interval 10%-100%, but only the results from three tests resulting in
the largest duality gap in the first node of the root cutting heuristic are presented.

Table 9.2: Sensitivity with respect to marginal water value. Marginal water value increased
by fixed percentage.

First integer solution Last integer solution
Best sol. Best UB Gap Time Best sol. Best UB Gap Time

[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]
[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]

1

Orig. 1 947 1 978 1.55 861 1 975 1 977 0.11 36 000
80 % 707 780 10.26 12 767 733 779 6.28 36 000
90 % 609 697 14.47 10 259 622 693 11.40 36 000
100 % 605 662 9.53 919 639 655 2.49 36 000

2

Orig. 6 200 6 202 0.02 4 490 6 201 6 202 0.01 13 444
70 % 3 053 3 228 5.72 31 371 3 053 3 228 5.72 36 000
80 % 2 743 3 120 13.75 30 907 2 805 3 120 11.24 36 000
90 % 2 811 3 148 11.98 23 015 2 818 3 148 11.69 36 000

A higher minimum production level means that the generating units have to produce more
electricity when being on. Thus, when prices are low or water values are high, the producer
will have a larger incentive to turn the generators off. The maximum production level for
the generators in watercourse 1 is already characterized as high and a sensitivity analysis
increasing these values would result in an unrealistic case. This is not desirable, hence,
only the minimum production level for the generators in watercourse 2 are adjusted. The
changes from the original minimum production levels for the tree test instances can be
seen in Table 9.3. The results of using these minimum production levels are provided in
Table 9.4.

Two different tests have been conducted to investigate the sensitivity with respect to
inflow. In the first test, the inflow is set to zero in all reservoirs, and in the second the
inflow in reservoir 1 in watercourse 1, which is the most variable inflow, is set as the inflow
in the other reservoirs. The results are given in Table 9.5.

Increasing only one parameter at the time indicates that the sensitivity with respect
to marginal inflow has the largest effect on the initial MIP gap and the solution time.
Tests where the marginal water value is higher is therefore interesting to combine with
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Table 9.3: Changes in minimum production level for generators in watercourse 2.

Gen 4 Gen 5 Gen 6 Gen 7 Gen 8 Gen 9 Gen 10 Gen 11
[MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW] [MW]

Orig. 2.3 4.7 4.7 14.3 15.1 13.3 4.3 10.1
1 10 30 30 15 15 15 10 10
2 10 30 30 20 20 20 10 10
3 10 40 40 20 20 20 10 10

Table 9.4: Sensitivity with respect to increasing the minimum production level in watercourse
2 according to values in Table 9.3.

First integer solution Last integer solution
Best sol. Best UB Gap Time Best sol. Best UB Gap Time

[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]
[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]

Orig. 6 200 6 202 0.02 4 490 6 201 6 202 0.01 13 444
1 6 155 6 162 0.11 12 691 6 160 6 162 0.02 36 000
2 6 144 6 148 0.07 8 230 6 147 6 148 0.02 36 000
3 6 134 6 137 0.04 23 166 6 135 6 137 0.03 36 000

Table 9.5: Sensitivity with respect to inflow. Test performed setting the inflow equal to zero
in all reservoirs and introducing more variable inflow in two reservoirs.

First integer solution Last integer solution
Best sol. Best UB Gap Time Best sol. Best UB Gap Time

[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]
[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]

1
Orig. 1 947 1 978 1.55 861 1 975 977 0.11 36 000

0 1 536 1 569 2.12 84 1 565 1 567 0.14 36 000
Variable 1 804 1 836 1.73 163 1 833 1 835 0.10 36 000

2
Orig. 6 200 6 202 0.02 4 490 6 201 6 202 0.01 13 444

0 4 711 4 717 0.13 6 684 4 714 4 716 0.05 36 000
Variable 4 473 4 479 0.15 7 841 4 476 4 479 0.06 36 000

adjustment on inflow and minimum production level. This sensitivity analysis is only
conducted for watercourse 2 and the marginal water value has been increased by 80 % in
all these tests. The results from an increase in the marginal water value of 80 % is stated
as original in the following tables with results.

The results from this sensitivity analysis are given in Table 9.6 and 9.7. Note that the
maximum solution time is set higher when adjusting both the marginal water values and
the minimum production level since a solution time of 10 hours only resulted in non-
integer solutions. The solution time is therefore set such that the optimization procedure
runs until the first integer solution is found.
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Table 9.6: Sensitivity with respect to marginal water value and minimum production level.
Marginal water value increased by 80 % in all test instance. Minimum production level as
increased according to Table 9.3.

First integer solution Last integer solution
Best sol. Best UB Gap Time Best sol. Best UB Gap Time

[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]
[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]

Orig. 2 743 3 120 13.75 30 907 2 805 3 120 11.24 36 000
1 2 649 3 002 13.34 21 866 2 662 2 998 12.76 36 000
2 2 677 2 983 11.44 46 695 2 677 2 983 11.44 46 695
3 2 679 2 968 10.76 88 739 2 679 2 968 10.76 88 739

Table 9.7: Sensitivity with respect to marginal water value and inflow. Marginal water value
increased by 80 % in all test instance. Inflow set to zero and more varying inflow introduced in
two of the reservoirs.

First integer solution Last integer solution
Best sol. Best UB Gap Time Best sol. Best UB Gap Time

[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]
[1000
NOK]

[1000
NOK]

[%] [s]

Orig. 2 743 3 120 13.75 30 907 2 805 3 120 11.24 36 000
0 68 35 413.38 58 341 68 35 413.38 58 341

Variable 264 546 721 106.94 28 334 316 547 73.02 36 000

9.3 Discussion

The analysis above shows that the solution time of the model is highly sensitive to input-
parameters. Observing the solution time and initial duality gap, it can be seen that
increasing the marginal water value has the largest individual effect on the initial duality
gap and the time until this gap is reached. Individual adjustment of the other parameters
without increasing the marginal water value increases the gap only by 0.01 % to 2 %.
These observations indicate that the unit commitment decision of the producer when the
marginal water values are low can be considered as more or less given by the relation-
ship between the overall price level and marginal water values, almost unaffected by the
uncertainty of the prices.

These observations are also correlated with the unit commitment decision. When the
initial duality gap in the root cut and heuristic is small, only a small percentage of the
resulting binary unit commitment variables are 1. For example for the tests done with the
initial data, only 95.4 % and 99.7 % of the unit commitment variables are equal to 1 in
watercourse 1 and 2 respectively. Thus, the producer wishes to schedule almost all of the
generators at all times. This pattern is especially prominent in watercourse 2 where the
minimum production level is very low. When the marginal water value increases by 90 %
in watercourse 1 and by 80 % in watercourse 2, the number of resulting binary variables
being equal to 1 decrease to 38.7 % and 38.6 % in watercourse 1 and 2 respectively.
This support the hypothesis that more variable unit commitment decisions results in an
increase in model complexity and an increase in solution times.
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Looking more closely at the changes when varying the minimal production level and
the inflow, it can be seen that the first duality gap however changes some, indicating
that higher minimum production levels results in somewhat increase in the complexity
of the problem. Similarly when changing the inflow. Varying these parameters when the
marginal water value is increased however results in large differences in solution time. In
several of the tests no duality gap is found within 10 hours, and the initial duality gap is
above 10 % for all test. The combination of higher marginal water values and changes to
inflow has the largest effect. Inflow affect the level of water in the reservoirs which again
affect the marginal water values. Hence, it is assumed that this implicit adjustment of
marginal water values are one of the major reasons for the large increase in solution time
associated with these tests.

Based on these results and the results from the sensitivity analysis conducted, we have
identified two problem instances, test instance 1 and 2, that we will apply decomposition
methods on. Test instance 1 has been decided to comprise watercourse 1 with an increase
in marginal water value of 90 % while test instance 2 comprises watercourse 2 with an
increase in marginal water value of 80 %. These adjustments are seen as realistic since
the marginal water value changes throughout the year and the price of electricity then
lies closer to the marginal water value. Comparing the production patter of these test
instances to the production pattern given above, show that the generator turns more on-
off as previously discussed. Hence, the second stage decision is considered more complex
for the power producer.

It is also of interest to investigate the convergence of the branch and bound procedure
when solving the deterministic equivalent for the two test instances. The relationship
between the duality gap and the solution time is illustrated in Figure 9.2. It is clear
that the convergence of the problem is low. The initial duality gap is high for both test
instances, but is largely reduced for test instance 1 when the solution time passes 13
hours before stabilizing at 3.5 %. For test instance 2 the duality gap is reduced during
the first iterations in the root cut and heuristic before stabilizing at 11 %. It is well known
that the branch and bound procedure can be slow, thus the results are not surprising.
Branching on the separate unit commitment decisions in the branch and bound tree only
result in a minor restriction due to the large number of unit commitment variables, hence
improvement in the best feasible integer solution found improves slowly.

To examine the effects of changes in input data on the value of the stochastic model,
we evaluate the two test instances with respect to expected value of perfect information
(EVPI) and the value of stochastic solution (VSS) and compare these values with the
unmodified input data. The results are given in Table 9.8. Note that the two test
instances only find a feasible solution wihin a gap of 3.54 % and 10.76 % for watercourse
1 and 2 respectively during 80 hours.

It can be seen that the values of the EVPI increases for test instance 1 compared to the
unmodified data. The VSS however decreases, indicating that the value of solving the
model with stochastic parameters compared to the expected value is small. However, due
to the duality gap of the feasible solution found, the EVPI given can only be considered
an upper bound of the true EVPI, while the VSS can be considered as a lower bound of
the true VSS.
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Figure 9.2: Duality gap during the root cut and heuristic, and branch and bound solution
procedure for test instance 1 and 2 respectively. Tests run on scenariotree with 70 scenarios for
80 hours.

For test instance 2, no value of the RP within a small enough duality gap was found
during a solutiontime of 80 hours. Hence, it is considered too difficult to find a proxy of
the EVPI and VSS for this test instance. However, the difference between the EEV and
WS show that there is a difference in almost 200 000 NOK between the EEV solution and
the WS solution, hence it can be assumed that there will be some value added by solving
a stochastic model.

Table 9.8: EVPI and VSS for the two test instances compared to EVPI and VSS with initial
data. For value where a duality gap exist, the EVPI and VSS are given as an interval.

RP WS EEV EVPI EVPI VSS VSS
(NOK) (NOK) (NOK) (NOK) (%) (NOK) (%)

Original
1 1 974 508 1 984 145 1 907 934 9 636 0.49 66 575 3.37
2 6 201 152 6 254 708 6 195 043 53 556 0.86 6 109 0.10

Test
instances

1 669 163 717 154 667 805 47 991 7.172 1357.6 0.203

2 NA 3 063 227 2 864 710 NA NA NA NA

Since the reserved capacity in the primary reserve market can be divided within the port-
folio of the producer it assumed that the value of the SMIP model presented is larger
when combining the two problem instances compared to solving the two test instances
separately. Thus, the increased flexibility associated with having a larger portfolio of
generating units have an added value when delivering primary reserves. Tests have been
conducted in order to find the RP solution of the two problem instances combined. How-
ever, no feasible solution is returned from the solving the problem during a solution-time
of 48 hours. Hence, the EVPI and VSS of the combined test instances have been found
to be too difficult to obtain within a reasonable amount of time. However, the EEV and

2Upper bound on EVPI. RP only solved to 3.5% optimality, thus exact EVPI ∈ [3.54 %, 7.17%]
3Lower bound on VSS. RP only solved to 3.5% optimality, thus exact VSS ∈ [0.20 %, 3.58 %]
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WS solutions have been found and it can be seen that these values are larger than the
combined values of the EEV and WS from solving the SMIP problems separately. The
EEV for the two combined test instances is 8 189 017 and the WS is 8 260 833 (initial
test instances). Thus, the increase in objective function value is 1% for the EEV and 0.2
% for the WS compared to solving the two problem instances separately. These numbers
are not large, but for a power producer with an income in the size of millions, including
all generators in the portfolio will result in an increased profit.
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Chapter 10

Computational study of
decomposition methods

This chapter is devoted an analysis of the performance of the Lagrangian and Dantzig-
Wolfe decomposition methods when applied to the SMIP problem. We start by analysing
each of the methods separately with respect to their input parameters, before the two
are compared with respect to the tightness of their bounds and convergence properties.
All tests are initially done for test instance 1, which is watercourse 1 with an increase
in marginal water value of 90 % compared to the initial data, before being applied to
test instance 2, which is watercourse 2 with an increase in marginal water value of 80 %
compared to the initial data. Tests are mainly conducted using the same scenario tree
with 70 scenarios as the deterministic equivalent. This facilitate easily comparison of the
solution methods both with respect to the results and the solution times.

The results from the decomposition methods are evaluated based on the value of their
returned upper bound; the lower the better. This bound is furthermore compared to
the value of the best upper bound from the branch and bound tree of the deterministic
equivalent found within the same time limit. All methods have been run for ten hours,
and their performances are only compared within this time limit. Thus, fast convergence
is seen as more important than absolute convergence. This is in line with the requirements
of a power producer who has limited time to make decisions about what to bid into the
different markets.

In most cases neither the Lagrangian nor Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition methods are able
to completely close the duality gap to the optimal objective value of the original problem.
Consequently, the solutions returned from the methods are infeasible with respect to
the non-anticiaptivity constraints or the unit commitment decisions depending on the
decomposition method applied. The Lagrangian decomposition returns solutions that
are not feasible with respect to the non-anticipativity constraints, while the solutions
returned from the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition are usually infeasible with respect to the
integer requirements, unless branching is applied. In order to recover feasible solutions
from the decomposition methods, two simple constructive heuristics are implemented and
tested.
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10.1 Experimental methodology

Similar to the deterministic equivalent, all decomposition methods have been implemented
in the Mosel modeling language, solved with Xpress-MP v7.8.0 and tested on 64-bit
Windows 7 PC with 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7-3770 CPUs (4 cores, 8 threads) and 16 GB
RAM.

Parallelization has been used to utilize the computational advantages of decomposing the
problem into separate subproblems. When solved in parallel, the subproblems are started
at the same time and solved simultaneously. Parallelization in Xpress is implemented
by using the module mmjobs, which includes facilities for model management, synchro-
nization of concurrent models based on event queues, and a shared memory IO driver.
With 70 subproblems and one master problem, the program could potentially solve 70
subproblems in parallel in separate threads. However, we have been solving all submodels
on the same computer without a distributed architecture. Thus, tests on the programs
are limited by the number of threads the running computer can process in parallel. As
the tests have been run on computers with 8 threads, the full potential of parallelization
is therefore not exploited.

10.2 Lagrangian decomposition

This section presents the main results of solving the SMIP problem by Lagrangian relax-
ation using different Lagrangian multiplier updating schemes. The subgradient, cutting
plane, proximal bundle and progressive hedging methods are implemented and compared.
In general, these methods differ with respect to aspects such as computational complexity,
stability and memory usage, and it is of interest to compare their performances against
each other when applied to the SMIP problem.

The optimal parameters are problem dependent and extremely hard to find, and it is
outside the scope of this thesis to go into a deep analysis of these parameters. We therefore
only seek to find reasonably good parameter values and have investigated three different
values for the input parameters of each multiplier updating scheme; high, medium and
low.

The results are illustrated in figures showing the bound from the iterations. The num-
ber of iterations completed within 10 hours differ across methods and across differently
calibrated instances of the same methods. Results are only plotted until the smallest num-
ber of iterations, since this is considered the most interesting part to compare. For more
information regarding the convergence properties of the methods, we refer to tables.

Oftentimes, the Lagrangian relaxation methods suffer from slow convergence. Thus, some
additional measures are implemented and combined with the multiplier updating methods
to try improve convergence and reduce the computational time. Methods tested are
scenario clustering and warm-start procedures.
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10.2.1 Subgradient method

The subgradient updating scheme is highly dependent on the step length. To test the
sensitivity of the method with respect to this parameter, three tests have been conducted.
In the three tests, the initial value of the step length has been set to 0.2, 2 and 10
respectively. Independent of the initial step length, the values are diminished to ensure
convergence. It is decreased by 5% every 10th iteration. The size of the reduction in step
length parameter given iteration is based on trial and error on . Figure 10.1 shows the
objective value for each iteration given different values for the step length parameter. The
best bound reached within 10 hours is given in Table 10.1.

Figure 10.1: Comparison of solutions of subgradient method with varying step length param-
eter.

Table 10.1: Best bound achieved for different initial values on the step size parameters in the
subgradient method.

t Best UB
0.2 706 625
2 700 741
10 716 965

Applying the subgradient updating scheme for the Lagrangian multiplier is seen to result
in slow convergence. Within the time-limit of 10 hours, none of the step length values
applied result in an upper bound on the objective function value that is lower than the
upper bound from the value of the LP-relaxation. A step length equal to 2 however results
in a solution that is closer to the solution of the linear relaxation than what is seen for
both larger and smaller step lengths. The results also show a clear relationship between
high initial values for the step length and the oscillating behaviour of the objective value.
For high initial values for the step length, the subgradient updating scheme is seen to
result in highly oscillating behaviour. In some cases this oscillation is necessary to ensure
a complete search to reach the optimal multiplier value, but in this case, the oscillations
are not stabilized within the time limit of 10 hours. Thus, our requirement for fast
convergence cannot allow for oscillations that might be necessary to allow for absolute
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convergence if the tests had been run longer. We conclude that t = 2 is the best choice
for initial step parameter for this SMIP problem, given the time restriction.

10.2.2 Cutting plane method

Figure 10.2 shows how the objective value of the Lagrangian dual develops during 150
iterations of the cutting plane algorithm. There are large oscillations during the first
iterations, before the objective value stabilizes after approximately 80 iterations. The
extreme oscillations occur in the beginning when few cuts have been added and the feasible
region of the objective function is large. The feasible region then gradually shrinks with
the number of iterations as more cuts are added to the master problem. The smaller
feasible region eventually results in more stable results.

Figure 10.2: Standard cutting plane algorithm.

Putting a limit on the multiplier of the cutting plane algorithm can facilitate faster con-
vergence by preventing unrealistically high and low multiplier values and avoid unneces-
sary oscillations during the first iterations, as the initial feasible region of the multipliers
shrinks proportionally to the limit. However, if the limit is too restrictive, it can prevent
optimal values from being found.

Tests are performed with three different limits on the multipliers, and the results are
illustrated in Figure 10.3. All tests, except for the test with the limit set to 100, are seen
to find a better bound than the LP-relaxation.

When the maximum limit on the multiplier is set to 100, the jump in the second iteration,
seen for the two other test runs, is avoided, but the optimal bound cannot be reached due
to some of the best multipliers lying outside the feasible region defined by the maximum
limit. Hence, this limit can be considered as too restrictive. A limit of 1000 includes
the first jump and is also seen to converge faster. However, a limit of 10 000 finds a
better upper bound during the solution time, even though it allows for a large degree of
variability during the first 30 iterations. The best bound reached within 10 hours for each
of the limits are given in Table 10.2.
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Figure 10.3: Comparison of solution of cutting plane procedure varying max limits on µ.

Based on the above, the recommendation would be to put the limit at 10 000. It oscillates,
but stabilizes relatively fast within 10 hours. Moreover, this limit does not seem to be
too restrictive to find the optimal multipliers.

Table 10.2: Best bound for different max limits on the multipliers µ in the cutting plane
algorithm.

max |µ| Best UB
100 714 968
1000 695 292
10000 689 980

In order to prevent excessive growth in problem size with increasing number of iterations,
the cutting plane algorithm can be modified to a dynamically constrained cutting plane
(DCCP) algorithm. Based on the results from the analysis above, a max limit of 10 000
on the multipliers was chosen when implementing the DCCP. The DCCP algorithm has
been implemented to see how restricting the problem size, by limiting the number of cuts
considered, can have an effect on memory usage and solution time. The objective value for
different values of maximum number of cuts considered, nmax, is plotted against objective
value in Figure 10.4, where nmax =∞ means no upper limit on the number of cuts.

As indicated by Figure 10.4, limiting the number of cuts has a large effect on the stability
of the cutting plane method. It starts to oscillate after the maximum limit is reached, and
the fewer cuts considered, the more instability. The cutting plane algorithm completes
around 150 iterations during the time limit of 10 hours, which is within the interval of
what the solver can handle, hence problem size with respect to the number of cuts is
not such a big issue. The loss in stability, measured by the oscillations, when limiting
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Figure 10.4: Comparison of DCCP varying the maximum number of cutting planes.

the number of cuts does not make it worth limiting the total number of cuts for the
problem instance considered. Thus, when the number of iterations is rather limited, it is
recommended using the original cutting plane algorithm without any limits on the number
of cuts.

10.2.3 Proximal bundle method

The proximal bundle method can contribute to stabilize the cutting plane algorithm and
avoid extreme oscillation in the earliest iterations by penalizing the objective function
for multiplier values that deviate from the current stability center. This can be seen
as soft constraints, in contrast to the hard constraint in the cutting plane when the
maximum limits was introduced. Thus, the multipliers are not prevented from reaching
their optimal values, and at the same time unnecessary oscillations in objective values in
the first iterations are avoided.

The procedure is highly sensitive to the penalty factors τ . As can be seen from Figure
10.5, varying the penalty factor has great impact on convergence. Table 10.3 shows the
best bounds achieved after 10 hours for the tested values of τ .

Table 10.3: Best bound achieved for different values of penalty factor τ in the proximal bundle
algorithm

τ Best UB
0.1 691 882
1 689 728
10 724 451

For large τ , the penalization becomes dominating and it is extremely costly to move the mul-
tiplier significantly away from the current stability center. Thus, convergence is slow. For low
values of τ the bundle method starts to look more like the standard cutting plane method and it
oscillates more during the first iterations. Based on the tested values, the method performs best
for τ = 1 and the bound after 10 hours is better than the bound from the LP-relaxation.
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Figure 10.5: Comparison of bundle method for different values of penalty factor τ .

10.2.4 Progressive hedging

The success of the stabilization when applying the proximal bundle method to the SMIP prob-
lem, makes progressive hedging particularly interesting. Similar to the bundle method, the
standard progressive hedging method does also contain a stabilizing quadratic term, but in the
subproblems instead of the master problem.

When performing initial tests with the standard progressive hedging algorithm, not a single
iteration is completed before the solver reports out of memory. The quadratic subproblems
complicate the solution procedure. Adding a quadratic term to already complex subproblems
makes the overall problem extremely hard to solve, and the growth of the branch and bound
trees in the sub problems cannot be handled by a single computer. A distributed architecture,
running each subproblem on separate computer could potentially be used to handle this issue,
but still, it gives us an indication of the complexity and scalability of the subproblems, and that
adding more into them is not a recommended approach to speed up the solution process.

As a consequence of the memory problems of the standard progressive algorithm, the simplified
version described by Escudero et al. (2013) was implemented, as this method does not include
quadratic terms in the subproblems which was seen to complicate the solution procedure due
to the complexity of the subproblems. In the following, this simplified method of progressive
hedging is referred to as progressive hedging, not the original.

The tests performed on this method are presented in Figure 10.6. The plot indicates that the
progressive hedging variant is stable, but converges to a point quite far from optimal. It achieves
the best bound when the step size parameter, ρ, is set to 10 000. However, it turns out to be
hard to tune the parameters of the model, both the initial step size and the step size regulating
procedure, to ensure fast convergence to a good bound. For the parameters tested the method
does not manage to return better bounds than the LP-relaxation.

Table 10.4 shows the best bounds achieved after 10 hours for the tested values of ρ.
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Figure 10.6: Comparison of the simplified progressive hedging algorithm for different values
of the initial step size parameters.

Table 10.4: Best bound achieved for different values of step size parameter ρ in the progressive
hedging algorithm.

ρ Best UB
1 716 339
100 716 266
10 000 708 764

10.2.5 Comparison of the multiplier updating schemes

From the analysis above, it should be clear that there are big differences among the tested
updating schemes with respect to complexity, stability and solution times. The different charac-
teristics of these updating schemes make it interesting to investigate which multiplier updating
procedure performs best on the SMIP problem. Comparing the methods is therefore of great
interest.

When comparing the methods, we have been using the most promising input parameters identi-
fied through the analysis in the previous section. These were the subgradient with t = 2, cutting
plane with |µ| ≤ 10 000, proximal bundle with τ = 1 and the simplified progressive hedging
algorithm with ρ = 10 000. These instances are compared along several dimensions; best bound,
complexity of each iteration, and by the total number of iterations completed within the time
limit. A summary of the results is presented in Table 10.5.

It can be observed that the proximal bundle method converges significantly faster than the
other updating schemes. The method also results in the best upper bound. The cutting plane
algorithm provides almost the same bound, but the convergence of the method is slower. The
multipliers of the bundle method have the same feasible region as the cutting plane, but the
quadratic penalty term in the objective function guides the search in the most promising areas.
Thus, resulting in faster convergence. Fewer iterations limit the number of cuts added and
prevent the problems from becoming very large. This is advantageous considering possible
memory issues associated with the decomposition method.

The performance of the simplified progressive hedging is the least satisfying one. Convergence
is extremely slow and the resulting upper bound is higher than the upper bound provided from
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Table 10.5: Comparison of average improvement in upper bound per iteration, average time
spent per iteration and the total number of iterations for each of the methods when run for 10
hours.

Best UB
[NOK]

Avg. imp. pr.
iteration [NOK]

Avg. time pr.
iteration [s]

Iterations
[#]

Subgradient 700 741 139 210 172
Cutting plane 689 980 374 408 94
Proximal bundle 689 728 500 500 60
Simpl. prog. hedg. 708 764 16 37 980

Figure 10.7: Comparison of the different Lagrangian multiplier updating schemes with respect
to their objective values.

the branch and bound tree within the same time-frame. This is because tuning the parameters
correctly is particularly crucial for the performance, but also very difficult to achieve, especially
since the relaxed constraints are equality constraints. Due to this, we are not able generate
feasible solutions during the run of a Lagrangian relaxation without the use of additional tech-
niques.

Similar to the progressive hedging algorithm, the subgradient method performs quite poorly due
to the same tuning issues mentioned above. The method is seen to provide good upper bounds
compared to the cutting plane method during the first iterations, but is surpassed by this in later
iterations. The feasible region of the multipliers gradually decreases as more cutting planes are
added, and the multipliers are chosen more targeted than the subgradient relying on a simpler,
less intelligent approach to adjust the step length as it progresses towards better solutions.

From column three of Table 10.5 it is clear that the solution time per iteration of the decompo-
sition methods varies significantly depending on the chosen updating method. The results also
indicate a relationship between the average solution time and average improvement in upper
bound per iteration.

There are mainly two factors driving the differences in solution time per per iteration; complexity
of the master problem and the particular values of the multipliers.

The complexity of the master problem differs between the methods, resulting in different average
solution times. The proximal bundle method results in the longest average time per iteration.
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This is partly due to the quadratic term in the objective function of the master problem, resulting
in a much more complex non-linear problem compared to the other multiplier updating methods.
In return, the average improvement per iteration is relatively large and the proximal bundle
method needs significantly fewer iterations to reach the same bound as any of the other methods.
For comparison, the relationship between the average solution time and average improvement
in bound per iteration for each of the updating schemes is given in Table 10.5.

Figure 10.8: Comparison of time per iteration for subgradient, cutting plane and bundle
method.

Some multipliers resulting in harder subproblems than other. This is illustrated by the peaks
of the graphs in Figure 10.8. Figure 10.8 also shows that the solution time per iteration has a
trend towards growing with increasing number of iterations. This is because the subproblems
are harder to solve for more ”qualified” multipliers. This is another factor driving the long
average time per iteration for the bundle method. Fast convergence to good multipliers result
in long solution time per iteration also in early iterations.

For the cutting plane and bundle method, the time per iteration will also be affected by the
growth in problem size as more cuts are added in each iteration.

In total, the proximal bundle method turns out to be the best among the tested updating meth-
ods, but closely followed by the cutting plane algorithm. The stabilizing effect used as part of
the proximal bundle algorithm, penalizing the objective function value based on the distance to
the proximal stability center turns out to be an important feature in order ensure fast conver-
gence when applying Lagrangian relaxation to the SMIP bidding problem. We will therefore use
the proximal bundle method for multiplier updating when comparing Lagrangian decomposition
with Dantzig-Wolfe and the standard branch and bound solution procedure.

10.2.6 Extensions to the bundle method

Initial multipliers
Initializing the multipliers with non-random values can compromise better starting point for
the multiplier updating algorithm and result in quicker convergence to the optimal multipliers
compared to initializing the multipliers to 0. Figure 10.9 provides a comparison of the original
bundle method initialized with multiplier values of zero and a version using a warm start pro-
cedure based on initializing the multipliers with the dual variables from the non-anticipativity
constraint returned from the LP-relaxation.
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The graph shows that there is only a small bound between the two versions, and after 10 hours
the method without the warm-start is returning the best bound. These results indicate that after
many iterations the warm-start procedure will not guide the search in the correct area to such
a different extent than initially. After many iterations the original proximal bundle updating
scheme without a warm start is returning a slightly better bound than the warm-started updating
procedure. In this particular case, applying the warm start procedure is beneficial compared to
using zero-valued multipliers when the goal is to find the best upper bound during a shorter-time
period than 10 hours.

Figure 10.9: Comparisons of the bundle methods with and without a warm-start procedure.

Scenario clustering
Scenario clustering is implemented in combination with the proximal bundle method in order to
try to achieve tighter bounds faster. When running scenario clustering for clusters of size two,
the subproblems halt in the first iteration and the solver runs out of memory. Due to the large
number of integer constraints in the subproblems, the branch and bound tree generated during
the solution process quickly becomes large and unmanageable for the solver. The individual
subproblems are complex in themselves, thus the resulting problems from aggregating pairs of
these cannot be solved to optimality with the available resources.

With more computational resources, this could however have been different. By making use
of a fully distributed architecture, each subproblem would get access to more memory that
potentially could allow the completion of the full branch and bound searching process, and it is
therefore of interest to explore the potential effect form making use of scenario clustering. The
clustering has been performed on problem instances with fewer scenarios in order to investigate
the potential advantages in terms of tighter bounds. Results after first iteration, using scenario
trees of size 10 and 20 with clusters of two and two scenarios are shown in Table 10.6.

Table 10.6 shows that there is a large cost in terms of solution time, and only small gain in
terms of tighter bounds when applying scenario clustering. Thus, for such hard subproblems as
in this particular case, there seems to be little gain of using scenario clustering.

10.2.7 Heuristics

In order to recover feasible solutions from the solution to the Lagrangian relaxation, the two
different Lagrangian based heuristics described in Section 6.3 have been implemented. These
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Table 10.6: Improvements in objective value bound by applying scenario clusters of size two
to scenario trees of different sizes.

Scenarios
[#]

Cluster size
[#]

1st bound
[NOK]

∆ bound
[%]

Time
[s]

10
1 669 910

0.9
9

2 663 793 2 430

20
1 726 698

0.8
15

2 720 905 4 883

are based on fixating reserve bids and unit commitment decisions respectively.

The unit commitment decisions can be obtained directly from the Lagrangian algorithm because
the Lagrangian solutions are integer feasible. For reserve bid heuristic, on the other hand,
we need to aggregate the bids from different scenarios into one common bid. We have been
experimenting with different aggregation techniques; minimum, maximum, mean and mode.
Table 10.7 shows the MIP solutions resulting from each of these procedures and from the heuristic
based on fixating the unit commitment decisions for tests performed on a single scenario tree
with 70 scenarios. The heuristics are applied to the Lagrangian solution found in the first
iteration of the algorithm run.

Table 10.7: MIP solutions from heuristics applied to Lagrangian solution.

Fixated
variable

Aggregation
operator

MIP
solution

Reserve bid Max 270 108
Reserve bid Mean 636 525
Reserve bid Mode 664 332
Reserve bid Min 644 741
Unit committed N/A 613 861

The heuristic based on fixating the unit commitment is outperformed by all the reserve bid based
heuristics. This heuristic fixates the unit commitment decisions based on the solutions returned
from the first iteration of the Lagrangian relaxation. These unit commitment decisions are the
same solutions as we would get by just solving the deterministic equivalent without considering
the non-anticipativity constraints. When these decisions are fixated, the quality of the resulting
MIP solution is characterized by the fact that all scenario subproblems have been optimized
based on only taking the prices of that particular scenario into account. Hence, the uncertainty
in the model will have a large impact on the solution and the flexibility of the stochastic model
is not taken into account. The heuristics could however potentially perform better if it was
applied after a larger number of iterations since the unit commitment decisions would be better
adjusted to the present uncertainty.

The best MIP solution was found found by using the reserve bid heuristic based on the mode
operator. When using the mode operator, the resulting bidding curve can be characterized as
good in many of the subproblems. Aggregating bid by using the most common value can be seen
as an ”intelligent” adjustment to the Lagrangian solutions in order to fulfill the non-anticipativity
requirement. We will therefore use the mode heuristic in the coming analyses.
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10.3 Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

This section presents the main results of solving the SMIP problem by Dantzig-Wolfe reformu-
lation combined with column generation. Similarly as for the Lagrangian relaxation, the initial
tests presented in the following have been run on test instance 1. The optimal variant of the
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method has thereafter been applied to test instance 2.

Initially the convergence of the column generation procedure is presented. Thereafter the results
from solving the problem with column generation is presented with a focus on possible ways
to reduce the computational time. Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition of problems containing integer
variables do usually not result in feasible solutions. Branch and price is therefore implemented
to search for feasible solutions when the integer restrictions are violated. A simple heuristic has
also been implemented to find feasible solutions more rapidly by using infeasible solutions from
the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition as a starting point.

10.3.1 Convergence of the column generation procedure

Initial tests on the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition result in a large number of iterations of the
RMP and long solution times. For a test run with 10 scenarios, the development of the objective
value in the RMP for the first 10 hours is a given in Figure 10.10.

Figure 10.10: Upper bound for the column generation procedure with 10 scenarios for without
stabilization for 10 scenarios.

The figure shows that changes in the objective value are small after completion of around 100
iterations. When studying the columns added to the RMP when the change in objective value
flattens out, we observe that the profit of these added columns are approximately identical to
the profit of columns that have already been added to the problem, and that the second stage
solutions are identical while the first stage solutions differ. These small changes in objective
value are therefore likely to be a result of tolerance errors in Xpress and that the objective
value is the same in all the last iterations ; there exist several equivalent solutions made up of
different columns. This is due to the fact that several bidding curves may result in the exact
same reserve contract. Consequently, adding these new columns will not improve the quality
of the solution and the solution process could potentially have been terminated much earlier
without considerable loss in the final objective function value.

Due to the slow convergence described above, a stabilization method has been implemented as
described in Section 6.2.1. The penalization on the surplus and slack variables is reset in every
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iteration to the dual values of the RMP from the previous iteration. Tests are conducted to find
strategies for updating the bounds on the surplus and slack variables. Different initial bounds
are chosen, and are decreased by 0.5% after a given number of iterations. The stabilization
procedure is evaluated based on the reduction in the number of iterations and the final bound
on the surplus and slack variables. Due to the large size and the complexity of the model, tests
have been run on a smaller problem instance with a scenario tree consisting of 10 scenarios.
Each test is done for one complete run with column generation until it is stopped because no
new columns with positive reduced cost are found, and the bounds on slack and surplus are set
to be equal. The results are presented in Table 10.8.

Table 10.8: Varying stabilizing parameters in the column generation procedure. Initial bounds
on slack and surplus variables and reduction in bound are tested.

Initial bound
on slack/
surplus

Decrease
bound every
n iterations

Number of
iterations

Final bound
on slack/surplus

No stabilization 576 -

0.5

5 110 0.209
10 105 0.349
15 103 0.387
20 103 0.427

0.75

5 98 0.366
10 93 0.551
15 92 0.611
20 93 0.643

1
5 94 0.488
10 88 0.735

The results show that stabilizing the algorithm by introducing slack and surplus variables,
decreases the number of iterations by more than 80% for all tests. The number of iterations
is seen to be lower when the initial bound is high, but in these cases, the final bound on the
variables is also higher. The same is seen when the bound is reduced less frequently. There is a
trade-off between the number of iterations and the resulting violation of the non-anticiaptivity
constraints.

Based on these results, we have chosen to start with a bound of 0.5 and decrease this bound every
10th iteration of Phase 2 in all further tests. This combination has resulted in a reduction of the
number of iterations by 82% in the test case, which is a bit less than for most of the other tests.
However, the non-anticipativity constraints are violated by only ±0.349 MW. It is considered
important that the violation is small since the model should provide an accurate bidding curve
for the power producer that is applicable for all future outcomes of the uncertainty. As will
be seen later in this chapter, more iterations are needed when the problem is solved with more
scenarios, and the violation of the non-anticipativity constraints will thus be further reduced
due to the reduction of the bound of the surplus and slack variables every 10th iteration.

10.3.2 Results from the column generation procedure

Results from running the stabilized column generation procedure for 10 hours with the scenario
tree consisting of 70 scenarios is illustrated in the two upper graphs in Figure 10.11. These
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graphs show the how the upper bound and the RMP objective function develop given time and
iterations respectively. The upper bound is found by adding the objective in the RMP and
the reduced cost from the subproblems together, as described in Section 3.2. The relationship
between solution time and iterations for the RMP and one of the subproblems is illustrated at
the top of Figure 10.12. In the top left corner of the figure, the computation time in the RMP,
including waiting for the subproblems to be finished, is given, and in the top right corner the
solution times for one subproblem is given. It is seen that the computational time in the same
subproblem can vary greatly depending on the dual values sent from the RMP and there can be
large variations in the solution time between the different subproblems.

Solving each subproblem to optimality is time consuming due to the presence of binary unit
commitment variables. Because columns added to the RMP do not need to be the optimal,
we can end the calculation in the subproblems earlier. Some variations for early stopping have
been tested by setting the parameters MAXTIME and MIPRELSTOP in the subproblems.
MAXTIME sets the maximum allowable time to run the optimization procedure. Thus, when
an optimal solution has not been found within the maximum time set by MAXTIME, Xpress
returns the current best solution. MIPRELSTOP sets the relative size of the duality gap. When
the duality gap found in the branch and bound procedure in Xpress is below the duality gap
set by MIPRELSTOP, Xpress returns the current best solution. The tests are run until no
subproblem returns columns with positive reduced cost.

The results from one run of each test instance are presented in Table 10.9. In this regard it
should be mentioned that the solution process in Xpress is non-deterministic due to several
threads being active at the same time. The number of iterations and columns generated for
two identical test instances with identical values on the control parameters run on the same
machine may therefore vary. However, when all parts of the problem is run to optimality, the
resulting objective values will be the same in every run. The reader should keep this in mind
when interpreting the results.

Table 10.9: Varying forced stopping parameters in the subproblems in the column generating
procedure. Combinations of MAXTIME and MIPRELSTOP tested.

MAX-
TIME

[s]

MIPREL-
STOP

[%]

Objective
node 1
[NOK]

Upper bound
node 1 [NOK]

Solution
time

node 1 [s]

Iterations
node 1

- 0.1 Not terminated after 48 hours

- 1.0 Not terminated after 48 hours

300 - 685 942 688 489 58 038 226
300 0.1 685 948 688 377 64 605 247
600 - 685 972 687 285 89 809 194
600 0.1 685 974 687 357 89 405 195
900 - 685 986 686 754 97 144 161
900 0.1 685 989 686 849 116 727 180
1200 - 685 995 686 430 139 231 175
1200 0.1 685 992 686 312 138 021 172

It can be seen that without any measures to reduce the time spent in each subproblem, total
solution times become long. Using MIPRELSTOP alone to reduce solution time in the subprob-
lems still results in long solution times. Using MAXTIME alone however reduces the solution
time. For lower values of MAXTIME there is however a need for more iterations before the col-
umn generation terminates. This indicates that there is value in letting the subproblem spend
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more time on finding better solutions. For higher MAXTIME, the upper bound on the objective
solution in the RMP is also lower. Using a combination of MIPRELSTOP and MAXTIME
gives varying performance over using MAXTIME alone. Based on these results it is decided to
set MAXTIME to 300 when the decomposition methods are compared.

It is interesting to investigate further how the bound on maximum time affects the solutions
during 10 hours compared to the case where the solution time in the subproblems is not bounded.
In the lowermost graphs in Figure 10.11 the upper bound and the RMP objective value is
illustrated when MAXTIME is set to 300 in the subproblems. Solution times per iteration in
the RMP and one subproblem are illustrated in the two lowermost graphs in Figure 10.12.

Figure 10.11: Upper and lower bound from stabilized Dantzig-Wolfe with (top) and without
(bottom) MAXTIME in the subproblems.

When the time in the subproblem is bounded it can be seen that the gap between the upper
bound and the RMP objective value after 10 hours is slightly smaller than without the limit.
The method also converges to a smaller gap earlier than when there is no bound on the time
in the subproblem. The bounded problem completes about twice as many iterations as the
unbounded one, and in about half of the last iterations the bound is better in the bounded
problem that what is reached after 10 hours in the unbounded problem.

Looking at the time per iteration in the RMP compared to the time in the subproblem for the
bounded problem it is clear that the solution time of the subproblems is what drives the total
computational time of the algorithm. It is also noted that the subproblems become harder to
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Figure 10.12: Time per iteration in RMP and subproblem with (top) and without (bottom)
MAXTIME in subproblem.

solve with the iterations. This indicates that when the dual variables sent form the RMP get
closer to their optimal values, the subproblems become harder to solve.

It is also seen from the graph for the bounded problem that after around 60 iterations, only
small improvements are made in the RMP objective and the upper bound. This shows that
there is potential in improving the stabilizing method for the column generation. As mentioned
in Section 3.2.1, it can be difficult to find parameters for the 3-piecewise linear stabilization
function that both stabilizes the column generation and allows for significant changes in the
dual variables. Considering the close connection between column generation and Lagrangian
relaxation, and the results from the different updating schemes for the Lagrangian multipliers,
where it was seen that the proximal bundle method had the best and most stable performance, it
would be interesting to see if a bundle-based stabilization method could improve the stabilization.
Given the short solution times seen in the RMP it is stated as a hypothesis that even if the
objective function of the RMP is quadratic it may still be solved in a reasonable amount of time.
If stabilization is improved, there will in addition be much to gain by reducing the number of
iterations. This is not further investigated in this thesis, but is suggested as a starting point for
anyone who would be interested in improving the column generation based solution approach
presented in this thesis.
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10.3.3 Scenario clustering

Tests in which subproblems consist of several scenarios clustered together were performed with
two scenarios in each cluster. Solving the subproblems to optimality without using a cutoff with
either MIPRELSTOP or MAXTIME was not successful because Xpress runs out of memory.
This indicates that the complexity of the subproblems largely increases when the size of them
increases.

The problem was also run with a MAXTIME in the subproblems set to 1200 seconds. A high
maximum solution time in the subproblems was chosen because the subproblems are likely to be
more difficult to solve when being larger. The model was run for 80 hours. When MAXTIME was
set to 1200, no memory problems are encountered. However, columns sent from the subproblems
are far from optimal. In many cases, the duality gap is above 100%, and also as high as 5000%
during some iterations. At the point the program was stopped, 237 iterations from the RMP had
been solved. Thus, the number of iterations would not be reduced by solving the subproblems
as scenario clusters. In fact, comparing the clustered version with the non-clustered version
that was let run for a maximum of 1200 seconds in the subproblems, it is seen that combining
scenario clustering with column generation does not provide any benefits for the SMIP problem
investigated.

10.3.4 Primal feasible solutions

All the tests described above were only conducted in the first node of the branch and price tree.
The solutions provided are therefor not feasible with respect to the unit commitment decisions.
Thus, the solutions provides only an upper bound to the feasible solutions. The branch and
price procedure was therefore implemented in order to obtain feasible primal solutions from the
column generation procedure. In addition two different heuristics have been tested.

Because the solution time of the branch and price tree is high in the first node, tests on the
branch and price algorithm have only been run with a scenario tree consisting of 10 scenarios.
The maximum solution time for the tests was set to 24 hours. During this time, 75 nodes were
solved, but none of them provide a feasible solution to the problem. The change in the upper
bound from the first to the last node is only 0.008% and the difference between the lowest
objective value in a node and the first node is only 0.05%.

The branch and price algorithm alone is seen to not being able to provide feasible solutions
within a reasonable amount of time. Two heuristics are therefore implemented that can be used
to find integer feasible solutions. The feasible solutions can then be used in the branch and
bound tree to enable pruning of nodes. However, looking at the small changes in the upper
bound between the nodes in the branch and bound tree, it is reasonable to believe that nodes
will not be pruned before many nodes have been processed.

Two heuristics are considered; one based on fixating the bid and one based on fixating the unit
commitment decisions as discussed in Section 6.3. Feasible solutions with respect to the first
stage variables can be obtained from the solution of the column generating procedure similarly as
feasible unit commitment decisions from the Lagrangian decomposition can be obtained directly
from the Lagrangian solution. Fixating the unit commitment decision is on the other hand
done by rounding the unit commitment decisions to the closest value. To test the performance
of these heuristics, five tests were conducted at different times during the column generation
procedure. When fixating the unit commitment decisions the heuristic solution is found within
a couple of minutes. When fixating the reserve bids the solution time is however considerably
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longer due to the presence of binary unit commitment variables. One of the objective of the
heuristic is to provide solutions within a short time-frame, hence the maximum solution time of
the heuristic is set to 1 000 seconds. The results presented are thus the best feasible solutions
found after 1 000 seconds. The results are provided in Table 10.10.

Table 10.10: MIP solutions from heuristics applied to Dantzig-Wolfe solutions

Time
[s]

Objetive
value; UC

fixated [NOK]

Objective value;
reserve bid

fixated [NOK]
1 000 595 418 544 860

10 000 636 894 615 824
20 000 637 518 559 443
30 000 634 199 630 122
40 000 639 966 563 795

It is seen that the heuristic that rounds and fixates the unit commitment decisions performs
better than the one that uses the target reserve bids directly. This is due to the fact that most
of the unit commitment decisions returned from Dantzig-Wolfe are rather close to either 0 or 1,
rounding these decisions is therefore a suitable approach in order to fulfill the binary require-
ments. This is somewhat analogous to the results from Lagrangian decomposition, where the
aggregation of reserve bids outperformed using the unit commitments decisions directly.

It is also noteworthy that the heuristic solutions are not necessarily better even though they are
constructed from solutions with better bounds. For further comparisons, the heuristic which
rounds and fixates the unit commitment decisions is used.

10.4 Increasing the size of the subproblems

To investigate how the decomposition methods perform on larger test instances, not only with
respect to scenarios, but with respect to reservoirs and generators, the decomposition methods
have been tested on test instance 2 which contains above two times as many generators and
reservoirs than test instance 1. Based on the discussion and the results in Chapter 9, the initial
water value is set 80% higher than in the initial in these tests.

Without any limits on maximum time or relative gap, both decomposition methods run out of
memory due to extensive branching in the subproblems when tests are run for test instance 2.
For the Dantzig-Wolfe decompostion, the problem was also run with MAXTIME set to 300 in
the subproblems, and this resulted in solution times of approximately 44 hours.

It has already been seen that when scenarios are bundled, the subproblems become too hard to
solve. However, when the scenarios are bundled, non-anticipativity constraints are also present in
the subproblems, increasing the complexity of them. When increasing the number of generators
and reservoirs, the increase in complexity of the subproblems cannot be directly compared.

Seeing that the decomposition methods perform poorly with the larger test instance 2, and with
scenario clusters for test instance 1 it is concluded that the scenariowise decomposition methods
investigated in this thesis do not scale well with respect to the size of the subproblems. It is
believed that with a distributed architecture, better performance would have been experienced
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for these larger test instances but that further increases in the size of the subproblems would still
be a problem. Due to these observations, further tests on test instance 2 are not executed.

10.5 Comparison of the decomposition methods

Given the results presented for test instance 1, it is clear that solving the SMIP problem by
scenariowise decomposition contributes to finding better upper bounds compared to solving
the deterministic equivalent by branch and bound. This is also illustrated in Figure 10.13,
which shows the results from solving the SMIP model with the best-performing versions of the
Lagrangian relaxation (proximal bundle) and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (stabilized version
with MIPRELSTOP=300). The figure also includes results from solving the model with 40
and 100 scenarios since it is of interest to see how the decomposition methods perform when
the number of scenarios is lower or higher. The upper bounds from all methods, the MIP
solution from the branch and bound tree of the deterministic equivalent and the different best
heuristic solutions are illustrated. The heuristic MIP solutions are derived from applying the
best performing heuristic from Lagrangian decomposition and the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition.
The MIP solution from the deterministic equivalent is the best solution found within the same
time frame or from the first node in the branch and bound tree if this is found later. MIP
solutions found after 10 000 seconds are used for comparison since it is of interest for power
producers to early find good feasible solutions during the solution procedure.

Figure 10.13: Comparison of Dantzig-Wolfe, Lagrange and deterministic equivalent with re-
spect to upper bound given time. Best MIP solution from the respective methods using the best
heuristic solution for the decomposition methods and the MIP solution from the branch and
bound tree are illustrated with dotted lines For test instance with 100 scenarios, no solution of
solving the deterministic equivalent is found within a solution time of 10 000 seconds; black line
representing the best upper bound found after 12 hours.

It is clear that the decomposition methods outperform the standard branch and bound proce-
dure by generating tighter optimistic bounds after a solution time of 10 hours for all scenario
trees. It is also observed that the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition converges more slowly than the
Lagrangian relaxation, but results in a better upper bound after a given time. Note however
that the bound from Lagrangian decomposition and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition would be the
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same if the SMIP problem had been solved solved to optimality with the decomposition methods
as discussed in Chapter 3.

For the smallest scenario tree with 40 scenarios, the linear relaxation solution in the first node
in the branch and bound tree is seen to be lower than the corresponding bound from both
decomposition methods at the time being found. However, as time passes, both decomposition
methods provide better upper bounds compared to the upper bound from solving the determin-
istic equivalent. When the number of scenarios is increased to 100, the deterministic equivalent
does not manage to return an optimal linear relaxed solution nor a feasible solution within the
time frame of 10 hours. These observations indicate that the decomposition methods are more
valuable when including many scenarios, thus the scalability of the methods with respect to
scenarios is clear.

It is optimal for a power producer to find an optimal solution of the multi-market bidding prob-
lem within a short time frame. Neither of the decomposition methods provide feasible solutions
within 10 hours. The implemented heuristics are therefore used to recover feasible solutions
such that we can get an idea of the gaps that are possible to achieve within a chosen time
frame. This time frame has been chosen to be 10 000 seconds in the comparison presented. The
heuristics implemented are shown to provide feasible solutions that are better than the MIP
solution found from the branch and bound procedure for the test performed on the scenario tree
with 70 and 100 scenarios. For the scenario tree with 100 scenarios the heuristics return feasible
solutions when the branch and bound procedure does not return any feasible solutions. Com-
bining decomposition methods with heuristics in such a case is considered interesting because
the combination of decomposition methods and heuristics then provide a valid upper bound to
feasible solutions at all times during the solution procedure. The heuristics implemented are
not advance and show unstable behaviour in that the quality of the solutions they find do not
seem to correspond to the quality of the upper bound solutions they are derived from. We
consequently need more efficient heuristic that can translate solutions from the decomposition
methods into high quality feasible solutions.

10.6 Practical value of scenariowise decomposition

For a hydropower producer the primary reserve bid should be scheduled within a reasonable
amount of time, typically within a couple of hours (Klæboe, 2015a). Results from the tests
conducted and presented in this chapter show that it is not possible to find exact optimal
solutions of the problem with the implemented decomposition methods, within the strict time
limit. The results from the simple heuristics applied after 10 000 seconds did provide reasonably
good feasible solutions and it is believed that the quality of these solutions could be improved
with better heuristics or by combining constructive heuristics with local search heuristics.

Solving the problem with a decomposition method results in a valid upper bound early in
the solution process that can be used as a benchmark for evaluating the quality of potential
heuristic solutions found. These upper bounds can also facilitate earlier stop of the search for
better feasible solutions compared to solving the standard formulation of the problem to find
feasible solutions. This is especially evident when including large scenario trees in the model.
The deterministic equivalent does not find the optimal solution for the linear relaxation, hence
providing no indication of the upper bound of the solution.

Through the analysis, it is seen that the scenariowise decomposition methods scale well with
respect to scenarios. This facilitates the inclusion of a large number of scenarios that manage to
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capture the uncertainty well, having positive impact on the reality representation of the model.
On the contrary, the methods do not scale well with respect to the size of the subproblems.
The solution times of the decomposition methods are seen to be driven by the complexity of
the subproblems. The solution times may vary significantly between scenarios, depending on
the realized prices in that particular scenario. One scenario may become the limiting factor,
resulting in long solution times for the overall problem.

When testing the decomposition methods with larger problem instance Xpress runs out of mem-
ory before a solution can be found. These problems are due to the large number of binary vari-
ables in the subproblems associated with the unit commitment decisions. The memory issues
can however be different if the decision maker has access to a fully distributed architecture. Still,
the issues related to scalability with respect to the complexity of the subproblems remain.

As indicated by the analysis of the EVPI and VSS, the value of solving the SMIP problem
presented is assumed to be larger when solving the two test instances together compared to
solving them separately. Hence, including a large share of the portfolio (optimally the whole
portfolio) is seen as beneficial for a producer who wishes to use the SMIP model presented in
practice. This however increases the size of the subproblems resulting in high solution times or
no possibility of finding a solution.

Modeling measures could be taken to reduce the complexity of the model with respect to the unit
commitment decisions. One possibility is to relax the binary restriction on the unit commitment
variables, hence solving the relaxed problem. This however results in the solution obtained in
the first stage not being implementable in the second stage. This can however be taken care of
by for example optimizing the second stage decisions over again when the uncertainty has been
revealed. Another possibility is to include the unit commitment decision in an earlier stage in the
stochastic model, hence avoiding the problem of mixed-integer recourse. Note that the reality
representation of the model most probably will be affected by the above mentioned changes,
but that the possible reduction in solution time might be worth the trade-off. It is outside the
scope of this thesis to investigate the possible gain of implementing these measures, but future
research within the area is encouraged.

Overall, it can be concluded that solution time is high for all decomposition methods, and in
most cases longer than accepted if applied as decision support for power producers. Using the
decomposition methods to find valid upper bounds is however considered valuable, since it can
contribute to validate possible heuristic solutions found. In addition, early solutions from the
decomposition methods may provide good starting points that can be used by heuristics or other
techniques to recover feasible solutions.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

In this thesis, a model for optimal bidding in the sequential primary reserve market and day-
ahead market has been investigated. The problem investigated is a large-scale stochastic pro-
gram with continuous first stage and mixed binary second stage variables. Stochastic problems
with these characteristics are characterized as complex, and few problem-specific solution pro-
cedures exist. A comprehensive modeling framework has been developed and implemented in
the thesis to investigate scenariowise decomposition of the problem. This framework consists
of price forecasting, scenario generation and implementation of the scenariowise decomposition
methods.

For the work done on input data, our main contribution has been the development of a procedure
for generating joint price scenarios for hourly day-ahead prices and weekly primary reserve prices.
This was accomplished by combining time series forecasting for reserve and day-ahead prices
with a scenario generation process based on PCA and moment matching. Day-ahead prices are
modeled by an ARMA model, while primary reserve prices have been modeled with an ARMAX
model dependent on the expected prices in the day-ahead market. The results of the scenario
generation procedure shows that the scenarios capture the price characteristics of electricity
prices well, resulting in realistic scenarios.

Two scenariowise decomposition methods have been successfully implemented; Lagrangian and
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. Scenariowise decomposition makes the problem scalable in the
number of scenarios, mitigating part of the computational difficulty associated with solving
large problem instances when the number of scenarios increases. Both decomposition methods
outperform the linear programming relaxation by providing better upper bounds on the optimal
objective value within the maximum time limit of 10 hours. However, the solution time required
for the methods to return relatively good bounds are outside the time available in most bidding
situations.

The Lagrangian relaxation has been combined with different types of multiplier updating schemes
to determine the best fit for the problem at hand. Due to high level of oscillations and insta-
bility, the proximal bundle method performed best. Lagrangian relaxation combined with this
multiplier updating scheme provides better upper bounds than the linear programming relax-
ation within reasonable time. These bounds can be used to achieve better gaps when combined
with non-optimal integer solutions from solving the standard formulation of the deterministic
equivalent or from heuristic solutions.

The solutions from the Lagrangian relaxation fulfill integer requirements, but violate the non-
anticipativity constraints. They can be converted into feasible solutions by making use of con-
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structive heuristics. Tests performed with two simple constructive heuristics however show that
it is hard to control the quality of the solutions. Thus, a remaining issue is still to develop
heuristics or find other techniques to recover good feasible solutions from the solutions to the
Lagrangian relaxed problem.

The Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition also suffers from long solution times. This is due to both long
solution times of the subproblems and instability of the column generation procedure. Different
methods have been used to speed up the solution process. These are somewhat successful, but
it is believed that there is potential for improving the stabilization methods. If one wishes to
pursue the use of use column generation to solve the bidding problem, alternative stabilization
techniques should be considered to see if the number of iterations can be reduced. Because the
proximal bundle method has shown stability in the Lagrangian decomposition, a stabilization
approach based on a bundle method could also be interesting to investigate.

The performance of the decomposition methods is characterized by subproblems that are hard to
solve, symmetry, high dimensionality and many unit commitment decisions in terms of binary
variables. This results in little scalability with respect to size of the subproblems. The unit
commitment part of the subproblems is particularly difficult, resulting in long solution times for
the overall problem. When the size of the subproblems grows, not only the solution times are
an obstacle, but also memory problems are encountered due to the generation of large branch
and bound trees during the solution process. This is seen for the cases where more constraints
and integer variables are included in the subproblems (watercourse 2), when subproblems are
combined into larger subproblems (scenario clustering) and when the subproblems become non-
linear (standard progressive hedging algorithm).

To sum up, the value of the decomposition methods is not to use them to solve the problem to
optimality. Instead, early solutions from the decomposition methods may provide good starting
points that can be used in combination with heuristics or other techniques to recover feasible
solutions. In addition, the decomposition methods can be used to find valid upper bounds, out-
performing the bounds from the linear programming relaxation, that can contribute to validate
the quality of these solutions. More work should therefore be done on finding techniques for
generating good feasible solutions. Another interesting future area of research is to investigate
reformulations of the problem that contribute to reduce solution-times while at the same time
reatain the realism of the model.
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Appendix A

Correlation matrices

Table A.1: Correlation matrix of primary reserve prices

Week-N Week-D Week-E Weekend-N Weekend-D Weekend-E

Week-N 1.000
Week-D 0.899 1.000
Week-E 0.924 0.968 1.000
Weekend-N 0.872 0.832 0.834 1.000
Weekend-D 0.866 0.863 0.849 0.954 1.000
Weekend-E 0.854 0.831 0.809 0.950 0.983 1.00

.

Table A.2: Correlation matrix between primary reserve and day-ahead prices.

Day-ahead
Week-N Week-D Week-N Weekend-N Weekend-D Weekend-E

P

Week-N -0.175 -0.131 -0.084 -0.228 -0.133 -0.112
Week-D -0.127 -0.093 -0.046 -0.180 -0.098 -0.075
Week-E -0.094 -0.060 -0.013 -0.153 -0.068 -0.043
Weekend-N -0.141 -0.101 -0.040 -0.224 -0.110 -0.088
Weekend-D -0.196 -0.152 -0.101 -0.271 -0.174 -0.150
Weekend-E -0.215 -0.171 -0.119 -0.288 -0.187 -0.169
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Table B.1: Parameters for day-ahead ARMA model, 00:00-08:00.

Hour Param. Estimate Std. error Log-lik t-value p-value

00:00-01:00

φ1 0.0192 0.1064 967.51 0.180 0.852
φ2 0.3396 0.0886 967.51 3.833 0.0001
φ3 0.5718 0.0725 967.51 7.887 0.0001
Θ1 0.6311 0.1019 967.51 6.193 0.0001
Θ2 0.1377 0.0706 967.51 1.95 0.054
Θ4 -0.3789 0.0332 967.51 11.41 0.001

01:00-02:00
φ1 0.9757 0.0072 717.27 135.51 0.0001
Θ1 -0.4000 0.0295 717.27 13.56 0.0001
Θ2 -0.1552 0.0282 717.27 5.50 0.0001

02:00-03:00

φ1 0.0847 0.0536 592.1 1.58 0.1144
φ2 0.8684 0.0518 592.1 16.76 0.0001
Θ1 0.5183 0.0589 592.1 8.80 0.0001
Θ2 -0.5053 0.0375 592.1 13.47 0.0001
Θ3 -0.2047 0.0297 592.1 6.89 0.0001

03:00-04:00
φ1 0.9733 0.0077 545.61 126.40 0.0001
Θ1 -0.3673 0.0293 545.61 12.54 0.0001
Θ2 -0.1906 0.0281 545.61 6.78 0.0001

04:00-05:00
φ1 0.9766 0.0073 469.71 133.78 0.0001
Θ2 -0.4048 0.0293 469.71 13.82 0.0001
Θ3 -0.2029 0.0284 469.71 7.14 0.0001

05:00-06:00
φ1 0.9790 0.0069 599.56 141.88 0.0001
Θ2 -0.3862 0.0289 599.56 13.36 0.0001
Θ3 -0.2291 0.0279 599.56 8.21 0.0001

06:00-07:00

φ1 0.1196 0.0566 736.46 2.11 0.0351
φ2 0.8457 0.0557 736.46 15.18 0.0001
Θ1 0.5161 0.0645 736.46 8.00 0.0001
Θ2 -0.6228 0.0307 736.46 20.29 0.0001
Θ3 -0.2353 0.0377 736.46 6.24 0.0001

07:00-08:00

φ1 0.4802 0.0287 491.69 16.73 0.0001
φ2 -0.3912 0.0559 491.69 7.00 0.0001
φ3 0.8316 0.0381 491.69 21.83 0.0001
Θ1 0.0045 0.0424 491.69 0.1 0.992
Θ2 0.4323 0.0686 491.69 6.3 0.0001
Θ3 -0.5471 0.0389 491.69 14.06 0.0001



Table B.2: Parameters for day-ahead ARMA model, 08:00-16:00.

Hour Param. Estimate Std. error Log-lik t-value p-value

08:00-09:00

φ1 0.1037 0.0503 534.23 2.06 0.0396
φ2 0.8578 0.0495 534.23 17.33 0.0001
Θ1 0.4692 0.0582 534.23 8.06 0.0001
Θ2 -0.6830 0.0308 534.23 22.17 0.0001
Θ3 -0.2387 0.0360 534.23 6.63 0.0001

09:00-10:00

φ1 0.4888 0.0637 727.76 7.67 0.0001
φ2 0.7467 0.0817 727.76 9.14 0.0001
φ3 -0.2594 0.0517 727.76 5.017 0.0001
Θ1 0.1027 0.0529 727.76 1.94 0.0526
Θ2 -0.7058 0.0493 727.76 14.31 0.0001

10:00-11:00

c -0.0030 0.0586 862.95 0.05 0.9601
φ1 0.1280 0.1726 862.95 0.74 0.4594
φ2 0.8698 0.0528 862.95 16.47 0.0001
φ3 -0.0365 0.1365 862.95 0.26 0.7949
Θ1 0.4405 0.1641 862.95 2.68 0.0075
Θ2 -0.6057 0.0669 862.95 0.05 0.9601
Θ3 -0.1445 0.0805 862.95 1.79 0.0737

11:00-12:00
φ1 1.3365 0.0530 1075.85 2.52 0.0001
φ2 -0.3504 0.0505 1075.85 6.94 0.0001
Θ1 -0.7163 0.0398 1075.85 18.00 0.0001

12:00-13:00

c 0.0170 0.0478 1142.07 0.05 0.961
φ1 2.1930 0.0127 1142.07 172.677 0.0001
φ2 -2.1524 0.0221 1142.07 97.39 0.0001
φ3 0.9373 0.0132 1142.07 71.01 0.0001
Θ1 -1.6161 0.0300 1142.07 53.87 0.0001
Θ2 1.4126 0.0403 1142.07 35.05 0.0001
Θ4 -0.4078 0.0287 1142.07 14.20 0.0001

14:00-15:00

φ1 1.1906 0.1232 1031.54 9.66 0.0001
φ2 -0.2076 0.1195 1031.54 1.74 0.0821
Θ1 -0.5287 0.1234 1031.54 4.28 0.0001
Θ2 -0.1290 0.0632 1031.54 2.04 0.0416

15:00-16:00

c -0.0025 0.0597 967.48 0.0418 0.9967
φ1 0.3492 - 967.48 - -
φ2 0.7629 - 967.48 - -
φ3 -0.1425 0.0884 967.48 1.61 - 0.1007
Θ1 0.329 - 967.48 - -
Θ2 -0.5757 - 967.48 - -
Θ3 -0.1516 - 967.48 - -



Table B.3: Parameters for day-ahead ARMA model, 16:00-24:00.

Hour Param. Estimate Std. error Log-lik t-value p-value

16:00-17:00

c 0.0259 0.0508 1045.07 0.51 0.61601
φ1 2.1990 0.0109 1045.07 201.74 0.0001
φ2 -2.1682 0.0180 1045.07 120.46 0.0001
φ3 0.9466 0.0115 1045.07 82.31 0.0001
Θ1 -1.6291 0.0317 1045.07 51.39 0.0001
Θ2 1.4176 0.0444 1045.07 31.93 0.0001
Θ3 -0.4010 0.0311 1045.07 12.86 0.0001

17:00-18:00

φ1 2.1345 0.0550 1013.61 38.81 0.0001
φ2 -1.7266 0.0858 1013.61 20.12 0.0001
φ3 0.5759 0.0425 1013.61 13.55 0.0001
Θ1 -1.4613 0.0542 1013.61 26.96 0.0001
Θ2 0.718 0.045 1013.61 15.96 0.0001

18:00-19:00
φ1 1.4053 0.0606 1066.89 23.19 0.0001
φ2 -0.4191 0.0576 1066.89 7.28 0.0001
φ3 -0.7227 0.0475 1066.89 15.2147 0.0001

19:00-20:00

φ1 0.0117 0.0222 1164.31 0.527 0.5983
φ2 0.9348 0.0214 1164.31 43.68 0.0001
φ3 0.7098 0.0362 1164.31 19.61 0.0001
Θ1 -0.4147 0.0384 1164.31 10.80 0.0001
Θ2 -0.1919 0.0304 1164.31 6.31 0.0001

21:00-22:00

φ1 0.0328 0.0273 1376.6 1.20 0.2304
φ2 0.9242 0.0264 1376.6 35.00 0.0001
φ3 0.7415 0.0388 1376.6 19.11 0.0001
Θ1 -0.3616 0.0378 1376.6 9.57 0.0001
Θ2 -0.2055 0.0286 1376.6 7.19 0.0001

22:00-23:00

φ1 0.9788 0.0066 1432.18 148.30 0.0001
Θ1 -0.2082 0.0296 1432.18 7.03 0.0001
Θ2 -0.1230 0.0289 1432.18 4.26 0.0001
Θ3 -0.0497 0.0276 1432.18 1.80 0.0721

23:00-24:00

φ1 0.2998 0.1719 1466.44 1.74 0.0821
φ2 0.6660 0.1674 1466.44 3.98 0.0001
Θ1 0.4697 0.1700 1466.44 2.76 0.0001
Θ2 -0.2509 0.0513 1466.44 4.89 0.0001
Θ3 -0.1619 0.0283 1466.44 5.72 0.0001



Table B.4: Parameters for primary reserves ARMAX model

Block Param. Estimate Std. error Log-lik t-value p-value

Week-night

d 1.5954 6.2316 -167.63 0.26 0.7952
γ1 1.5954 0.1882 -167.63 8.48 0.0001
γ2 -0.9205 0.4482 -167.63 2.05 0.0419
γ3 0.2257 0.2656 -167.63 0.85 0.3965
Γ1 -1.1396 0.1404 -167.63 4.54 0.0001
Γ2 0.7429 0.2509 -167.63 2.96 0.0035
α1 -0.4721 0.2513 -167.63 1.88 0.0618

Week-day

d 4.8794 1.4536 -156.19 3.36 0.010
γ1 0.0836 0.2815 -156.19 0.30 0.7645
γ2 0.4090 0.1519 -156.19 2.69 0.0078
γ3 0.2281 0.1828 -156.19 1.25 0.2130
Γ1 0.2881 0.2646 -156.19 1.09 0.2772
Γ2 0.4441 0.1300 -156.19 3.42 0.0008
α1 -0.2828 0.2603 -156.19 1.09 0.2772

Week-evening

d 4.9436 1.8405 -167.31 2.69 0.0078
γ1 0.5162 0.2386 -167.31 2.16 0.0322
γ2 0.3279 0.1926 -167.31 1.70 0.0909
Γ1 -0.1491 0.2374 -167.31 0.63 0.5295
Γ2 0.2917 0.1193 -167.31 2.45 0.0153
Γ3 -0.1564 0.1325 -167.31 1.18 0.2396
α1 -0.2817 0.3363 -167.31 0.84 0.4021

Weekend-night

d 4.9433 1.1572 -174.02 4.27 0.0001
γ1 1.7517 0.1476 -174.02 11.87 0.0001
γ2 -0.8069 0.1303 -174.02 6.19 0.0001
Γ1 -1.1894 0.1463 -174.02 2.86 0.0048
Γ2 0.4284 0.1008 -174.02 4.25 0.0001
α1 -0.1778 0.2164 -174.02 0.82 0.4134

Weekend-day

d 5.5867 1.7485 -177.54 3.20 0.0016
γ1 0.8884 0.0433 -177.54 20.5 0.0001
Γ2 -0.3440 0.0844 -177.54 4.08 0.0001)
α1 5.5867 1.7485 -177.54 3.20 0.0016

Weekend-evening

d 6.2549 1.8782 -178.18 3.33 0.0011
γ1 0.8856 0.0431 -178.18 20.55 0.0001
Γ2 -0.3348 0.0836 -178.18 4.00 0.0001
α1 6.2549 1.8782 -178.18 3.33 0.0012
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Figure C.1: Linearization of P-Q curves.
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